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CONFIDENTIAL

I. (C) PREFACE
A.

ABSTRaCT

The purpose of this project was to evaluate the 73d Aviation Company
(Aerial Surveillance) to determine the tactical employment of the company;
the adequacy of the organization and equipment; the effectiveness of infrared (IH), side looking airborne radar (SLAR), and daylight anQ night photographic surveillance; and the logistical supl ort required in counterinsurgency operations in the Republic of Vietnam.
The 73d Aviation Company (AS) was employed in accordance with US Army
doctrine to support the II, III, and IV ARVN Corps, and the Target Research
and Analysis Center (TRAC), J-2 Section, Kiilitary Assistance Command Vietnami (IACV). The 73d was equipjed with six OV-1A (visual/photographic), two
OV-1B (SLAR), and four OV-1C (IR) aircraft.
Army Concept Team in Vietnam (ACTIV) project officers and evaluators
collected data from questionnaires, interviews, observation of operations,
and official records from 1 April to 29 June 1965.
During the evaluation period, the 73rd Aviation Company flew 2,643 conbat hours. No losses were attributed to enemy groundfire and aircraft were
struck by small arms fire on only 12 occasions.
The imagery generated by daylight photographic, SLIR,and IR surveillance
systems provided effective and tirnely information on Viet Cong activities.
For example, acting on information gathered in part by the 73d Aviation Company, one division executed a 7-day operation that netted 200 Viet Cong KIA,
48 captured, 76 suspects, and 372 weapons.
Table of Org-anization and Equipnient 1-128T (Modified) provided adequate
personnel and equipiaent to process and interpret acquired imagery. However,
the TOE was not adequate in other aspects, notably the nurber of mechanics
provided, for sustained support of counterinsurgency operations. A TOE is
recommended in annex H which, if implemented, should adequately support the
surveillance mdssion in the counterinsurgency environment of Vietnam.
Although logistical sup, ort received was generally good, the supply of
signal items was inadequate.
The company was able to function effectively
only because of the large araount of spare parts supplied in advance of its
deployment.
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B.

OBJECTIVES AND MTHODS
1.

Objective I - Tactical Employment

Describe the tactical employment of the 73d Aviation Company, including the methods and procedures for furnishing the acquired data to intelligence staff agencies.
Methods for satipfying this objective were examination of company
records and SOP's, completion of questionnaires, interviews with unit personnel, and observation by evaluators, on the ground and during, flying missions.
2.

Objective 2 - Airborne Surveillance

Determine the capability of the infrared, side looking airborne
radar, and day and night photographic surveillance systems to provide in-

formation on Viet Cong activities.

Methods for satisfying this objective were:

3.

a)

Imagery produced from infrared, SLAR, and conventional film was
evaluated and categorized for quality.

b)

Information was recorded frcm mission debriefings to determine
the number of targets developed by type of sensor. Percentage
of the assigned targets covered per mission and any malfunctions
or failures of the sensor equipment encountered during the mission were also recorded.

c)

Missions were flown by evaluators and their observations were
recorded.

d)

Evaluators traced the flow of information from completion of a
mission, through the processing procedures, until dispatcTh to
the requesting agency.

e)

Opinions of US staff and advisory personnel of units requesting
intelligence from 73d Aviation Company (AS) were polled.

f)

The night photographic system could not be evaluated because of
insufficient data.

Objective 3

-

Imaery' Interpretation

Determine the adequacy of personnel and equipment in the imagery
interpretation section to process and interpret acquired imagery rapidly.

2
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Kethods for satisfying this objcotive were continuous observat'on
and docwgentation of section operation and opinion polling or key personnel
and evaluators.

4.

ObJcctive .

.

A-uacy o: TOE

DeterLine the adequacy of the Aviation Compari
in counterinsurgency operations.

TOE 1-128T (Kodified)

Methods for satisfying this ohjuctive were exavination of coimpany

records, interviews with kcy -ersonnel, and observation.
5.

Objective 5 - Logistics

requirements of the 73d Aviation
Corpany. Docurment thc logistical suplort
Lethocs Lor satisfyinz t.lis objcctive were, in addition to the use
of questionnaircs, the sa.ue aE tiLose. Cor objective 4.
C.

SU}D*L,4Y OF CC:;CLUSIO1:&S .,Lj ZCG1,.JTIS

The 73d Aviation Co3,pany (AS) functioned effectively, accomplished the
assigned surveillance r.,ission, and had a positive effect on the conduct of
Although the number and nix of OV-1 aircraft
tactical operations in Rav.
were inadequate to i..eet all requirezents for reconnaissance and surveillance
in RVI', d.y photo, IA, and SLuR imagery were effective in providing inforL.ation on Viet Cong activities. Uight photography was not evaluated, as
only one rission was requested and flown.
Processirn, intex.rctation, and dissei ination of imagery .id inagery
infonation was ti;ely a.nd accurate, althouhji delays were encountered because of cori.-unication difficulties. lcrsonncl and equipment of the iragewy
interpretation (II) section wei'e adequa.tc in t.e perfornancc of their func..
tion.
Table of Crgaiozation and :c,_i: snt 1-12CT (Modified) was inadequate and
tVe addition o' one ot icer, one warý.ant o"ficcr and 29 enlisted ren was required. Around-tie-clock raintvn..nce -.ne increased inspection requirerents
necessitated a rlrdx uT oC 2.4 xcechlanici ecr aircraft for organizational
rkiinttu=ce, instead of the 2.C auLhorized, w1ich account,
for sore o' the
additional pcrsonnel recorvrendeel.
In certain arcas additional equipment was
needed. On the oth,,r hand, :zome TOU itens were in excess of conpany require-

Logistical su:. ort was g•enerally good.
*

Irprovey,:erts in self-contained

navigational aid& ror OV-1D and GV-iC aircraft w.re reqTired, as was an
adequate system, for corpass calibra'.ion.

3
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A US Army aviation company (aerial surveillance) organised in accordance with the TOE presented in annex H should be employed in support of each
ARVN corps. The recomended TOE provides for three OV-IB (SLARY-and nine
OV-1C (IR .aircraft plus personnel and supporting equipment to sustain near
all-weather, day or night, visual, photographic# and electronic sensor suveillance of a corps area of influence.
The Infrared Detepting Set ANAJAS-4 should be modified to increase its
capability as an area search device, and clear-cut instructions are required
on the use of filters provided for the infrared detectors. Improved ground
auxiliary power equipment with sufficient power output is required to provide a preflight testing capability of electronic sensor equipment installed in the OV-1 aircraft.

/
/
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ME. (C) INTRODUCTION
A.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this project was to evaluate the 73d Aviation Company
company;
of the of
(Aerial Surveillance) to determin'a tactical employment
infrared
adequacy of the organization and equipment; the effectiveness
(IR), side looking airborne radar (SLAR), daylight and night photographic
surveillance; adequacy of the imagery interpretation section and their
ability to interpret imagery rapidly; and the logistic support required
in counterinsurgency operations in the Republic of Vietnam (RVN).
B. BACKGROUND

Early in the counterinsurgency effort in Vietnam, daylight aerial reconnaissance and surveillance by US and RVN military forces had been a significant deterrent to the Viet Cong in their preparation of ambushes. in their
conduct of resupply, and in their other types of operations. As a result,
the Viet Cong were forced to undertake military operations during the hours
of darkness.
In early 1964, the Commanding General, United States Army Support Command, Vietnam (CGUSASCV), now US Army, Vietnam (USARV), submitted a request
to Commander-in-Chief, United States Army Pacific (CINCUSARPAC) for two infrared-equipped OV-lC airplanes and augmentation of personnel for assignment
to the 23d Special Warfare Aviation Detachment (WAD) for the purpose of
satisfying an urgent operational requirement for airborne surveillance equipment that would effectively detect insurgent activity during hours of darkness. The Commander, US r4ilitary Assistance Command, Vietnam (COMUSMACV)
requested the Commander-in-Chief, Pacific (GINCPAC) to support the USASCV
request.
The Army Concept Team in Vietnam (ACTIV) was given the mission to undertake an evaluation to determine the effectiveness of these infrared-equipped
aircraft in obtaining reliable information and to determine the future reouirements for aerial infrared equipment in the RVN.
Meanwhile, CGUSASCV received information that a proposal to organize a
120-man unit equipped with 3 C)V-lB (SIAR) and 3 OV-IC (IR) aircraft, together with ground data link stations for deployment to RVN, was under consideration in Department of the Army.
e
On 13 August 1964, CIhCUSAHPAC received a message from DA which requested concurrence in the deployment of this unit and also inquired about the
concept of employment and plan for absorbing the personnel into the current
authorized personnel ceiling.

5
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On 31 August 1964, COWJSH4CV notified CINCPAC of the concept of employLient and, at the same time, requested that the combination of three OV-iB's
aýd three OV-IC's be changed to two OV-IB's (SLAR) and four OV-IC's (33),
Commander-in-Chief, Pacific forwarded COLJSMACVts request to DA where it wSA
approved.
The 82d Aerial Surveillance and Target Acquisition (ASTA) Vetachment was
activated and designated as the unit to be deployed to the RVN., Before deployment. it was attached to the S7d Airborne Division, Fort Bragg, North
Carolina, for organization, equipment, and training.
A conference was held at Headquarters, USARPAC from 6 to 10 October 1964
to recommend modifications to TOE 1-128T, Aviation Company (Aerial Surveillance) in order to permit merging of the 23d SWAD and the 82d ASTA Detachment.
These modifications of TOE 1-128T were subsequently approved and the TOE
was designated TOE 1-128T (Modified).
The 82d ASTA Detachment was redesignated the 4th ASTA Detachient and was
moved to the RVN during December 1964 where it joined the 23d &D,. Both
detachments were then organized into the 73d Aviation Company (Aerial Surveillance), TOE 1-12ST (Modified), effective 26 December 1964. The 73d Aviation
Company (AS) became operational 10 January 1965.
Subsequent to the decision to organize the 73d Aviation Company (AS), DA
requested that the proposed ACTIV evaluation of aerial infrared equipment be
expanded to include the entire company. A new evaluation plan was submitted
on 24 November 1964 and was approved by CINCPAC on 12 March 1965.
The evaluation of the 73d Aviation Company (Aerial Surveillance) commenced I April 1965 and collection of data was completed on 29 June 1965.
C. SCOPE
1.

Definition of the Project

The intent of this project was to provide an operational evaluation
of the US Army Aviation Company (Aerial Surveillance), TOE 1-128T (Modified)
in the counterinsurgency environment of Vietnam. Particular emphasis was
placed on:
a)

Describing the tactical employment of the company, including the
methods and procedures of furnishing electronic sensor data to
intelligence staff agencies.

b)

Determining the capability of the IR, SLAR, and day and night
photographic surveillance systems to provide information on Viet
Cong activities.
6
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2.

c)

Evaluating the adequacy of personnel and oquipment to process
bad interpret acquiree inagery.

d)

EvaluatinM TOE 1-1286T (I'odified) to determim what changes
were required to make the company fully rceponsive in the
counterinsurgency envirormnt in Vietnarft.

e)

Docmientirv, the loqistical support requirecents of the aviation conpafy.

Sjary of Statistics
OV-1A
(Visnal Pboto.)

OV-3.3

OV-lC

(;R

Average nail-ber of aircraft

assigned

8

2

4

Average num'ber of Uission
ready, aircraft daily

5

1

2

!633.

371

616

67

62

53

Total target areas adsi-ned

Ct60

213

628

Total target, areas surveyed

2466

187

460

Total mission hours

1477

306

483

1468

6

75

9

300

408

55
5

57

Total f2rjrC hours
Average m•onthly flight i-ours
per aircraft

Day
flight
Instrument flijght hours
Total mision hourc over

target axea

3113

225

219

Dzy

1107

4

33

6

221

186

I

44

29

2689

1789

Night
Instr•ient flit

hours

N'.iber of targets of r.ilitamy
significance

Unknown
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.3. Setting of tie Project
a.

Envi rornment

The 73d Aviation Comparn (Aerial Surveillance) operated from
Vure Tau Airfield located approximately 41 miles southeast of Saigon,
Vietnam. Operational mirdsions were flown in the mountain, highlands coastal, and delta regions of VietnamL under all but the most severe weather
conditions.
4here physical environment had a significant effect on surveillance operations, pertinent facts have been noted. Annex A contains
a discussion of the enemgy, weather, and terrain.

b.

Military, Elements

Docu•entation of operations of the 73d Aviation Company (AS)
is the basis of this report. Data were also gathered from the following
units:
1) Target Research and Analysis Center (TRAC), MACV J2

c.

2)

YACV J3

3)

US Advisory Elements II Corps

4)

US Advisory Elements III Corps

5)

US Advisory Elements IV Corps

6)

765th Transportation Battalion

7)

611th Transportation Company

8)

330th Transportation Company

Equipment

The OV-I aircraft, series A, Bp and C, was the standard aircraft of the company. Other primary equipment was the AN/UAS-4 Aerial
Infrared System, AN/APS-94 (A) Side Looking Airborne Radar System, KS-61
Camera System, KA-60 Panoramic Camera System, and the Marconi Doppler
Flight Navigation System.
(See annex C for detailed description of equipment.)
d.

Fission

The vmission of the 73d Aviation Company (Aerial Surveillance)
was to perform visual, photographic, and electronic reconnaissance and
surveillance in support or Republic of Vietnam counterinsurgency operations
as directed by WiCV J3.

8
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4.

Definition of Terms
See annex F.

D. EVALUATION nESIGN
1.

Methodology
Findings were based on results obtained from compilation and

analysis of quantitative data and collation of qualitative data.
a.

Data Collection Methods
Data used in the preparation of this report were obtained

through:
1)

Questionnaires designed to raco.r

of a mission from the initial

the significant events

ecquest to the final de-

briefing
2)

Personal observation by ACqi.ý :vo

uators, including surveillai.xc
company by the evaluators

b.

ct officers and eval-

zt:iors flown for tho

3)

Data extracted from unit r-c-%rdz, reports, and summarl
that were transcribed on AC7:V forms specifically designed
for the evaluation

4)

Interviews with key personr-' , o-briefing of crews, and
opinion samplings recorded ir, •u-•r'tive form.

Analysis Methods
The analysis of the collected

v,-s accomplished as fo1PA•;'
w

1)

Careful screening and compar: ,u
and reports were made

2)

An opinion poll of the suppo1x,&units was made to de1;:mine whether or not infonaat on zrovided was useful to

°ifall questionnair,-

the military operations
3)

Imagery interpreters' opini.'i.,
g-•arding quality of
acquired imagery were recorr!:-d on all imagery procesoed.
Comparisons of imagery acquL..'-• in Vietram to imagery
published in II handbooks wore
*aae

9
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4 4)Analysis was made of factors such as mission reaction
times, tactics employed with various sensors and target
areas, comrunication procedures, timeliness, and the
validity of inforration acquired.
5)

Quantitative data from dapige reports were tabulated and
the results sr•ir~i zoe.

2.

Limitations and Variables

United States advisors, joint staffs, US Army Support Comrand,
and the 73d Aviation Company (AS) were directed to assist ACTIV evaluators
to the maximum extent permitted by the local combat situation. Data were
collected from surveillance missions in support of actual counterinsurgenc operations and no missions were generated for the express purpose of
proaucing evaluation data.
a.

Limitations

(1) Operational control exercised by Headquarters,
Assistance Comiand, Vietnam.

b.

US Military

(2)

Operational support requested by supported units.

(3)

Reliability of equipment.

Varieiles

(1)

3.

(2)

Condition of equipment.

(3)

Enemy situation.

Support Requirements

Support requirements were provided as outlined in the evaluation
plan with the exception that one officer evaluator (NOS 64823, Aircraft
Maintenance) was provided by ACTIV and not from CONUS resources as planned. Permanently assigned ACTIV project officers and TDY personnel from
USASCV and CONUS acted as evalwators.
Funds to support TDY personnel were
provided by the US Army Combat Developments Conmiand.
4.

Time Schedule
a.

10 Jan 65

73d Aviation Company (AS) became operational

b.

1 Feb to 13 Mar 65

Arrival of TDY personnel

10
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c.

1 Lpr 65 ho 27 Jun 65

d.

1 Jul f5 tou

Oct 63

CI
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M. (C) DISCUSSION
A. OBJECTIVE 1 - TACTICAL &1PLOYMUNT
1.

Comm&nd and Control

4hen organized in December 1964, the 73d Aviation Company was
assi,,ned to the 765th Transport-ition Battalion (Aircraft H4ainteniinoe and
4uppiy) loouted at Yung Tau, itepublic of Vietnam. The battalion commander
exercised command but operetional contr-A was vested in the i.y Aviation
Operations oections (IAZAb) of the Joiril, Operations Center (JOG), wehich
dirrc tea the 73d Aviation Company AS) on matters pertaining to allocation ard employment of OV-.ý aircraft.
On 15 April 1965 the 73d ,vidtion Company (,LS) wac released frcm
as.igunmnt to the 70jth Transportation BattAlion and reki3signed to the
UW Az..y Aviation Group (Provision..l) Vietnam. Although the group commander acjuired command, operational control remained with AAM), and, though
cotinued to a'eceive administrative and logistic support from the 7b5th.
Comm. nd and control org•nization is shown in figure 2.

Sr Adv

UbAý, U

.IICorps
2L.A Sr Adv

USA Avn Gp

2dAHVN• Divi

"

r7

AAUI., jJOGC
Ji - C•omanV
•

(Prov) Vietnam"

Avn Co ( J65)"
...
..

lt 'ream
7dAVn

(-)_

(U) FIGURE 2.

Command
operation-l control
command less operational control

Command and control.
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2.

Deployment

The 73d Aviation Company was located at Vung Tau airfield, 41
miles southeast of Saigon. The airfield was operated and maintained by

tbh

765th Transportation Battalion (AMIS).

The location proved to be

adequate in relation to the surveillance requirfnents which had to be
supported. Facilities available included:
a)

Direct support maintenance

b)

General support maintenance

c)

Hangar space and parking facilities

d)

Ground control approach

e)

Non-directional radio beacon

f)

On-post housing (enlisted only)

g)

Three pierced steel planking runways, the longest of
which was 5,900 feet plus overruns.

Thirteen imagery interpreters, four photo processing personnel,
and one generator operator assigned to the 73d Aviation Company were
detailed for duty with the Target Research and Analysis Center (TRAC),
MACV J2 with duty station at Tan Son Nhut Airfield, Saigon. One officer
was also placed on duty with TRAC as 73d Aviation Company liaison officer
to coordinate mission requests and assist imagery interpreters in mission
planning. (See figure 3.) In addition, the 73d supported TRAC with two
M-292 expansible vans and one ES-29 photo lab.
The AAOS directed the 73d Aviation Company to support the II Corps
with two OV-JA aircraft daily as the first priority mission of visual
sureillance. The senior advisor of II Corps re-allocated these two aircraft to operational control of the 22d ARVN Division at Qui Nhon3 some
260 nautical miles north of Vung Tau. In order to be responsive to the
needs of the 22d Division G2 advisor# the commanding officer, 73d Aviation Company, arranged to base two aircraft with necessary support at the
Qai Nhon Airfield. As a consequence, 2 aircraft, 2 crews, 10 enlisted
men, a photo dark room, and 1 AN/GRC-46 radio teletype were in a detached
status throughout the evaluation. However, the aircraft and crews were
rotated every 2 weeks.
One officer was stationed at Can Tho, IV Corps Headquarters to
provide necessary liaison and assistance in mission requests fcor aerial
surveillance.

3IA
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1 Flt

Team.

2 OV-1A u
1 U4/TFQ-7

1.,Personnel
2 M-292 Vans
1 ES-29
1 AN/VEC-1O

'73d

Ovn Co (AS)

*6 OV-lA's
2
4
2
~2

*
*
*

:ýui NHGICN

OV-1B's
OV-lC's
AN/TkQ-1'I
A14/TFQ-'7'a

1 L 0 noe u

*Includes

*(U)

FIGURE 3.

t )

two OV-1A float aLx craft

Deplo~ant.
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1.

Mission Rea~dv A'ti'*rft

'-.'-;

The 73d Aviaticn Compary (AS) had the following aircraft assigned
under TOE 1-128T (Modified): .

a) 6oV-lAv
b)

2OV-1B's,;

0

4)OV-;C's

"

The 611th Transportation Company (DS) issued two OV-IA float aircraft to the 73d'Avn Co.raking eigt' OV-3A aircraft available to support
the visual and jýkotographic spveiýlance mission.

No float OV-IB or..OV-lC,

aircraft were available i±n-RVN.
The overal" aircraft mission-ready rate was 72.8 percent. The
number of aircraft available for aerial surveillance during April, May,
and June are "ndicated in figure J.
4

Average
Available
i . NumberJ:Aircraft
9-Daye

:.
Aircraft Assigned

8 oV-l&s
2 OV-IB's

5
5.4
1.5

6.2
1.4'

5.9
1.7

5.8
1.5

4 OV-lC's'(3 OV-1C's after
.•9 June)

3.3

3.4

1.9

2.9

"(C)

FIGURE 4.

Mission-ready aircraft.

Even though the average number or OV-lA aircra:.. mission-ready
for visual and photographic surveillance was 5.8v only four aircraft were
,normally used. The staning operating procedure of the 73d Avn Co was
to use two-flight teams of'two aircraft for all visual and photo missions.
One flight team supported the II. Corps (22d ARVN Division) daily ile
the remaining aircraft were used to .suWort the requirements of the IV
Corps (7th, 9th, and 21st ARVN Diyisjbns). Series OV-1A aircraft supporting missions for the IV Corps would normally leave Vung Tau at first light
and returhf ar~ufd i16n df the 6&e day... Anf afternoon flight team was then
dispatchedand. wuld.,.remain i-ntbe IV Corps area until darkness.
Although an average of, 1.5 OV-lB aircraft were mission-ready
daily, one aircraft Q"isWed-foi SLAR missions during-a 24-hour period.
When available, the other sircraft was used for SLAR mission backup sup-

port.
The daily average of 2.9 nisason-ready OV-1C aircraft"normally
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provided two aircraft to accomplish preplanned infrared sur'reillancej.
When an irinediate mission request was generated and approved# TRAC di-n
meted aircraft from preplannod missions.

4.

Communications
The telephone was the only means of electrical cosmmmication be.i,
tavee the headquarters of the 73d Avn Co and supported units. Each telephone transmission was required to go through three military switchboards#
'with the exception of those to TRAC where only two were r-equired. Circuits
were often overloaded and prolonged delays were frequent.
The two AN/GRC-46 radio teletype sets provided for camnunimations between the oompa~r and the supported units were inadequate during the
evaluation. Distances between the 73d Avn Co and flight teamas at Qui.
Mlion was 260 ýdles, wel-. beyond the range of these radios. As a result,
the telephone was used for conemunication even though much difficulty was
experienced. A telephone traffic diagram is shown in figure 5.

CONDORDERABBIT
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The 73d Avn Co did not, operate in an intelligence or air request
P4ircraft, while airborne, operated in the supported unit's FM com-

net.

mand. ne.t.
5.

Mission Request Channels

Mission request channels and priorities were controlled .by the
AAOSj, JOC Branch, J3 MACV. Using units employed two different channels
for aerial surveillance requests depending on the type of surveillance
mission desired.

a.

Visual/Photo

Priorities for visual and photographic surveillance missions
flown by the 73d Aviation Compary (AS) were:
1)

First Priority - IT Corps (22d Div)

2)

Second Priority - IV Corps

3)

Third Priority - III Corps

4)

Fourth Priority - TRAC

(1)

First. Priority - II Corps (22d ARVI Div)

Daily persootal liaison maintained between the US Army
G2 advisor, 22d ARVIN Division, and the 73d flight team leader, both of
whom were located at Qui Mhons minimized communication and administrative
problems. All preplanned" and ii.,mediate mission requests :from other II
Corps units, including II Corps headquarters, were coordinated with the
US Army G2 advisor, 22d ARVN Division.
(2)

Second Priority - IV Corps

The divisions of IV Corps (7th, 9th, and 21st ARVN) requested surveillance missions through the corps COC. The 73d Avn Co
liaison officer (at corps COC) received the mission requests and, after
consolidation, passed them to the 73d Avn Co. 'Mien conflicts arose because of lack of aircraft or when the tactical situation demanded a concentrated surveillance effort in one particular area, the US Army G2
advisor, IV Corps established priorities for units within the corps.
Preplanned and inmiediate mission requests flowed through
the same channels. However, the IV Corps units had the authority to contact the 73d Avn Co directly for immediate visual and photo missions.

18
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(3) ThLrd Priority - III Corps
The US Am-y G2 advisors III Corps, contacted the 73d Avn
Co with all mission requests frorm III Corps units.

(4)

Fourth Priority - TRAC

dAll
mission requests originating in TRtC wee given to
t
the 73d Ovn Co liaison officer on duty with the TRAC and he telephoned
the requests to his company.

(See figure 6.)

III Corps

nI Corps

VCrs

lF'

TC

22d Di'v

request.
channels

Flt Team
73d Avn Co
(U) FIGURE 6.

b.

Visual and photo mission request channels.

-

IR and SIA1
(1)

First Priority - TI&C

The TRAC operations officer decided which target areas
were to be surveyed each day and then notified the 73d Avn Co liaison

officer on duty at TRAC.

!tie liaison otficer assisted in planning and

scheduling missions and forwarded the requirements to the 73d &vn Co.
(2)

Second Friority - III Corps

All units in III Corps were required to submit mission
requests to the US Army G2 advisor, III Corps, who forwarded them to TRAC
for final approval.
(3)

figure 7.)

Third Priority - IV Corps

The IV Corps employed the same method as III Corps.
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II orppII
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73doAvn

(U) FIGURE 7.
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6.

IV~op
.x•Hi.Jspnz.

e

4Missign, requepiý
channels

Infrared and SLIR rission request channels.

Otegational grocedures

The 73d Avn Co received mission requests primarily from two
sources: visual/photo mission requests came from the company liaison
officer with IV Corps and electronic sensor surveillance requests camefrom the company liaison officer with thc TR-AC.
a.

Mission Scheduling

Preplanned mission reqaests received at the 73d Avn Co were
held and consolidated with other requests. .,,en all requests had been
received they were assigned to survei'il.ano platoon commanders, who designated the flight crews for the rission0 The operations officer then
assigned mission-ready aiirraft to flinht crews.
All mission requests for LQ/zLkR target areas were plotted on
maps. The imagery interpretation sectLon prepared pilot traces of SLA
target areas on overlays from 1:250,O0C arid IR target areas on overlays
of 1:50,000. The flight operations Ch" a p lotted all assigned visual/
photo target areas on a large 1:500,CCC0 Eeneral briefing map. deather
information was kept current and was posted in the operations office
where it was readily available to all av-iaors.
Immediate mission requests were processed in the same manprompt action was taken to
ner as were preplanned missions. Howe'Jeze
satisfy irmediate missions whon aircr2ft were available.
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b.

Briefirs

(1)

General Briefing

In a briefing held for aviators at 0700 hours each day,
the intelligence officer discussed the current enemy situation as it existed in III and IV Corps and pointed out all known changes of Viet Cong
unit locations. Also during this briefing, the company commander, operations officer, and maintenance officer discussed various subjects of in-?
terest that would affect accomplishment of overall tact cal missions.
No specific mission was discussed.
(2)

Visual/Photo Briefing

Upon receipt of mdsion requirements the designated
flight team leader studied the assigned target areas and briefed his
dngm and the observers on the missions to be flown. The following
was discussedI
a)

Target area descriptions and locations

b)
c)

Scale of photographs requested
Sequence of target areas to be surveyed

d)

Direction of flight over target areas

e)

Altitudes to be flown over each target area

f)

Units to receive inflight spot reports

g)

Tactical F71 radio frequencies to be used

h)

Flight following FM and UHF radio frequencies

i)

-.1eather forecast

3)

Desired position of the wingman in relation
to thc! flight leader during the missions

k)

Refueling schedule and airfields to be used

1) &,ergency. procedures
Aviators were generally familiar with the area and
enemy situation from repeatedly flying surveillance missions over the
areas and, thus, detailed rIssion briefings on procedures, radio frequencies, terrain, and enemy indicators were not usually required.
21
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(3) IR/SLAR Briefing
The intelligence officer or an imagery interpreter

briefed IR and SIAR aviators on the mission requirements 3 to 6 hours
prior to scheduled takeoff. Each aviator was given an overlay showing
the target area to be surveyed,

The following mission informtation was provided:
a) Sensor to be employed
b)

General period of flight (day or night)

c)

Range and range delay settings (S=AR)

d)

Channels to be used (IR)

e)

Altitude over target areas (IR)

f)

Coordinates of target area boundaries

g)

Coordinates designating flight path (SUtR)

h)

Nature of targets in areas

i)

Time over target areas

J)

Place where imagery was to be delivered for
processing

k)

Requestors' target numbers

1) Special instructions - requestors' call signs
and frequencies and inflight spot report instructions.
c.

Mission Flight Planning

Visual, photographic and SLAR surveillance mission flight
planning was not difficult ibut IR mission flight planning was more detailed and about •both~a was required to plan each flight.

(1) Vis ual/Photo"'.
The flighet team leader determined the sequence of targets to be surveyed, the tipme, direction, and altitudes to be flown over
each, and the position of the wingman in relation to the flight team
leader for each target area. The last target area to be surveyed was
selected to be near an airtield where refueling facilities were available.
22
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It was also deterndoned which aviator would rake in-flight spot reports
to the supported units.

-

(2)
The II section plotted al] tarq(t areas ar.

desir.d

fli;jht pathks on an overlay to 4 m..lc of 1t250,000 -,hich was ucee by
the --iator who transferred Lhi infor;&tion to an aeronautical chart
f1iho.;inZ ;h"
avtihable ground navi-atioral aids.
After obtainiriV weather inforriation the aviator deter3.-ned headings an2 ground speed. for each leg of the planned flight path..
ihc altitudes flown were those recorended by whe nanufacturer of the

--

as, foi.ows:

-- 'M
1
0

&Bat

.•25

of .is-sicns,

radar

q~air<cd

Altitiide (Absolute)

Io

7,003 ft

50 km

10,000 ft

C90 ji,

14,000 ft

iNssion plar.,mni
or &IAR was the same as for other types
except when tarr-eL areas wers in L'ountain.us te: rain. ,.hen

",,aukinby mountains was a factor, c-etailed flight plandng was re-

The I.ý section aviators initially reqdired approxivately
22 hours to p.1an an Li surveil.ace jA.ission but, wiIh ez.perience, this
was reduced to about 1 hour.
Not only was precise ravigation requiredc to position the
Ii sensor over bhc tar,.et areas but the lirIted area of coverage afforded
by the 80 degree scan angle of the A,/AAS-)4 std the low altitudes flown
(below 2000 feet absolute) required detailea flight planning. and a highIy accurate navigL ion sB'ster'.
Host navigation was accomplished using the self-contained do.pjler radar navigatcr. Boundaries of t1l target areas were plotted:
or. a 1:250,000 clirt and a 1:50,000 rap. •an-inade and rAtural terrain
featurns th-,at, wo'•ud appear near target zreas on the terrain display scopes
were selected as check points and plotted an the chart and map. Doppler
coordlkatcs were then coi..pit•.cd for each target area and check point.
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d.

Navigatic,• Procedures

Navigation procedures varied, depending on the type of surveillance mission flown.
Visual and daylight photographic surveillance
primarily used pilotage.
Infrared and SIAR missions frequently conducted during periods of reduced visibility used a combination of all available means and methods of navigation.
(1)

Visual and Daylight Photographic Surveillance

Most of the aviators in the visual/photo platoon were
familiar with the operational areas.
Rivers, islands, villages, and
the varying coast line prcovided identifiable land marks easily correlated
with maps and aeronautical charts, and determination of position was
possible by map and chart inspection.
hihen target areas were located in
a section of the country where identifiable landmarks were limited, the
nearest identifia~le 1andmrk was relected as an initial
point and dead
reckoning navigation procedures were used from that point to the target
area.
1iMhen haze, smoke, or clouds limited visibility, nondirectional raedl bdacons and dead reckoning were used to position airOnce over the target area the aviators adcraft over the target area.
justed their altitude to that required for the particular surveillance
mission.

(2)

'SAR

Aircraft equipped with SIAR were capable of performing
surveillance in all but the most nevere weather and frequently flew surveillance missions under conditions calling for use of instrument flight
rules (IFR).
The Saigon visual omni range (VOR) and various low frequency radio beacons were used in conjunction with dead reckoning and
pilotage.
Since SLAR missions were conducted at high altitudes (7,000 to

14,000 feet), radio line-of-sight between the aircraft and ground-based
electronic navigation aids was usually maintained.

(3) I
Aviators relied principally on the doppler radar navigator for navigation information. In addition, other methods such as
ground-based ra'.io navigation aids, pilotage, and dead reckoning were used.
e.

Tad*lca

The inherent difference in SIAR, IR, and photographic surveillance equipment required that the surveillance platoons develop varied tactics and techniques to provide information in minimum time and with
the least risk.
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(1)

Visual/Photo

Visual and phott, missions were flown dlring daylight
hours using flight tear, of two e-rcraft each. The flight team leader
and his wingman flew in a loose ijrmation that allowed freedom for quick
maneuvers and mutual support ia surveying target areas. Each mission
was accomplished by making the mirimum number of passes over the targe
area and# when possible, it was made with one pass to achieve surprise.

(2)

SUAR

The absence of enemy air power and large caliber antiaircraft weapons permitted the SLIR equipped aircraft to accomplish surveillance missions without developing complex tactics and techniques.
The ability to operatP at night at high altitudes and in marginal weather were factors that contributed to the successful conduct of SIAR surveillance missions. Missions were conducted by single aircraft.
The size of target areas surveyed by SIAR-equipped airIn order to
craCft werft•arge (average size, 19,618 square kilometers).
provIde 'usable imagery, the pilot was required to maintain altitude and
heading control. The installed automatic pilot (AS-12) was used extensively for this purpose and was consieered essential to help obtain good
quali ty imagery.

(3)111.
Night infrared surveillance missions were conducted over
area targets by single aircraft. Altitudes could not be varied greatly
because of airborne IR system limitations and the scale of imagery desired. Navigation lights were extinguished to reduce detection and vulnerability of the aircraft to small arms fire.
f.

Tecbniques

-lie techniques of raneuver used over assigned target areas
depended on individual aviator preference and variables of time of day,
weather, enemy capabilities, size of target areas, terrain, and type of
sensor employed.

(1)

V•isual and Photo
Visual surveillance missions permitted the aviators more

*

latitude in selecting techniques and flight patterns than did other types
oi surveillance. Th. techniques used for photographic surveillance were

ssimilar to those employed for visual surveillance, as most photo target
*

areas were taken under surveillance simultaneously by two aircraft. The
Slead aircraft employed the photographic sensor (KM-61A) and flew at the
altitude required to provide the desired scale factor. Vertical phtos
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with the 0-.A1A required mor passes over the target for adequate coverage. Normafl• however, one or two ýarget passes would provide complete
coverage of the average 1.5 square kilometer photo target area. The second aircraft maintained a position above and behind and on occasion would
employ the KA-60 camera to obtain oblique area coverage.
Over 75 percent of the surveillance acconplished with
the KU-60 or KS-61A carnras was obtained while flying between 500 and 1500
feet absolute altitude. Percentage relationships pertaining to the type
of patterns and the altitudes flown over photographic target areas, by
sensor type, are shown in figures 8 and 9.
Single
Lass

Eultiple
Parallel
Passes

Multiple
Random
Passes

Triangular
Courses

Visual

6.9

20.2

KS-61A

51.9

30.1

70.8
15.5

1.9
2.5

KA-60

73.6

13.2

13.2

-

SLAR

55.6

33.6

7.2

2.5

1.i

IR

10.4

53.2

36.0

.2

.2

Type of
Surveillance

Other
.2

-

All values show percent of use in target areas within sensor category.
(C) FIGURE 8.

Surveillance pattern usage compared with type of sensor
employed.
Altitude in Feet, Absolute

Type of
Surveil-

0
to

51
to

101
to

201
to

501
to

1001
to

1501
to

2001
to

5001
to

Over

lance

50

100

200

500

1000

1500

2000

00

7000

Z000

Visual

12.0 -

.9

3.8

22.2

45.4

13.9

.9

.9

-

KS-61A

-

-

2.3

9.1

13.6

50.0

20.4

2.3

2.3

-

KA-60

-

-

-

7.6

38.5

38.5

15.4

-

-

-

-

.1

SL

-

-

.

.

.

.

2R
2.0

-

23.0

-

69.6

5.4

-

99.9
-

Climbs and decents disregarded. All vrlues show percent of time over
target areas within seni.or category.
(C)

FIGURE 9.

Surveillance altitudes compared with type of sensor employed.
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Typical flioht patterns used for the various types of
targets and target areas taken unde? visual and photographic surveillance
are shown in annex Bo
g.

In-flight Spot Reports

(1)

Visual

Flight crews performing visual surveillance made 251
spot reports to supported units during the evaluation, most of which were
made over the FM tactical radio to division G2 advisors. Whenever FM
radio contact over the units' comand net could not be established, aircraft landed at the nearest airfield and a spot report was made by telephone. Negative information wari included with the in-flight spot reports.

(2)

SIAR

The frequency of SLAR reports increased as techniques
and procedures were developed for coordinating immediate actions against
Viet Cong night activity (figure 10). Armed helicopters# fighter-bombers,
and flare illumination aircraft were placed on standby status to react
prouiptly to targets of opportunity identified by the electronic sensors.
The inflight techniques required to provide accurate target data from SIAR surveillance were less demanding than from IR because of"
the relatively large field of view and the manner in which imagery was
presented. It was possible to compute and report target position in 6digit UTM coordinates by use of the RO-166 Recorder-Processer-Viewer.
The R0-166 allowed direct, long-term viewing of the processed imagery, by
the aircrew and permitted target locations to be plotted directly on a
map and rechecked for accuracy without reference to a navigational aid.

No,
of
reports

100
90
80
70

X - Visual

60
50
40
30

I-A

SLUR

O

10
1-29 Jun
1-31 May
1-30 Apr
(C) FIGURE 10. Spot report summary.

Inflight spot reports associated with IR surveillance
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were made on seven occasions. Techniques for providing coordinates of
significant IR emissions on a real-time basis were not developed by the
company. (See objective 2,)
h& Debriefings and Reports
Crew members were debriefed at the end of each f-light. -The
information obtained was recorded and used to provide requesting units
with pertinent information.

7.

Information Dissemination - Methods and Procedures

Several procedures were required to disseminate information obtained from aerial surveillance missions. These were governed by the

mission request priority system previously discussed and the communications system used.
Immediate Photo Intelligence Reports (IPIR) on IR and SIAR
imagery were either written directly at the TRAC or were written at Vung

Tau and then given to the TRAC for dissemination.

Normal distribution

of IPIR's by the TRAC was made to the following:

a)

J2 High Command (AMW)

b)

J2 MACV

c)

G2 appropriate corps

d)

G2•, requestor other than corps

e)

N2,9 Naval Advisor Group (water results only)

f)

Division intelligence officer, 2d Air Division (USAF)

g)

CO, 73d Aviation Company

h)

TRAC Research Branch

i)

:File

a.

Visual Surveillance
In-Flight spot reports were made to the supported division

G2 advisor over the' division FYM cormand net.

Even though an in-flight or

telephonic spot report had been mades the flight crews were required, at
the termination of each flight, to complete a standard 73d Avn Co debriefing form. This form was completed in duplicate, one copy dispatched to
the supported unit, and the other filed.
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b.

Photographic Surveillance

On missions flown for IV Corps, photographic prints, a completed debriefing report, and an overlay plot were delivered to the IV
Corps air traffic coordinating officer (ATCO) the day after the mission
was flown. The ATCO then delivered the nissi.cn results to the requesting
unit by helicopter.
Results of missions flown for the 22d ARVN Division were handcarried by the fligb• team leader to the division G2 advisor immediately
after processing. The division G2 advisor debriefed the flight team aviators at the time the photos were received. All photos processed at Qdi
Nhon were interpreted by the photo interpretation section with the 22d
Division.
During the evaluation there were no iuzediate photo ,cissions
requested for divisions of IV Corps. However, the procedure used by the
73d Avn Co prior to the evaluation was to process the photos, make an
overlay plot, and air-deliver the plot, debriefing report, and rhotos the
savie day the mission was flown. Since none of the divisions in IV Corps
had adequate airfields close to division headquarters a photo drop was
r1ade using the message drop port of the OV-lA.
c.

SLAR Surveillance

There were two recorder heads available for the AN/APS-94A
SLui.
Aien using the RC-225 recorder the exposed film had to be developed and dried in a photo darkroom. .hen the M0-166; was used the exposed
film was developed and viewed while airborne andiafter landing, the film
was washedS dried, and interpreted.
Initially, the RO-225 recorder was used with the SIAR. Since
most SLiR flights teriinated at Vung Tau, film processing and interpretation was conducted there and IFL's were telephoned to the TMIC, which in
turn relayed the information to the unit intelligence staff agencies concerned. These reports were flown to THAC for further analysis later that
sam.e day.
Shortly after the 7Jd Ami Co was organized, the SLAR operators were given additional training on the installation and use of the
X0-166 Recorder-Processor-Viewer.
.iith the use of the RO-166, film was
processed and viewed, and moving targets were plotted and reported to
ap'propriate unit staff intelligence agencies while the aircraft was airborne, At the teraination of the flight the processed film was interpreted and an irx-.ediate report nade to the TRAC. The average time from
landing to the time this information was telephoned to the appropriate
headquarters by T&C was 2 hours and 27 rdnutes.
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M. Surveillance

Normall•#,IR flights terminate• at Tan Son Nhut Airfield. Exposed film wai delivered to the -TRC where it was processed and interpreted. The flight crews-were debriefed while the film, was being 'developed,

washed# and dried. After completing the interpretations an i-mediate photo
interpretation report-was made to the appropriate unit staff intelligence
agencies. The averagi elapsed time from landing to the completion of the
telephonic report was 2 hours and 48 minutes.
e.

Responsiveness

Intelligence information which resulted from all aerial surveillance missions was provided on a timely basis tc responsible agencies
(TRAC) and coDUands but there were times when any. units (below corps
level) did not receive information acquired by IR and SLUI until several
hours aiter intelligence was developed. (See objective 3.)
8.

Tain

The personnel of the 73d Avn Co were generalV capable of performing their assigned tasks without additional trainingi However, a few inadequacies in training and experience of aviators and electronic sensor
and doppler radar maintenance persomnel were found.
a.

Aviators
(1)

Low-Level Navigation

Accurate low-level navigation during periods of restricted
visibility was a definite requirement for providing 100 percent coverage
of assigned IR target areas. During the initial period or operations it
was found that aviators had difficulty in achieving the required coverage
of infrared target areas. These areas were usually located in flat terrain covered with heavy jungle vegetation. Prominent land marks were not
visible at night and groimd electronic navigation aids could not be relied
on because of their distant location and the low altitudes at which the
missions were flown. Detailed flight planning was necessary before each
flight in order to plot check points that could be identified on the IR
terrain display scopes and to determine the type of patterns to be flown
within the target areas. The consensus of opirion among evaluators and
73d AOn Co aviators was that training in this area should receive more

emphasis in CONUS.
During most of the evaluation period, only six qualified
aviators were assigned to undertake IR surveillance missions. However,
during the last half of the evaluations three additional US Almy Combat
Surveillance School trained aviators were available.. These newly assigned aviators required 15 hours training in night low-level navigation and
30
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15 hours of ground school on doppler navigation and the Th system before they were considered ready to undertake missions& Four aviators
received operational qualification in the use of the doppler navigation system.
(2)

Cross-Training Requirements

Cross-training from one series of OVr- aircraft to
another as they were configured for the evaluation required the following number of hours of training:
Cross-Training Required

Aircraft Type

ground hours

FMiylt hours
OV-lA

1 to 15 (gunnery)

8 (aranent)

OV-IB

3 (SL'R)

5 (SIAR theory and opn)

0V-lC

10 to 15 (Doppler and
I
(3)

15 (Doppler and IR'opn)

opn)

Experience Level

The experience level, as of 1 April 1965, of the OV-I
aviators was as follows:
Total Fixed-WinW Time

-! Combat Flight Time

OV-I Time

No. of

No. of

No. of

Aviator

Hours

Aviators

-Hours

Aviators

500

2

101 to 200

3

0 to

50

1

501 to 1000

5

201 to 300

9

1 to 100

5

1001 to 1500

10

301 to 400

9

101 to 150

7

1501 to 2000

1

401 to5 00

1

151 to 200

3

Over 2000

4

201to 250

5

251 to 300

1

Hours
0 to

The company SOP required newly assigned aviators to fly
two operatioal .missions with an experienced aviator before being assign,ed sole responsibility for surveillance missions. In the case of visual
and photo missions, the tean leader was the experienced aviator and the
newly assigned aviator flew as wingman, Infrared and SLAR missions were
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conducted with an experienced aviator as copilot ,adoperator during
visual flightse while the newly assigned aviator piloted the aircraft.
During the evaluation, the average flight hours per
aviator were 43.7 hours for April, 38.9 hours for May, and 38.8 hours for
June.

Ie

b.

Electronic Sensor Operators

All sensor operators had to be capable in reading maps rapidly and accurately. Additionally, they had to be capable of plotting IR
emissions and radar returns as they appeared in the IR terrain display
scopes and on the processed film as it appeared in the viewer of the D0-166
Recorder-Processor-Viewer. Problems associated with in-flight plotting
of emissions and radar target returns were:
1)

Small work area in

cockpit and lack of free movement

caused by various parachute and seat harnesses.

2)

Converting doppler coordinates to map grid coordinates.

3)

Infrared emissions were visible for only a few seconds
and the operator was required to shift his vision from
the display scopes to the doppler computer to determine
cnordinates and then back to plot the emissions on a
map. During this time other important emissions might
well go unseen.

4)

To prevent light from shiung iii the aviator's eyes at
night, the terrain display scopes were shielded and inconveniently placed for the already occupied pilot to
see them, and he could not readily assist the operator.

Side looking airborne radar operators required additional
training in maintenance and use of the H0-166 Recorder-Processor-Viewer.
Installation and operator maintenance training was supervised by the factory representative.
c.

Imagery Interpreters
See objective 3 for details on imagery interpreters.

d.

On-The-Job Training

On-the-job training was used effectively by the 73d Avn Co.
The early ETM of sensor operators necessitated on-the-job training cf
other personnel to provide operators. Two 11 sensor operators were trained successfully in this manner during the evaluation. One additional IR
operator had been similarly trained before the evaluation.
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9.

Vulnerability•j''

Viet Cong small3 arms fire had no significant effect on 0V-1 aircraft operations. A total of 2,643 hours were flown in OV-1 aircraft
There were no known losses of OV-I aircraft
from 1 April to 29 June 1965.
to enemy action. Twelve
S~dueaircraft were hit with eighteen rounds. See
annex B for hit data*
Estimated .30 caliber small arms fire damage rewLIted in aircraft
being grounded for sheetmetal work for a total of 31 out of 1260 aircraft
days, One OV-1C was hit withtwo estimated .50 caliber rounds while on a
night mission and considerable damage was sustained. Although the aircraft landed without incident.. it was out of service for 30 days.
All aircraft hits were received at 2000 feet absolute altitude
or lower., as shown in figure ll.

i

500-1000 feet

OV-IA

0

7

2

1

OV-IB

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

,•(U)

FIGURE 3.1.

S~crew
Sof
!
•

I

I0, Supplemental Information
a.
!i

I

S~
I

I

Aircraft hit data.

OV`-IC aircraft failed to return from a night infrared mis-: -.
sion andp despite an intensive
search.. was never found. 'Both •S
members are listed as missing. Although the cause of disappearance
the aircraft could not be determineds it is not listed as a groundfire loss. One known casualty occurred when an aviator was slightly wounded in the check by a piece of flying plexiglass. He was given medical
treatment and returned to duty the same day.

SOne

I

I1500-20OO feet

Oý500 feet

V-O0

.i000-I•00 feet

'

Visual Surveillance

The visual surveillance capability provided by OV-1A aircraft
had been evaluated in Vietnam by ACTIV on two previous occasions and find~ings presented in the reports ',Mohawk Aircraft in the Target Acquisition
Role,, (U)j 1 February 1964., and "Employment of OV-I (Mohawk) Aircraft in
Supr of Coanterinsurgency Operations" (U)., 25 may 1963.
During the present evaluation., nearly all

of the visual sur-

veillance missions were flown in support of the 7thj, 9ths and 21st Divi-

~sions in the ARVN IV Corps and the 22d Division in the ARVN In Corps.

A

few missions were flown in support of the 5t.11
Special Forces Group in the
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III Corps area and TRAC.

Visual target areas were surveyed as shown in

figure 12.

Mission

II Cors

LV Corps

Other

Preplanned

360

1419

12.

Immediate

107

152

2

4

65

-

Targets of Opportunity
(C) .FIGURE 12,
(1)

Visual target area summary.

Mission Aborts

Of a total of 2052 visual target area missions assigned,
249 or 12.1 percent were aborted. Adverse weather conditions over the
target area and aircraft malfurction accounted for 69.1 percent of all

aborts.
(2)

Target Indicators

•1hen possible the irtellilence value of target indicattors for each visual target area was determined and a composite assessment of the indicators made. Personnel, sampans, fortifications, and
structures, in that order, were most frequently reported. Normal activity
(36.8 percent) and unusual activity (35.2 percent) occurred about equally.
In 4.2 percent of the target areas no indication of activity was observed
and the iture of activity in 23.8 percent of the target areas could not
be determined. It should be noted that in each target area, group sightings of any one category were recorded as one sighting.
(See figure 13.)
b.

Aircraft Armament

The six authorized and two float OV-IA aircraft were equipped with 2.75-inch rockets and caliber .50 machineguns to provide a suppressive fire capability. Armed aircraft were normally employed in pairs
andwhen suppressive fires were requested, both aircraft participated.
Each aircraft normally carried one of the following armament
loads:
1)

Lpad A - Two XK-14 systems (750 rounds of caliber .50
each) and 2 IAU-32 systems (7 rounds of WP rockets each,
normally used for target marking)

2)

-

I

Load B - Two IAU-3 systems (18 rounds of HE rockets each)
and 2 IAU-32 systems.
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Sightings b," Area

Catlgory

-184 (32.9%)

Personnel

76

Animals

(02.1%)

2

(00.1%)

Construction

40

(01.O%)

Vehicles

41

(01.1%)

Supplies

24

(00.7%)

Junks or Ships

39

(01.1%)

Sampans

919

(25.5%)

Structures

299

(08.3%)

Fortifications

465

(12.9,)

Unidentifiable Objects

Camouflage
Other-

97

(02.7%)

421

(11.5%)

Categories of visual surveillance missions.
- hen defensive firepower was required during visual photo

(U) FIGURE 13.

missiOnso mutually supporting fire was delivered.

Existing rules of

engagement prohibited firing upon suspected VC mn1em they Ifire first and then
only after the ARVN observer on board verified that the incoming fire was
enemy.

I

This was strictly enforced by the company commander.

Armed OV-IA aircraft were used to escort OV-1C aircraft on
daylight IR missions in II Corps area. The airspeed differential beteen the two aircraft required the OV-IC to decrease its speed by about

2U knots.

This decrease in speed of the sensor aircraft was considered

to be insignificant compared to the protection provided by the escort.
Aviators unanimously agreed that an aggressive use of defensive firepower insured that missions were successfully accomplished.
The retalitory capability of the armed aircraft allowed the airc:tft to
fly longer and remain longer in pr:ime target areas with greater safety.
As a result, positive and more detailed information was obtained from
areas in which suppressive fite.was used.
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c.

i
1

Alert Aircraft

Airfield commander required two armed.OV-1Ak airVung Tau S~The
~craft with flight crews# in addition to other aircraftp to sandby during
the hours of darkness to defend the airfield against-attack.

The concept

included a standby CV-2B Caribous loaded with illumniation flaress to illuminate the attacking forces thereby allowing armed OV-IAts to attack.
d.

ARVN Observers

as stated in reACV Directive 95-2A
The rules Zf engagementl
The observers were
required ARVN obsveers in all atmed OV- aircraft
officers "who had completed the ARVN aerial observer's school and they

with navigation
were familiar with the area naddssisted the aviatorr
(pilotage) and identification of Viet Cong activitya The ARVN observers
e
over the FM radio.
frequently made spot reportis o ARl units
e.

Ground Based Navigation Aids
Radio navigation aids were located in the vicinity of major

population centers (figure 141,.

Coverage was considered adequate for

aircraft operating at altitudes where radio line-of-sight with the very
high frequency aids could be maintained. It was also adequate for genwhen signal.
close enough
below
at lower
eral
navigation
Prereceive a reliable
realtitudesp
qency aids
to line-of-sight,
low poweitdh
l
to
the
cision low altitude radio navigation in remote areas of the delta or in
many of the target areas located in mountainous terrain wao not possible
the accuracy of low-level
using standard navigation equipment. Therefored
night surveillance was to a great extent dependent upon proper operation
of the doppler radar navigators installed in the-OV-IC aircraft. The
effect of navigation on surveillance is d nscussed in objective 2.

31i.

Findirvs
a.

The AAOS,

JOC, WkCV maintained operational control of the 73d

Avn Co.
b. The TagC was delegated responsibility for dissemination of
all information acquired from imagery produced by electronic sensor equipe
ment assigned to the 73d Avn Co
c.

The 73d Avn Co provided liaison officers to the TRAC, II

Corps, and IV Corps,

d. Eigheeen personnel of ihe 73d Avn Co imagel c interpretation
section were Tssigned wto te TAC with duty station at Tan Son Nhuto
e. One visual/photo flight team with supporting elements was
placed at Qui Nhoin support of the 22d ARVN Division.
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f. Two OV-lA float aircraft were issued to the 73d Avn Oo to
support the visual/photo mission requirement.
g.

The overall mission-ready rate for OV-1 aircraft was 72.8

percent.
h. 'Ites tesPhOr 1Bs the ;rZay moma
Avn Co and the supported units.

of couni&fMtohbetween. the 73d

i.

The GRC-46 radio set was not effectively employAd.

J.

Visual/photo mission priorities were controlled by the AAOS#

ACV.
JOC, MAW,
k. The established procedure for SIA./Ia mission requests by
the corps required that they be submitted to the TRAC for action,
I. Visual/phobo missions were flown only during daylight hours.
Infrared and SLAR missions were flown predozidnately at night.
m. The doppler radar navigator was used extensively during IR
surveillance missions.
n.
aircraft.

A:1 visual/photo missions were flown by a team of two OV-lA

o.

Visual/itoto reconnaissance missions were flown at absolute

altitudes ranging from 500 to 2000 feet.
p. Infrared reconnaissance was flown by a single aircraft generally between 1000 and 2000 reet absolute altitude.

q.

Side looking airborne radar equipped aircraft operated singly

and flew at absolute altitudes of 7000 faet or higher.
Photographic surveillance was accomplished using the single
r.
pass technique.
so Side looking airborne radar surveillance was accomplished
using the single pass and rinltiple parallel pass technique.
t.
Imfrared surveillance was accomplished using the miltiple
parallel and multiple random pase technique.
us Visual srezvoillinoe was acoemplished using the
pass teahniquot

v.

Inflight spot reports were freqpently made &ring

photo missions.
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w.

The number of inflight spot reports during SIUR missions

increased aes means were developed to deterhine targets by UTM grid coordinates.

x. The SLAR operators were given additional training on the installation and use of the HO-166 recorder-processor-vicwer.
y. The average timc after rission return for spot reporting by
TRAC to the appropriate headquarters was 2 hours and 27 rinutes for a
SLAR mission, and 2 hours and 48 rUinutes for an MImission.
z, The 73d Ovn Co provided electronic (SLAR/IR) intelligence
inforation directly to the TRAC for further:distribution.
aa. Me IV Corps requested and received the preponderance of
visual/photo reconnaissance missions flown by the 73d Avn Co.
Wbb.

All OV-lA aircraft were armed.

cc. Newly assigned OV-1 qualified aviators lacked adequate doppler radar navigator training and experience.
dd. Newly assigned aviators required additional flight and ground
school traininr prior to participating in operational missions.
ee. Fighty-two percent of the assigned aviators had more than 200
hours of OV-1 flying experience and 98 percent had over 50 hours of OV-1
combat experience at the beginning of the evaluation,.
ft. Assigned aviators flow an average of 40 hours first pilot
time each month in the OV-l.
gg.

It was necessary to train two I sensor operators on the job.

hh. A total of 2,643 hours were flown by OV-1 aircraft with r
total of 18 hits received, for an average of one hit per 146.8 flying
hours. Small arms fire had little effect on OV-1 operations.
ii.
Defensive firepower provided a vital deterent to hostile
groundfire.
ji. More positive and detailed information was often obtained
from target areas in which suppressive fire was used.
B. OBJECTIVE 2 - AIDUORE SURVEILLANCE
I

1,

.Surveillance Eoui~ent

Information on insurgent activi+y was obtained by the 73d lvn Co
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through one vnr more of the followin~g sux'villance systum8:
a)

P~hotographic Surveil2ance Systemp Airborne, is-6lA
(KA-30 Camera).

b)

Aerial Camera S3'ctemp Still P.icture, KA-60.

c)

Side Looking Airborne Radar- Set, AN/APS-94 (A)

d)

Infrared Surveillance Syste)m, ANAJA-4.

'Adetailed description of equipment is provided in annex C.
2.

Surveillance Cout iouration
I'
The configuration of OV-l Mohawk aircraft employed by the 73d O~n
CX is shown in figure 15. All major items of surveillance equipment were
used with the exception of the Transponder Set., AN/DPN-62 A(V). This
transponder set 'us designed to operate only wi~th the AINAf'Q-9 Tracking
Radar which was not. available in the RVN.
-

I

Installation of the KA-60 Aeriiil Camera System in six OV-1A aircatwas completed on 25 February 1963.* The two assigned OV-2A float
aircraft were simfilarj -equipped on5 )(yand 8 June 1965.
The AN/ARA-54 glide slope antenna was relocated upon installation

of the KA-60 camera, but subsequentlyremoved from its modified location
to permit increased airflow through the chin airscoop. .inadequate cockpit airflow wasr a factor adwase3l' affecting crew comfort and efficiency.
3.

S&reilace Fl-vin

Hoars

During the 90-day evaluatinn.$, 2267 mission-hours were flown in
the following categories:
a)

1558 hours (68.7 percent) over target areas

b)

709 hours (31.3 posrcent) travel time to and from assigned
target areas

c)

1549 hours (68.3 percent) flown during daylight hours

-d) 113.3 hours ( 5.,0 percent) klown under instrument flight conditions (primarily at night to accomplish SIAR and IR sur-

veillance)
*

Because of numerous thunderstoins and extreme turbulence which
occurred during the latter part of the, evaluation periodj, less instrument fligt tla es recorded than durUig the earlier portion of the
40
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evaluation, Although the severity of weather conditions progressive1'y
increased and adversely influenced the operational and technical aspects
of surveillance, bad weather was not particularly significant since 86.0)
percent of scheduled surveillance was successfully accomiplished.
A detailed summary of the surveillance fl~iMi hour requirement
for three successive 30-day periods is shown in figure 16. A comparison
of total flying houris over target areas for elach type of surveillance
reveals that approxmately 74.0 percent of both visual/photo and SUAR
*surveillance tiaie was productivq as compared with only 45.2 percent for
IR. This difference can be attributed to the mannier of~ employing the
IR sensor, whiich is' discussed in paragraph 5 of this objective. Sueceasful surveillance was accomplished of:

4,.

a)

10

D2 01

b)

41,315 square kilometer3 by IR mode

c)

3,531#289 square kilometers by SIJLR sensor

square kilometers by photographic and visual means

Photographic Surveillanee

Photographic surveillance was one of thef priwary means of daylight reconnaissance performed for -ARVN tactical elements at the di-rision
level. Mohawk OV-'lA aircraft were allocated on a dai:ly basis in dirsct*
support- or divisions in the ARYN II and IV C.arps areas. Phot -:,aphi:reconnaissance was used to determine the validity of specific informstion on suspected VC activity and' to confirm information obtaihed fre%
other intelligence sources,
Survei~ljAce of targets by photographic means covered the entire spectrum of Viet Corg adtivities. The more significant applications
involfed photography of installations or structures., fortifications,
obstacles, boats., (sampan.), terrain features, pre-strike analysis, and
post-strike daiusge.
There were 459 ph, .ographic target areas averaging 1.*5 -square
kilometers in sise schedxuled for surveillance. Survillance was accomplished in 414 '90.2 percent) of the assigned target ab~eas (figure'17).
Most of'the photographic requirepents were generated by the 7th, 9th,
and Z1st Divisions of the AftK fr Corps.* The remainder Was generated by

the 22d Division- of the ARVN 11 Corps, TRAC, and the 5th Special Forces
Group,
12pretwr
fa ~daentrad55pretwr

Of the phaotqpaphIc surveillance missions, .83.3 percent were jtetugsts of oppoatumity.
The rA..61A) was esployed *385 times- to obtain photographic

4a*
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occasions.

By comparison, the KA-60 was eployed on 53

This system was normally employed in the vertical mode to•.,.<""..•"'

provide the positive scale factors necessary for accurate and detailed
interpretation of imagery. 'Jhen oblique photography was required, the

KA-60 was norraly employed.
Only one nieht photographic surveillance mission was requested

during the evaluation. This mission was successfully completed and the
imagery was of good quality. Although supported units had previously
expressed a need for night aerial photography# this type of surveillance
was neither requested nor flown except in the one cases and an adequate
basis could not be established for deternining the company's capability
for night photographic surveillance.
Successfully covered were 85.2 percent of t'e assigned KA-60
photo target areas and 90.9 percent of the KS-61 (A) photo target areas.
These computations include all photo missions# whether they were cancelled, were totally or partially aborted, envolved navigation errors,
or resulted from equipment failures, (lese than 100 percent coverage).
Also included are cases of faulty film processing techniques.
One roll of color fim was exposed in each photographic sensor as
an operational test. The film used in the KA-60 was processed by the
USARPAC Signal/Photo Laboratory at Fort Shafters Hawaii and the quality
of imagery was excellent. Results of interpretation of the U-60 color
imagery revealed that photographic interpretation was less difficult but
it did not improve on or add to intelligence information. In fact the
value of information so obtained was degraded because of the 10-day
transportation and processing time to Hawaii.
The color film used in the KS-61(A) was employed cn a clas•.fied
mission. Consequently, it was delivered to THAC prior to processing and
the results were never made available to the evaluation team.
5.

Electronic Surveillance

Side looking airborne radar and infrared surveillance were the
primary means of night reconnaissance employed by the 73d Avn Co. The
TRAC prograzmed missions for SLAR and IR surveillance on a daily basis
and was the recipient of all electronic surveillance data obtained.
These data were normally used by TRAC in conjunction with information
from other so. --es to develop Viet Cong trends and then analyzed and
forwarded to opw.ational elements for appropriate action.
The SLAR and IR sensors were used primarily as area search devices to detect suspicious activity at night in prohibited areas and to
provide indicators useful in locating concentrations of the Viet Cong.
During a typical 24-hour period, surveillance coverage by the IR sensor
was over 450 square kilometers and, by the SIAR, over 39,235 square kilometers.
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The SIAR and IR surveillance systems provided positive realtime information om Viet Cong activity when it was predetermined that
all activity in the assigned target area was hostile. It is interesting
to note that both the SLAR and the IR sensors detected insurgent vehicles used in support of the major military engagment at Song Be in

July 1965.

a.

Side Looking Airborne Radar

Side looking airborne radar was tactically employed to
detect the location of fixed and moving targets on land and along coastal and inland waterways. It was also used to determine the direction
and speed of moving targets, to determine the long-range pattern of land
and waterborne traffic movement in critical areas, and to mlaintain surveillance along international boundaries. The SLAR regularly detected
numerous boats and sampans moving along the coast and on rivers and
canals.
As shown in figure 18. SIAR surveillance was successfully
accomplished in 188 (88.3 percent) of the 213 target areas scheduled,
and covered~an average size of 19,618 square kilometers. For SIAR# 95.2
percent of the target areas were pteplantied and 4.8 percent were of
operatibnal-immediate interest.
The limited use of daylight SLAR surveillance (one mission)
and the lack of continuous night SIR surveillance in areas of critical
interest was attributed to the fact that only two SLAR aircraft were
available to support all MACV requirements. Because of maintenance and
other requirements only one SIAR aircraft normally was available during
any 24-hour period.
Range and range delay sEtitbos used in each target area normally were specified by the requestor. To obtain greater area coverage
while retair rig moving target indications, 50-kilometer range and 0kilometer r-.ge delay settings were most often requested for coastai area
surveillance capabilities. TNenty-five kilometer range and ten;-icnmeter
range delay settings were used most often to survey inland wat'.rways and
the land mass since these bettingr provided the best Ccale factor for
precise plotting of target locatio, .
W'hen deterpiir.t~on of the direction and speed of targets was
essential, more than one paes was required. The multiple pass technique
was employed to survey 40.8 percent of the SUAR target areas, while'55.6
percent of the target area* were surveyed using a single pass. Specific
relationships pertaining to the types of patterns and altitudes flown
over SIAR target areas are shown in figures 8 and 9..
1The SIAR sensor detected a total of 2,689 targets of military
significance as determined by imagery interpretation, including land[
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and waterborne targets that were both fixed and moving. * Only those individual SIAR returns detecteq in restricted (curfew) areas or under circumstances that could not be otherwise accounted for were recorded.

The normal anticipated traffic flow was disregarded.

Figure

19 compares the number of SLiR targets of military significance with the
number of SIAR target areas taken under surveillance in the three successive months during the evaluation.
Targets were detected with the SIAR sensor in spite of unfayorable weather, and 44 of 225 surveillance hours were accomplished
under weather conditions requiring IFM.
A comparison of the total area assigned for SIAR su.veillance with the total area actilally; surveyed reveals that 76.8 percent
of.the SLAR surveillance missions were successfully accomplished. This
figure includes all r-ission cancellations, target areas that were partially or not at all covered, and all other factors resulting in less
than 100 percent usable imagery.
The 30-225/APS 94(A) Radar Yapping Recorder and the RO-166/UP
Radar Mapping Recorder-Processor-Viewer were both used. The RO-225/APS
94(A) was. ePloyed during the initial 23-days'!of evaluation and functioned properly. Prior to and during the initial.period of the evaluation,
the RO-1461JP was used with litited success. Repeated malfunctions were
experienced that were rainly attributed to the chemical composition of
the local water which caused the Uilm processing fluid to change characteristics. Water, ccndensed as a b.-product of air conditioner operation
in the electrondc maintenance vans, was collected and substituted for
local water. This change in water source resulted in reliable operation
of the RO-166/UP equiprent.
The RO-166/UP was successfully employed on 86.7 percent' of
the SLXR surveillance missions. By comparing iriagery with maps, operators were able, while airborne, to deterrinre to 6 digits the coordindtes
of targets. Procedures were established during the second half of the
evaluation for transi.itting target data by airborne spot reports directly to G2 ele~ients at division level. The division assessed the information andrrecomended the priority of targets to reaction fQrces,
b., Infrared SurveilJance
Infrared surveillance was used to detect heat emissions in
areas suspected of beWxZ occupied b% insurgent forces. The Taajor source
of IR emissions of Viet Con& origin werecooking fires and campfires.
The number and pattern of infrared emissions in a "target area were used
to assist in deternining the strength, precise location, and the disposition of enemy forces. As shown in figure 20, infrared surveillance was
accomplished in 452 (71.7 percent) of the 628-assigned target areas,
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NOTE: AVERAGE SIZE OF SLAR TARGET
AREAS 19,618 SQUARE KM.
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which averaged 89.9 square kil,,' ters in size.

Fost infrared surveillance

was scheduled during the early evening and early -orrin, hours and 96.3
percent of infrared target areas were preplanned, 1.9 percent were operational-ixnediate, and 1.8 percent were targets of opportunity.
Area search procedures were requýired il 9605 percent of the
scheduled target areas and very few point ta.,ets or route reconnaissance
rL ssions were flown.
(See figure 21.)
Ar. averago of 450 square kilometers of selected area was searched in a 2h-bour period. In comparison,
the average ARVN corps area varied from 1.7: 600 to 42,910 square kilometers in size. The IR aircraft were used , nonduct surveillance in
both the ARVN III and IV Corps areas and, for a 13-day period in May, in
the ARVN II Coops area of interest.
Infrared surveillance was conducted between 1000 and 2000
feet absolute altitude in 92.6 percent of the missions. Although this
altitude is higher than that nornally used in C0,PJS, the It detector
was still
capable of detecting high background contrast emissions through
dense jungle growth.
Surveillance at lower altitudes increased the problem of plotting imagery on a standar-d map reference because of the sensor's relatively narrow field of view.
During the evaluaticn the IR sensor detected a total of
l,789 targets of military significance.
Single or multiple IR emissions
at a specific location were recorded as a single target of !Clitary significance and anticipated heat emissions from recognized sources were
disregarded.
Data plotted in figure 22 compare the number of YFl targets
of military significance with the number of IR target areas taken under
surveillance in three successive 30-day increments.
Considering the number of target areas surveyed and the amount of flying time over the target areas, there was a large decrease in detection of targets of military'
significance during the last 30 days of the evaluation. It was not possible to determine precisely the cause for the decrease, ar many vartables
influenced IR surveillance.
Some of the reasons were:
1)

A number of target areas were repeatedly takez. iu.der
surveillance during the initial 60 days.

2)

A larger number of new target areas were taken under
surveillance during the final 30 days and many provided negative results.

3)

Fewer aircraft were available to support IR surveillance
during bhe final 30 days and-ewe~r IR missions were
flown.

A comparison of the total area assigned for IR surveillance
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with the total area actually surveyed reveals that 46,5 percent of the
IR surveillance missions were successfully accomplished. This figure
includes cancellations, target areas that were partially covered or not
covered, navigation errors, or equipment failures resulting in less than
100 percent usable imagery of the assigned target areas. The three most
sigpifictat operational aspects adversely affecting mission acemplishrAnt were bad weather, navigation inaccuracy, and poor quality or unplottable imagery.
MaintAining a relatively low absolute altitude over mountainous terrain during conditions of reduced visibility or at night imposed
an operational limitation on the employment of the IR sensor. Therefore,
mission requirements in mountainous areas were performed during daylight
hours in visual flight conditions.
The photo multiplier tube (visible light detector) was used
in one of the two channels of the IR system on 19.4 percent of the daylight missions. Surveillance with the photo multiplier was not eonsidered to be advantageous as it offered no :mprovement over the IR detectors.
A more efficient use of the system was -to amploy IR detectors in both
channels. One channel was operated at the best contrast setting to provide map-like presentation of the terrain to aid in plotting the imagery
and the second channel was set to wash out terrain and thereby display
significant infrared emissions with more prominence, thus aiding interpretation.
The AN/TAQ-1 Infrared Surveillance Information Center was
not evaluated as it was used only for test, demonstration, and flight
folloving in the III Corps and IV Corps areas during the last 15 days
of the evaluation.

6.

-Guality of Imagery

The quality of the surveillance imagery obtained from the photographic and electronic sensors fell into one of three categories:
a)

Good - Imagery sharp and clear; definition, resolution, and
contrast good to excellent.

b)

Fair - Imagery satisfactory for all requirements; resoluticn,
definition, or contrast somewhat degraded.

c)

Poor - Imagery partially or totally unsatisfactory; definition, resolution,' or contrast did not permit comprehensive
interpretation.

To establish controls governing the classification of imagery
during the evaluation, two well-qualified imagery interpreters independently assessed the quality of each film strip. When a difference
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of opinion was encountered, r third imagery interpreter passed judgement
on the classification. When human error cas considered to be a factor
influencing the quality of imagery, that sample was eliminated.

"The quality of surveillance imagery obtained from the photographic ard electronic sensors is shown in figure 23, together with the
percent of imagery that could not be plotted because of weather factors
o: the absence of identifiable terrain features. The ability of the
imagery interpreter to plot the imagery at a specific rap location was
to some degree dependent upon the quality of the imagery, brt to a greater extent upon the terrain and terrain cover in the target area. Because
of their narrow fields of view, the KS-6].(A) and the UAS-4 systems produced imagery that was especially affected by these factors. A further
discussion of this problem is contained in objective 3.
a.

Photographic

Both cameras normally produced good quality imagery. However,
the KA-60, used for oblique photography over longer ranges, was more subject to the effects of atmospheric haze. A yellow-blue filtet was used
on the KA-60 as required to provide better haze penetraticn and improve
the quality of imagery.
All KA-60 imagery was plottable because of its panoramic
format. A small amount (1.1 percent) of KS-61(A) imagery could not be
plotted because of the absence of distinctive terrain features.
b.

SIAR

The quality of SLAR imagery was generally good. A small portion (7.9 percent) was classified poor owing primarily to the effects of
weather. During the southwest monsoon season large storm areas developed
during the day ana persisted throughout the night. Imbedded in these
storm areas were numerous thunderstorms producing smaller areas of intense precipitation which the SIAR sensor could not successfully penetrate. Heavy cloud cover and areas of light to moderate precipitation
had little or no effect and the quality of imagery obtained under these
conditions was fair to good.
Side looking airborne radar imagery obscured by intense precipitation could not be plotted to a standard reference. For this reason, 0.5 percent of the SIAR imagery was not plottable.
c.

IR

The overall quality of MR imagery was good. However 14.4
percent of the imagery was classified as poor: primarily because of
weather or difficulty in adjusting control setti.ngs,
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Infrared surveillance was flown during instrument flight conditions 13.3 percent of the time. Intense IR emissions were detected
through light clouds, moderate precipitation, and banks of ground fog,
It was not possible to evaluate the effectiveness of filters with IR
since there was only one instance when a 4.5 to 5.5 micron band pass filter was used and it produced inconclusive results. The quality of IR
imagery was primaril- affected by the reduction in contrast c-,sed by
bad weather. Cloud obscuration and lack of distinctive terrain features
in the target area caused 5.0 percent of the IR imagery to be unplottable to standard map reference.
Mohawk OV-1C aircraft operated in the ARVN II Corps area
for a 13-day period and conducted IR surveillance over rugged mountainous terrain. During surveillance in this area aviators manually maintained contour flight control (pitch axis) over steep terrain gradientsý.
The sensor operators had considerable difficulty in compensating for
the large and rapid displacements of absolute flight altitudes. This
condition downgraded the overall quality of IR imagery.
7.

IV ,sion Aborts and Mission Delays

Photo, IR, and SIAR target missions were aborted in 180 of the
1300 assigned. (See figure 24.) Adverse weather in the target area
accounted for 50.5 percent of mission aborts. One factor not specified
in figure 24, and one which caused target aborts, was the difficulty
in establishing the required positive radar control prior to commencing
low-level reconnaissance of target areas adjacent to the Cambodian b'rder, as was required by COMISSMACV to prevent inadvertent border crossings.
The data shown in figure 24 do not include those missions that were cancelled on the ground before takeoff.
The 45 surveillance missions that were delayed had a negligible
effect on mission accomplishment in that the delay was usually short.
The average mission delay time for all causes was 49 minutes. No single
significant factor can be cited as the reason for delays. Total downtime by cause was as follows:
1 TO 30 APRIL
Reason for Delay

Length of Delay (Hours)

Visual/Photo
KA-60

00:10

K.A-6o

00:30
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4/Photo
KS-61A

00:30

Refueling

00:45

AN/AAS-J4

00:20

Communications

01:30

Communications

00:50

AN/AAS-14

01:00

AN/AAS-I4

01:00

Unknown

>)0: 30

Unknown

01:00

AN/APS-94A

01:30

Aircraft Maintenance

01:00

SLAR

1 TO 30 MAY
Visual/Photo
Aircraft Maintenance

01:00

Refueling and Personnel

01:00

Aircraft Maintenance

00:40

Ejection Seat Maintenance

00:50

Communications

00:30

Aircraft Maintenance

01:00

Aircraft Maintenance

00:45

Armament

00:10

Aircraft Maintenance

02:15
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IR
AN/AAS-24

00:15

AN/AAS-14

01:30

AN/AAS-14

00:15

AN/AAS-J

4

01:00

AN/AAS-14

00:30

Commmnications

00:45

AIN/APS-94A

01:45

Airc-raft Maintenance

01:30

Unknown

01:00

AN/APS-94A

01:00
31 MAY TO 29 JUNE

Visual/Photo
Aircraft Maintenance

00:15

Aircraft Maintenance

00:25

Aircraft Maintenance

00:25

Communications

01:00

Armament

01:00

AN/AAS-,4

00:45

AN/AAS-14

00:20

IR
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8.

Aircraft Maintenance

00:30

Aircraft Maintenance

00:35

AN/APs-94A

01:00

Aircraft Maintenance

01:30

Aircraft Maintenance

00:30

Aircraft Maintenance

01:00

Multi-Sensor Surveilliace

Few simultaneous multi-sensor surveillance missions were flown.
On occasion productive target areas were scheduled for more than one
means of surveillance but these missions were conducted at different
times and thus were not considered as true multi-sensor surveillance.
Therefore, the effects of multi-sensor surveillance were not determined.
9.

Effect of Navigation on Surveillance

The navigation means employed by aviators during surveillance
missions were: a) doppler radar navigation. b) low frequency automatic direction finder (ADF), c) visual omni range (VOR), d) ground
radar vector, e) pilotage, and f) dead reckoning. The doppler radar navigation equipment was installed in the OV-IB (SIAR) and OV-lC (IR) model
aircraft. The other means of navigation were common to all OV-l aircraft and their use was dependent upon the missior, the location of the
target area with respect to the navigation aid, existing weather, time
over target (day or night), and the navigation accuracy required.
ariL.tions existed among the means of navigation used to proceed
to and from target areas and fly over the target areas. These variations are illustrated in figure 25.
a.

Navigation For Photographic Reconnaissance

Pilotage and dead reckoning navigation were the primary
methods employed. Other methods were used to position aircraft when the
target areas were devoid of distinctive landmarks. Navigation during
daylight photographic surveillance missions was successfully accomplished
with the available techniques and equipment.
b.

Navigation for Electronic Reconnaissance
The navigation means employed with SIAR and IR equipment in
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the conduct of reconnaissance varied widely, based on the differences
in characteristics and employment of these sensors.
The SLAR sensor was normally employed above 7000 feet and
provided surveillance coverage of large areas along a series of straight
line courses. A greater variety of navigation aids were thus available.
The IR sensor, generally employed at 2000 feet or below, provided surveillance coverage of relatively small areas and required a series of
short parallel or random passes. These areas were usually remotely located from ground based navigational aids and a very high degree of navigation precision was required.
Several factors influenced the use of doppler navigation
equipment for SLAR and IR reconnaissance.
Substantial heading errors
were introduced into the doppler r.dar navigation system from the ?MA-I
gyro-compass. These error signals varied among aircraft and were, the
results of MI-I compass alignment deficiencies. Because a suitable
compass rose for calibration was not available to the 73d Aviation Company, personnel were unable to eliminate this deficiency by application
of normal compass swinging procedures. With the assistance of the Joint
Research and Test Activity, MACV, a field expedient was devised to permit ground swinging of the MA-l compass using the MK II Astro Compass
assembly, which eliminated the compass alignment problem. Improvement
in the accuracy of doppler radar navigation was noted.
Most of the maps used to plot doppler navigation coordinates
were of second or third order survey accuracy. This factor introduced
additional errors in positioning the aircraft for precision surveillance
of small target areas. Frequent updating of the doppler computer over
distinctive landmarks easily recognized at night was required to minimize
this effect over long distances.
The composite Ryan-Marconi doppler radar navigation system installed in the OV-IB model aircraft was considered by the aviators of the
73d to be operationally unreliable and therefore was infrequently used
during SLAR surveillance operations.
(See annex D.) A discussion of the
reasons for unreliable operation of this system appears in objective 5.
Because of the manner of employing the SLAR and the ready availability
of other navigation aids, this problem did not seriously interfere with
the unit's capability to accomplish the SLAR surveillance mission.
Visual omni range, in conjunction with other navigation methods, was
used periodically to fix the position of the aircraft along SLAR surveillance courses.
The percent coverage of assigned IR target areas obtained
by employing doppler navigation equipment was compared with the results
obtained using other navigation means (figure 26).
Infrared target areas
totally or partially aborted were excluded from computations presented
in figure 26. During the first 30-day period of the evaluation, the MA-I
gyro-compass alignment problem had a significant effect on the accurany
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with which th- i.rnfra1 ,cd sensor was positioned over the target area* A
steady improvewent in the results obtained using the doppler navigator
system was noted as the gyro-compass alignment problem and the best
techniques for employing the system were resolved.
The value of the doppler uavigatiorn system or other selfcontained navigation equipment in support of UT surveillance cannot be
overemphasized. Considering the preponderance of night IR surveillance, and the progressive deterioration of weather which incrcasingly
restricted the use of pilotage methods, it would have been virtually
i.ipossible to perform infrared surveillance without the doppler navigation equipment.
10.

Value and Use of Surveillance Information

The consensus of opinion among users of intelligence derived
from airborne surveillance was that the information was acvrate, timely,
and proVLded positive location of VC activity. Limitations included too
few aircraft available to support requests and assignment of mission request priorities. See annex C for a crossection of cornirents from G2
advisors and J2 staff agencies.

i

11. Findinigs
a.

General
(1)

There were 2267 aerial surveillance mrrission hours flown.

(2) The 73d Aviation Company accomplished 86.1 percent of
its assigned surveillance missions.
(3)

During 45 missions there was an average delay of 49

minutes.

(4) There was 60.4 percent of the photographic and electronic imagery classified as good, 28.5 percent of the photographic and electronic imagery classified as fair,, and .1.1 percent of the photographic
and electronic imagery classified as poor.
-

(5)
Weather was the most important factor which adversely
affected the operational and technical aspects of surveillance.
(6) All requests for infrared and SIAR survreillance could
not be fulfilled because of the limited availability of sensor equipped aircraft.
(7) The 73d Aviation Company (AS) supported the equivalent
of one ARVN Corps on a daily basis.
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The TRAC easily consumed the available infrared and

SIAR assets of the 73d Aviation Company (AS) on a daily basis.
(9) Few multi-sensor surveillance missions were flown
by the 73d Aviation Company (AS).
b.

Visual/Photographic

(1) Aircraft spent. 75.4 percent of visual/photographic
surveillance time f lying over target areas.

(2) Aircraft spent 99.4 percezAt of visual/photographic
surveillance time flying during daylight hoi,;s and only one mission
was flown at night. Tt was therefore not possible to evaluate the
capabilities of night photography to provide iA'ormation on VC activities.

(3) Photographic surveillance was routinely employed to
confirm information obtained from other sources.

(4) The KS-61A photograph•.c system was normally employed
to obtain vertical photographic coverage.
(5) The KA-60 photographic system was used to satisfy
requirements for oblique photography.
(6) A filter was used on the KA-60 when required to relieve
the adverse effects of atmospheric haze.
(7) Photographic surveillance was one of the primary airborne means of daylight reconnaissance performed in direct support of
ARVN tactical elements at division level 0
(8) Photographic target area miaions were preplanned 83.3
percent of the time# 11.2 percent were operational-immediate,, u.nd
5.5
percent were targets of opportunity.

S. . .....

......

.

.

...

9)- Of the--imagery -obtained-from phot oigraphi~c ta~r et areas-

scheduled for surveillance, 88ol percent wac uaable.
(10) Most supported units reported that photographic surveillance was timely, of value9 and conformed to their requirements.
c.

Side Looking Airborne Radar

(1) Aircraft spent 7305 percent of SIAR surveillance mission time flying over target areas.
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(2) Side looking airborne radar surveillance missions were
flown 98.3 percent of the time at night.

"(3) Side looking airborne radar surveillance aircraft spent
18.3 percent of the time over target areas while flying under instrument
conditions.
-(4) The SLAR was used primarily to detect suspicious or pro-hibited activity at night and to provide indicators useful in locating
concentrations of Viet Cong personnel.
(5) The SLIAR detected numerous boats or sampans moving along
the coast or on rivers and canals.
(6)

Only one daylight SLAR surveillance mission was flown.

(7) The SLAR target missions were peeplanned 95.2 percent
of the time and 4.8 percent were operational-immediate.
:(8) Usable imagery was obtained from SIAR target areas
scheduled for surveillance 76.8 percent of the time.
(9) The SIAR sensor detected a total of 2689 targets of
military significance.

(10) The R0-166/UP was used for computing target locations
to 6-digit UTM coordinates.
(1)
Twent-r-five kilometer range and 10-kilometer range delay settings were most often used to survey inland waterways and the land
mass with SLAR and 50-kilometer ra.'ge and 0 delay settings were most
often used for SLAR coastal area surveillance.
(12) Units receiving information from SIAR surveillance reported it provided useful, accurate, and timely information on Viet Cong
activities.
(13) Preplanned SLAR surveillance missions provided timely
and useful information to ready reaction forces. Effective countermeasures were taken against Viet Cong targets as a result of information
provided by SIAR surveillance.
d.

Infrared

(1) Aircraft spent 45.2 percent of IR surveillance mission
time flying over target areas.
(2) Aircraft spent 84.3 percent of IR surveillance mission
time flying,at night.
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(3) Instrument conditions prevailed during 13.4 percent of
the IR surveillance flown over target areas.
(4) Infrared was used primarily to detect suspicious or
prohibited activity during the early morniig and early evening hours and
to provide indicators useful in locating concentrations of Viet Cong personnel.
(5) The major sources of IR emissions of Viet Cong origin
were cooking and campfires.
(6) Infrared surveillance was limited to target areas of
critical interest.
(7) The number and pattern of significant infrared emissions
was used to assist in determining the strength, precise location, and disposition of enemy forces.
(8) Significant IR emissions were often found in areas covered with dense jungle growth and were readily detected at the surveillance
altitudes flown.
(9) Usable imagery was obtained from IR target areas scheduled for surveillance 46.5 percent of the time.
(10) The IR target areas were preplanned 96.3 percent of the
time, 1.9 percent were operational-immediate, and 1.8 percent were target areas of opportunity.
(11) The infrared sensor detected a total of 1789 targets
of military significance.
(12) Area ,earch procedures were required in 96°5 percent of
the IR target areas.
(13) Two OV-1C aircraft covered an average of 450 square
kilometers in a typical 24-hour period.
(14) It was possible to detect targets with IR through light
clouds or thin banks of ground fog but it was not possible to obtain
normal background contrast emissions from terrain and foliage.
(15) One recorded use of the 4o5 to 5.5 micron band pass
filter to improve IR detection through ground fog produced insignificant
results.
(16) In view of limited use, no clear-cut guidelines on the
reconmended use of IR filters can be made.
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(17) The photo multiplier tube was used on 7 of the 36 daybut it was not used at night.
IR
missions
light
(18) In mountainous terrain, flight hazards restricted the
use of sensors to daylight hours and visual flight conditions.
(19) The AN/TAQ-1 Infrared Surveillance Center was not used
to provide data to tactical ground elements.
(20) Units receiving information from IR surveillance reported it provided useful and accurate information on Viet Cong activities..
(21) Because of the sensor operators' inability to compensate ,manually for large, rapid displacements of aircraft velocity and
absolute altitude, 56.0 percent of IR imagery over mountainous terrain
was only fair to poor.
(22)
e.

There was 95.0 percent of IR imagery that was plottable.

Navigation

(1) All available navigation means were used during surveillance operations.
(2) Pilotage and dead reckoning navigational methods were
used extensive'ly in daylight visual/photo reconnaissance.
(3) The composite doppler radar navigator in the OV-IB aircraft was used on only 17 of the 147 SLAR surveillance missions.
(4) The composite doppler radar navigator in the OV-lB aircraft was considered operationally unreliable by the SLAR aviators but
SLAR surveillance was successfully accomplished using navigation aids
other than the doppler radar navigator.
(5) The average IR target area coverage was 69.7 percent
when the doppler radar was used as the primary meanb of navigation.
(6) The average IR target area coverage obtained using
other than the doppler was 60.7 percent.
(7) Aviators reported that the doppler radar navigator in
the OV-lC aircraft often provided the capability to locate and survey
target areas undefinable by other navigation means.
(8) Maintaining precision alignment of the MA-1 Gyrocompass
System was a recurring problem.
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(9) Map inaccuracies and MA-I gyrocompass misalignment affected IR target area coverage.
C. OBJECTIVE 3 - IMAGERY INTERPRETATION
The 73d Aviation Company (AS) had 18 imagery interpreters assigned
when the company became operational in January 1965. At that time,
KACV J2 had a need for additional imagery interpre&.ers at the Target
Research and Analysis Center (TRAC). Since the only imagery interpretation personnel available in Vietnam were those of the 73d, the company
was directed to assign 13 of the 18 imagezx7 LntFer'ireters to duty with
the TRAC. The TRAC then assumed the
:-or the interpretation of all IR imagery acquired by the 73d's C. -.. A.ircraft and for the
dissemination of all information obtained by i.'rpretation of electronic sensor imagery. The TRAC also took the re!pc :lility
for preliminary mission planning for all SLAR and IR missionc.
Although the 73d Avn Co was the subject of this evaluation, it was
necessary to study the Imagery Interpretation (11) 'ection at TRAC to
obtain data on the duties they performed ^Cnr tr;" '7 7d.
1.

Mission
The mission of the imagery interrr-t v 'cr section was:

2.

a)

To process and interpret acquired

b)

To perform other duties related co
required

c)

To transmit information obtairnvd
e
tion to requesting units.

c•r'
i

.:e'

interpretation as

:uugh imagery itterpreta-

Organization
a.

73d Aviation Company (AS), V

,

'
o or..ony 1 officer
The II section of the 73d Ao- .
and 4 imagery interpreters after the as",-- ,Irtrpreters
to
TRAC. The four interpreters were divided ;
:',r,!s for"24-hour
operation in 12-hour shifts.
.

The II section had the responsibli:.•i
interpreting the majority of the photographic

"r processing and
,

,.et

imagery as well

as some of the IR film acquired by the aPig-a C - aircraft. The
section was also responsible for completin- t'he nlanning for the IR
and SLAR missions after preliminary planrnin hf- done by ThAC.
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The number of missions processud and interpreted during the
evaluation were:
1) Photo:

69

2) SLAR:

114

3)
b.

IR:

3

The TRAC, Tan -on Nhut

The TRAC had a total of 54 imagery interpreters assigned:
23 to accomplish the immediate interpretation of imagery and 31 for
followup detailed interpretation. The iranediate interpretation section had one officer in charge and three teams of eight, seven, and
seven men each. They rotated in 12-hour shifts at 0800 and 2000 hours,
allowinkg 24 hours for each team between shirts.

j

.In addition to responsibility for Air Force and other organizations' imagery, the TRAC processed and interpreted the majority
of the IR imagery and some of the SLAW/and photographic imagery acquired
by the 73d Avn Co. The number of 73d missions processed and interpreted at TRAC during the evaluation were:
1)

Photo:

23

2)

SLAR:

42

3)

IR:

h30

c. Effect
The division of responsibility for imagery interpretation
between TRAC and the 73d Avn Co at Vung Tau had no effect on the interpretation effort. However, TRAC required that all information obtained
by SLAR and I4 imagery interpretation at Vung Tau be transmitted to TRAC
for dissemination to tactical units. This information was transmitted
by telephlone since no radio nets were established. Depending on the
amount of information to be reported, it required from 30 minutes to over
1 hour to transmit the report by telephone. An imagery interpreter at
TRAC recorded the information, determined which units were to be notified, and notified the units.
If several
to be the
notified,
the information
could be several
hours headquarters
old before it had
reachedý
last unit.
For example,
imagery from SLUR rissions flown in the IV Corps area was processed and
interpreted.by the 73d but the information obtained by the interpreter
had to be transmitted to TIAC, which, in turn, normally had to notify
corps headquarters, 7th, 9th, and 21st Divisions, Rung Sat Special Zone,
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and the Naval Advisory Group. ;1ith an average of 45 minutes to establish
communications and to read the report to each unit, it was 5¼ hours after
completion of interpretation before the last unit was notified.
In general, II personnel were found to be adequately trainid
and qualified to interpret and process the imagery produced by the 73d
Avn Co. The II section operated on a 24-hour basis and approximately 21
man-hours were required daily for typing., transmision of reports, and
maintenance of files. Because the Ii section had no assigned clerical
personnel, a problem existed in typing, filing, and forwarding of II keports to requesting units. During the evaluation these essential tasks
were performed by highly trained II personnel. The assignment of two
clerk-typists to the imagery interpretation section would alleviate this
situation and allow the imagery interpreters to work exclusively in 'their
own MOS.

3.

Training and Eerience
a.

Training

Personnel assigned to the II section were school-trained
imagery interpreters. One warrant officer received his tr-3ininf' at the
US Army ilitary Police and Intelligence School, Oberammergau, perniany.
One enlisted nan received his training in classes conductc-c! bv .'2
Ulitary Intelligence Battalion (Aerial Reconnaissance and Surveillance)
at Fort Bragg, North Carolina. The remainder of the personner attended
the imagery interpretation course at the US Army Intelligence/ School,
Fort- Holabird, Mar-jland, The officer course varied in lengtli from 19
to 23 weeks. The material covered was the sar.e as in the enlisted coupi: ýs
but additional time was spent on intelligence training td qualify
officer students as G2 air officers.
/

I

b.

Experience

Individual experience of personnel assigned yo the TI section is listed in annex D.
The average total experience of perscnnel assigned to the
imagery interpretation section was, as of 1 April 19651 as follows:
/

Officers

4507

darrant officers

80.0 months

Enlisted men

15.5 months

/

months

It must be noted, however, that 10 en'isted personnel had 10
months or less actual experience in II work. Thuis was some.what orfset
by the fact that all of the 10 men had a backgro nd of 15 weeks of formal

/
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schooling at Fort Holabird,

sLryland.

It was determined that personnel were well-trained and had a
good background in interpretation of photographic, infrared, and SLAR
imagery.
c.

Adequacy of Training

SThe infrared and SLAR imagery used in the II courses were
mainly test imagery recorded over populated areas such as Fort Bragg,
North Carolina and Fort Meade, Maryland. No electronic imager-y of South
East Asia cr any tropical jungle terrain was used in the formal II classes.
A lack of familiarity with the area of WN resulted in some
imagery initially being misinterpreted, such as:
1)

Wells were interpreted as fox1ioles or anti-aircraft
weapon emplacements.

2)

Stacks of cord wood or charcoal were interpreted as
stacks of camouflaged suprnies.

3)

Stacks of thatching material were interpreted as stacks
of camouflaged supplies.

As the imagery interpreters became familiar with the area,
errors were greatly reduced.
The imagery interpreters were not adequately trained in capabilities of the OV-1 aircraft, It was found that they were not aware of
the cruising speeds and operating range of the aircraft or film consumption factors for the IR and SIAR equipment. As a result, the senior
imagery interpreter at TRAC often planned and approved missions that were
beyond the capabilities of the aircraft or sensor. To alleviate thid
problem the company commander assigned ar aviator as liaison officer
with the TRAC to ad-rise them on the capabilities and employmnnt of the
aircraft.

4.

Imaptery Interpretation Support Requirements

The number of man-hours of II support required, as discussed in
this objective, were based on the average amount of sensor imagery produced during 1 hour of OV-1 flight time over the target. These support
requirementp show average times to prepare, process, debzref, interpret,
and write reports for each mission hour.
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Photo

The KA-30 camera had an average film capacity of 240 frames
of useful photography after adjustment and testing. Depending on the
size of the target area and scale of photography, this film supply could
be depleted in less than 1 hour.
(1)

Preparation Time

The imagery interpreters assigned to a specific mission
checked the mission request to determine the TOT, area covered, type of
information desired, and units to which reports were to be sent. The
target areas were drawn on appropriate maps and checked to determine the
location and types of activities which might be detected. Average time
for preparation for a photographic mission was 15 minutes.

(•)

Processing Time

The ES-29 required 141 hours to process 2,759 frames
of photographic imagery, for an average of 190.2 frames per hour. Thus,
1 hour and 16 minutes were required for processing 1 hour of photo
flight time.
(3)

Debriefing

Since a photo mission was also essentially a visual
mission, visual sightings were usually more extensive than on IR or
SLAR missions. As a result, debriefiiig for photo missions required approximately 30 minutes. Debriefing procedures are described in annex D.

(4) Interpretation Time
The II section required 264.17 hours to interpret 10,349
frames, for an average of 39 frames per hour. Thus, they required 6
hours aad 9 minutes to interpret 1 hour of photo imagery.
(5)

Report Writing

Reports for IR, SIAR, and photo missions were similar.
Depending on the amount of information detected on the imagery, it
required 5 to 30 minutes to write a report for one mission, with an average of 15 minutes per mission flying hour.
b.

SIAR

The two OV-IB (SIAR) aircraft flew a total of 224o5 hours
over target areas and acquired 9,491 inches of imagery during the evaluation, for an average of 42.2 inches of imagery per hour.
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Preparation Time

Preparations made by the imagery interpreter assigned a
SLAlt mission were essentially the same as the preparations described for
photo missions. The maps used for SLAR were 1:250,000. Approximately
15 minutes preparation time were required for a SIAR mission.
(2)

Processing Time

The ES-29 required 3j hours to process 518 inches of
SLAR imagery or an average of 148 inches per hour. Thus, it required
17 minutes to process 1 hour (42.2 inches) of SLAR imagery. However.
following the development of a technique for making in-flight spot reports from SLAR imagery, all SLAR imagery was processed in flight on the
RO-166 in-flight recorder/processor.
(3)

Debriefing

The ptlot and sensor operator were debriefed when the
imagery was delivered for processing. Debriefing of a SIAR mission took
an average of 10 minutes. (See annex D,)

(4)

Interpretation Time

The imagery interpretation section required 168.3 hours
to interpret 9,491 inches of SLAR imagery, for an average of 56.3 inches
of imagery per hour. Thus, the II section required 44.5 minutes to
interpret 1 hour of SLAR imagery.
(5)

Report Writing

An average of 15 minutes was required to write the report
for the imagery acquired in 1 hour.
c.

IR

The four OV-lC aircraft flew a total of 2184 hours over target areas and acquired 9,079 feet of imagery, for an average of 41.5
feet of imagery per hour.
(1)

Preparation Time

Preparation I'or an IR mission was more time consuming
than for photo and SLAR missions. It included checking the mission request, obtaining maps and photographic coverage of the area, and checking
the maps and photos to determine the type of activity that could be detected on the imagery. This preparation required approximately 30 minutes per mission.
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(2)

Processing Time

The ES-29 required 110:28 hours to process 9,079 feet of
.magery, fcr an average oZ 82.2 feet per hour. It required 30 minutes
to process 1 hour of IR imagery.
(3)

Debriefing Time

Debriefing of an IR mission was the same as for a STAR
mission and took an average of 10 minutes.
(4)

interpretation Time

The imagery interpretation section required 783 hours
to interpret 9,079 feet of IR imagery, for an average of 11.3 feet of
#magery per hour. Thus, the II section required 3 hours and 42 minutes
to interpret one hour of IR imagery.
(5)

Report Writing

An average of 15 minutes was required to write the report for the imagery acquired in 1 hour.
d.

Summary

Figure 27 surnnarizes the nman-hours required to support 1
hour of exposed imagery.
Activ2Ly

Photo

SLAR

IR

Preparation

.15

fl5

:30

Processing
Debriefing

1:16
:30

:.17
:10

:30
:10

Interpreting

6:o9

:44

3:42

:15

:15

:15

8:25

1:41

5t07

Report Writing
Tota.
(C) FIGURE 27.

Man-hcurs required to support 1 hoar of OV-I imagery.

Total time elapsed to handle one mission is not indicated.
In some cases, the activities took place simultaneously; in others, two
or more imagery interpreters were participating.
Annex D describes the major duties of the imagery interpretation
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section and shows man-hour utilization by the 73d imagery interpretation
section and by the TRAC imagery interpretation section.
5.

EquiEment

The major items of equipment which the II section was authorized
are listed in annex D.
a.

Light Tables

The Richards light table and related optical equipment were
not available to the Vung Tau section until 15 June 1965. Prior to the
arrival of this equipment, the section used two AR-18 light tablcs and
four small light tables wnich were components of the AN/TAQ-1 infrared
ground surveillance center.
(1)

AH-18 Light Table

The AR-18 light table has a viewing surface of 18 x 10
inches. dithout filx brackets the overall dimensions are 29 x 16 x 6
inches. Light is supplied by four neon tubes and cannot be regulated
because of the lack of a rheostat. Film brackets are easy to attach
and adjust. Film size up to 9 inches can be used on this table. The
AR-18 light table was adequate for the needs of the imagery interpreter.
It was easily packed in a combination carrying case/table and provided
the section with a portable light table when required.
The table was adequate for all requirements but it is
heavy and awkward to handle when trying to keep film oriented to a map.
Since the table cannot be tilted the interpreter had to bend over to read
film imagery, which became very fatiguing after only a short period.
(2)

Light Table (Component of AN/TAQ-1)

This light table has a viewing surface of 12 x 9 inches.
The overall size is 18 x 12 x 8 inches with the film brackets attached.
The film brackets are not mounted securely and are difficult to adjust.
After the film has been mounted, the brackets have a tendency to open up,
allowing the film spool to drop off. Light is supplied by neon tubes of
coaist ant intensity.
The viewirn surface of the table is small and allows
only a small portion of the llm. to be viewed at one time. This increases
the difficulty of plotting, which in turn increases the amount of time
required to plot and interpret imagery.
The table is small and light, is easy to move, and film
can easily be kept oriented with the map. However, the small viewing
surface and inadequate film brackets reduced its effectiveness.
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Richards Model GFL 918

The model 918 light table has a viewing surface of
18 x 10 inches. The overall size is 20 x 10 x 6 inches without the film
brackets mounted. The brackets are easy to attach and adjust. They
will accomodate film sizes up to 9 inches. Light is supplied by a xenon
tube and the intensity can be regulated by a rheostat.
The viewing surface is mounted to the base by means of
a short pedestal with a ball and socket joint. This allows the table to
be rotated or tilted to any position desired. The table was found to be
satisfactory in every respect. The tilt
capability was a welcome improvement as was the rheostat controlled lighting which enabled imagery
to be viewed with less eye strain and greater accuracy.

(4)

Richards Model GFL 940MC

The model 940 light table has a viewing surface of approximately 40 x 10 inches. The overall size is 44 x 10 x 16 inches
without film brackets or optics kit attached. The table has a bracket
designed to mount the optics kit, Richards MC-2. The use of the optics
kit allows the imagery to be studied under high magnification while the
imagery is on the light table. Light is supplied by a xenon tube and
the intensity can be varied.
Ab many as nine frames of imagery can be viewed at one
time. The variable intensity light features reduces eye fatigue problems and accounts for quicker interpretation of imagery. More than one
imagery interpreter was able to work on this table at the same time.
The Richards light tables, with their variable light
intensity, adjustable tilt,
and large viewing areas, were ideal for
interpreting all forms of imagery. The large size of the viewing areas
afforded the imagery interpreters an improved means of relating all
identifiable terrain features on a map run and simplified the plotting
requirement.
b.

Optics
(1) Optics Kit, Richards MC-2

The optics kit is a variable power, zoom microscope/
stereoscope. It is equipped with three lenses, Oo.5x l.bOx and 2.Q0X
a stereoscope attachment, and two sets of eyepieces, lOx and 20X. By
using various combinations of lenses and eye pieces, the kit is capable
of providing magnification from 3.5X to 120.0ox
When used as a stereoscope it is capable of providing magnification from 7X to 70x. The use
of the Richards optics kit allowed imagery interpreters to detect and
identify small objects that were undetected or not identifiable with
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tube magnifiers and the 2x and 4x stereoscopes.
No provisions were made to allow the optics kit to be
used with the model 918 light table. This feature could be provided
through the use of a base and arm assembly to hold the optics over the
table. The kit could be mounted on many different brackets. It was
used by the II section by mounting it on the Richards model 940 light
table and was found to operate quite well.
(2)

Power Stereoscope, Richards CPMB

The power stereoscope consists of the optics kit MC-2
and a base with a viewing surface approximately 5 x 8 inches in size.
Illumination intensity of the viewing surface can be varied with a
rheostat.
The base is designed to accomorlate large format photography, (9 x 9 inches or larger). The KA-30 film was easily mounted on
the stereo template and the spools were laid on either side of the base
on the table. This required the imagery interpreter to roll film from
spool to spool by hand. It was not uncommon for the spools to roll off
the table and unravel.
(3)

Enlargers

The enlarger, which is a component of the ES-29 photo
lab, was not adequate for the needs of the imagery interpreters. It
would enlarge a 41 x 41 inch KA-30 print to a 9 x 9 print but would enlarge small ý,rtions of a negative to a usable size with only the greatest difficulty. This was especially true if the desired area were located near a corner of the negative.
The Omega enlarger in the ANAFQ-7 photo lab was an
ideal enlarger for aerial photography. The movable easel allowed enlargement of any desired portion of a negative, and because it could receive several sizes of paper, it could enlarge negatives to any size
desired.

(4)

Water Supply

The AN/TFQ-7 photo lab at Vung Tau experienced difThe mineral content of the water
ficulties with the water supply.
caused a chemical reaction with the processing chemicals. At times
this affected the film to the extent that the quality of the imagery
was degraded to fair or poor; at times it was unusable. To alleviate
this problem, water was collected froir. air conditioners and used
for film processing.
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(5)

SUR Imagery

Some difficulty was experienced in processing SLAR
imagery. The ES-29 photo lab required a minimum of 35 feet of film to
operate properly. To alleviate this problem, a piece of blank film was
used as a leader when required.

(6)

Maps

Maps of certain areas, especially the area along the
Cambodian border north of Tay Ninh, had many inaccuracies. Many roads
and streams were not depicted or were shown in the wrong location or'with
the wrong alignment and new villages had been built that were not on the
maps used. These deficiencies caused difficulty in plotting. infrared

missions.
area was in

Flight planning calculations presupposed that the target
the exact location shown by map coordinates.
If the map lo-

cation of the desired target areawere in error, the pilot flew his mission
exactly as planned but covered only a small portion or none of the target.
Map inaccuracies negated the accuracy of the doppler navigation system.
As a result of these difficulties the amount of time required to plot infrared missions flown over these areas was greatly increased. This problem was partially solved by using photo mosaics when phQto coverage was
available but because of the scale of the photography some of these mosaics were large and difficult to handle.
6.

IR Literpretation Tochniques
The techniques used to interpret photographic an(o •"Ji

imCry

were generally as taught in the formal trai-iine,
i
resentea Li '02J10 schoo.L;,
Infrared interpretation, however, was somewhat different from tLat taught
in the school system in that upon completion of irterpretottfon of i r1 rar•%,'
imagery, tWe imagery interpreter plotted the detected vlss:.ons on conventional photo coverage of the area. The black and white ljhotography
was then interpreted to determine the cause o.f the -riission!ý .fnstrad of
comparing emissions to naps as in the school system.
On many occasions, the process of correlating the phocogr•phy
with the infrared imagery led to the discovery of potential target areas.
Subse(plent surveillance of these areas frequently resulted in the area
being developed into a target against which action was recomamended.
7.

IR Flight Altitudes

Army doctrine taught at the US Arny Combat Surveillance School,
Fort Holabird, Maryland and the US Army Combat S.iurvei3lancc School, Fort
Huachuca, Arizona, states that the infrared sensor is norm-ally employed to verify or check target areas developed by SLAR, visual, or
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photographic surveillance. Based on this concept the infrared sensor
would be used primarily for route reconnaissance and point target missions. For this type of employment the best imagery is obtained at 500
to 1000 feet altitude. in the counterinsurgency environment in Vietram,
however, the infrared sensor was usea in area search to locate Viet
Cong units in bivouac areas. Bivouac areas were usually located in the
juigle away from roads and built-up areas. As a result, there was'a
lack of identifiable terrain features from which to plot. (See figure
28.) If a larger area were covered, the probability of recording identifiable terrain features on the imagery increased, but quality of the
imagery was sacrificed.
Based upon operati-,nal experience •i RVN the 73d Aviation Company selected an altitude of 1500 to 2000 as the best compromise between
quality of imagery and the probability of securing identifiable terrain
features from which to plot imagery of the area covered. Of the 460
IR missions flown by the 73d Avn Co, 54.4 percent of the infrared imagey
was classified as good, 31.1 percent was classified fair, and 14.5 percent was classified as poor. Even though 40 missions were totally or
partially unplottable, the quality of imagery for the missions was : 3
good, 15 fair, and 22 poor.
8. Findings
a. Of the 18 imagery interpreters in the 73d Avn Co, 13 were
assigned to duty with the TRAC.
b. T i II section was not authorized clerk/typists to perform
required administrative fanctions.
c. The TRIC had the responsibility for disseminating intelligence information to intelligence staff agencies on all data acquired
by electronic sensor means assigned to the 73d Avn Co.
d. The telephone was the only electrical means used for dissemiunating intelligence information from the TRAC to interested staff
agencies.
e. The dissemination of intelligence information to interested
staff agencies from the TRAC required an average of 45 minutes for each
telephonic transmission, or a total of 5 hours and 15 minutes to send
information from the TRAC to all interested units of IV Corps.
f. All imagery interpreters assigned to the 73d Avn Co were
school-trained.
g. Officer personnel assigned as imagery interpreters were
school-trained in G2 air functions.
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(U) FI,.URE 28.

Aerial photograph of tropical jungle growth.

h. A break-in period was used to familiarize newly assigned
imagery interpreters with the peculiarities of the area of operations.
i.
Prior to placing a 73d Avn Co liaison officer with TRAC,
the Ii section of the TRAC transmitted mission requests to the 73d Avn
Co which were beyond the performance capabilities of OV-1 aircraft.
J. The map coverage of many areas of Vietnam was inaccurate and
out of date for II functions of the 73d Avn Co.
k.
hour were:
41.5 feet.

The average amounts of imagery produced per mission flight
photography, 240 frames; SLAR,9 42.2 inches; and infrared,

1. An average of 8.4 man-hours was required of the II section
to support each hour of photography 9 1.7 man-hours to support each hour
of SLAR, and 501 man-hours to support each hour of infrared imagery.
m.

The AR-18 light table was adequate.

n. The Richards light table, models GFL 918 and GFL 940 MC provided an excellent capability for interpreting all forms of imagery.
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o. The optics kit, Richard MC-2, although satisfactory in itself, was not compatible with the model 918 light table.
p. Lack of film brackets on the base of the power stereoscope
(Richards CPMB) creased difficulty in the handling of imagery.
q. The enlarger installed in the ES-29 photo lab was inadequate
for the needs of the imagery interpreteis.
r. The rmiineral content of the local water used in the AN!TFQ-7
ad, ,rsely affected film processing.
s.

Fi]Ui leader was required to process SLAR imagery in the ES-29.

t. imagery interpreters had difficulty in plotting infrared
film flown between 500 to 1000 feet absolute altitude, particularly in
mountainous and jungle areas, because of the lack of reference points and
5he small area of coverage.
u. A decrease in the quality of IR imagery was a result of
flying higher altitudes to cover larger areas.
v. Imagery produced by the 73d Avn Co was processed and interpreted rapidly.
D. OBJECTIVE 4 - ADEQUACY OF TOE 1-128T (MODIFIED)
The mission stated for an Aviation Company (Aerial Surveillance) in
TOE 1-128T is to extend surveillance and target acquisition capabilities
of Army and corps units through the use of organic aircraft, sensory
equipment, and aerial observers. The TOE gives the company the capability of providing sustained, near all-weather, day and night surveillance
of the area of influence for which the Army and corps has primary aerial
surveillance responsibility.
Modified for a counterinsurgency environment, TOE 1-128T had certain
sections deleted because of the lack of a requirement in the environment
of RVN, and to comply with US Army troop strength ceiling. Other sections were added to provide personnel and equipment for tasks that would
normally be accomplished by a military intelligence battalion.
The following platoon, sections, and teamswere deleted for the reasons indicated:
Unit

Reason

One surveillance platoon

Troop ceiling and lack of
equipment.
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Reason

Unit
One aircraft maintenance section

Deletion of one surveillance
platoon negated the requirement for this section.

One airfield control section

This section was not required.
Airfields where the company
could be based for prolonged
periods of time had this capability provided from other
sources,

Three tracking and control teams

Limited range of tracking and
ploting radar and security
problems that would be encountered when displacing radar
sets to forward sites.

The following sections were added for the reasons indicated:
Reason

Unit
One imagery interpretation section

No imagery interpretation section organic to the iJS Army
existed in RVU.

One third echelon maintenance section

This section already existed
as part of the 23d SWAD which
was to be part of TCE 1-328T
(Modified)

-

the only OV-1

equipped unit in IVN.
One photo lab section

This section was required to
process imagery rapidly.

Onn electronic maintenance section

No direct or general support
electronic maintenance was
available in RVN to support
the electronic sensors.

One aircraft armament section

The resources in RVN that
were to be organized into thle
company included the six OV-lA
Mohawk aircraft organic to
the 23d SW'ADo

Table of Organization and Equipment 1-128T (Modified) was accepted
and approved by USARPAC and DA, and the 73d Aviation Company (Aerial
Surveillance) was organized in RVN on 26 December 1964. The DA-approved
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TOE 1-128T (Modified) is shown in annex E.

t

The Company Cornnander, 73d Aviation Company (AS), realizing a potential span of control problem with the service platoon, restructurcd the
company to centralize all signal elements in a newly created signal platoon. The 73d Avn Co as structured by the company commander, and that
evaluated by ACTIV, is shown in figure 29.
1.

Company Headquarters

Company headquarters of the 73d Avn Co had the normal responsibilities of a company headquarters element, including command and -ontrol,
Figure
general administratior, mess, and automotive maintenance suplv-r..
30 shows the company headquarters organization.
a.

Headquarters
(1) Personnel

Company headquarters consisted of the company commander,
executive officer, first sergeant, company lerk, and light truck driver.
In addition to the normal duties associated with command, the copmiander
was required to maintain close liaison with G2 and G3 personnel of supported units to familiarize them with the equipment and capabilities of
the 73d Avn Co. The executive officer assisted the commander and in his
absence commanded the company. The first sergeant was responsible for
administration and supervision of the enlisted men in the company. There
were no unusual problems found in company headquarters and authorized
personnel were adequate for comnand, control, and administration.
(2)

Equipment

Equipment of the company headquarters wag similar to
that found in the headquarters of any aviation company and was adequate.
b.

Company Supply
(1) Personnel

The comparu• supply of the 73d Avn Co was authorized a
supply sergeant, supply clerk, and armorer. Since the company operated
as a separate unit, it was necessary to maintain a property book. Two
aviators were assigned additional duties of supply officer and assistant
supply officer, and together these officers averaged 48 hours of work
per week in the company supply. The company supply officer was responsible for the following functions:
a)

Company property book
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b)

Supply of TOE and expendable general supply items
of the company

c)

Unit movement plans

d)

Post,

e)

Arms room

f)

Basic load of ammunition and rations

camp, and station property accountability

The U-6A airplane which was issued to the 73d by the
765th Transportation Battalion was used in part by the company supply
for continual pickup and tarn-in of supplies at Saigon. Personnel assigned to the section were adequate to accomplish company supply activities.
(2)

Equipment

The company supply was sufficiently equipped to accomplish its mis. •on.
c.

Company Mess
(1) Personnel

The company mess personnel worked for the 765th Transportation Battalion consolidated mess and were not evaluated. Basic
guideliiie figures for cooks per authorized strength indicated that the
eight authorized personnel were adequate to support the company.
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Equipment

Equipment of the company mess was stored and maintained in the company supply room* The equipment would have been adequate
if the 73d had been required to operate its own mess.
d.

Automotive Maintenance
(1)

Personnel

Automotive maintenance was authorized a motor sergeant,
four generator specialists, six wheeled-vehicle mechanics, and an ordnance
parts specialist. These personnel were responsible for organizational
maintenance of vehicles and power equipment. Organizational maintenance
was performed by the user sections of the company under the supervision
of automotiye maintenance personnel.

No unusual difficulties were en-

countered and there were sufficient personnel to meet all requirements.
(2)

Equipment

Evaluation of the equipment indicated that sufficient
tool kits and supporting equipment were authorized and available for
organizational maintenance.
2.

Operations Platoon
The operations platoon of the 73d Avn Co was responsible for:
a)

Planning surveillance operations

b)

Operation of a flight dispatch facility

c)

Processing of mission requests

d)

Delivery of information obtained by surveillance platoons

e)

Timely interpretation of imagery

f)

Processing of awards and decorations

g)

Intelligence functions of the company

The operations platoon was organized as shown in figure 31. The
platoon headquarters and the II section were authorized by TOE 1-128T
(Modified). The ARVN observer section was an augmentation from ARVN
sources. The intelligence section was organized by the commanding officer
to perform daily intelligence briefings and other intelligence duties.
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Organization chart, operations platoon.

Headquarters
(I)

Personnel

The operations platoon headquarters was authorized an
operations officer, a flight operations chief, and four flight operations specialists. The operations officer commanded the platoon, piloted aircraft on surveillance missions, and made frequent liaison visits
to supported units. The flight operations chief was primarily responnible for 24-hour operation of the flight dispatch facility. The flight
operations personnel received and processed missions requests, assisted
aviators on flight planning, provided weather data, and monitored a
radio used for flight following service. In addition, they maintained
extensive records which included debriefing reports, flight records, and
information necessary for awards and decorations. One aviator worked
in the platoon headquarters with the additional duty of assistant operations officer, which was necessary to insure continued officer supervision of the platoon during the absence of the operations officer.
The platoon headquarters functioned satisfactory. However, it was the opinion of the evaluators and 73d Avn Co personnel that
the organization would have been more effective with the addition of an
operations sergeant E-7 (MOS 907.7). The operations sergeant would assist the operations officer in planning surveillance operations of the
company and the flight t-perations chief would then be able to give closer
supervision to flight operation functions. With the addition of an
operations sergeant, the flight operations chief should be an E-6 (MOS
907.60)
(2)

Equipment

The AN/GRC-46 radio set authorized the operations platoon was transferred to the signal platoon. Personnel in the signal
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platoon had the responsibility of providing communications for the operatiorn. platoon. This was considered by the evaluation team to be a locre
effective method of operating.
A utility fixed-wing aircraft, U-6A, was issued to the
This aircraft was
company by the 765th Transportation Battalion (AM&S).
used by the operations platoon to deliver imagery, imagery interpreter
reports, effect command liaison with supported units, and for general administrative requirements, and was flown an average of 50 hours per month.
The remainder of the equipment authorized the platoon
headquarters was adequate to support the mission.
b.

Imagery Interpretation Section
(1) Personnel

The 73d Avn Co was authorized an imagery interpretation section consisting of 3 officers, 2 warrant officers, and 14 enlisted personnel.
Thirteen imagery interpreters were loaned to the Target
Research and Analysis Center (TRAC) in Saigon where most of the infrared
and approximately 10 percent of the SLAR imagery was interpreted. The
remainder of the II section was located in Vung Tau where most of the
KA-30, KA-60, and the bulk of the SLAR imagery was interpreted.
The tasks assigned to the imagery interpretation section were:
a)

Interpret and plot all imagery.

b)

Transmit imagery interpretation (spot) reports by
telephone to requesting and interested units.

c)

Type imagery interpretation reports for distribution.

d)

Maintain files on imagery interpretation reports,
mission requests, mission debriefing data, and
information pertaining to the final disposition
of imagery.

The only problem area found was that one highly
trained imagery interpreter had to devote full t-me to performing the
required clerk/typist duties as indicated above. The II section operated on a 24-hour basis and approximately 21 working hours were required
daily for typing, transmission of II reports, and maintenance of files.
The lack of clerical assistance often resulted in delayed forwarding
of typed copies of II reports to the requesting units. In general,
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personnel were found to be adequate to interpret and process the imagery
produced by the company.
(2)

Equ~ipment

The equipment authorized was adequate to support the
II section with one exception. The authorized Richards light table and
related optical equipment were not avaialable until 15 June 1965. The
substitute light tables were considered too small but imagery was interpreted satisfactory using the substitute equipment.
c. ARVN Observers
Military Assistance Command, Vietnam Directive 95-2 directed that an ARVN observer accompany each OV-1 aircraft that carried
armament. There were eight ARVN observers attached to the company and
their knowledge of the terrain and the enemy situation assisted in the
identification of Viet Cong activity. They also assisted in low-level
aerial navigation of areas that were unfamiliar to the aviators.
Considerable difficulty was experienced by the company in
obtaining and retaining observers from the supported ARVN divisions
but, when available, eight observers were considered adequate. No
special equipment was required.
d.

Intelligence Section

The intelligence section was created from company resources.
One aviator and one flight operations specialist were assigned to the
section and given the following responsibilities as additional duties:
1)

Maintaining a daily situation map

2)

Preparing and presenting a daily intelligence briefing
which included the following:
a)

Current enemy situation

b)

Known hazards to flight

c)

Current weather and weather forecast

d)

FliS ht techniques to assist in obtaining better
imagery

3)

Monitoring mission debriefings

4)

Maintaining aerial navigation charts
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5)

Maintaining security of classified equipment and documents

6)

Maintaining security clearances for assigned personnel

The aviator and flight operation specialists were required
to spend approximately seven worl "rig hours daily performing intelligence
duties. It was deternined that personnel in the II section were schooltrained in these dut 4.es and could have accomplished them satisfactorily
without additional personnel.
IR/SLAR Platoon

3.

The IR/SIAR Platoon had the mission of providing day and night
aerial surveillance during all but the most severe weather conditions.
The platoon was capable of providing visual observation and day or night
photography. As shown in figure 329 the platoon was divided into three
sections: platoon headquarters, the aerial radar, section, and the aerial
infrared section.
A'

PT

PLATOON

SECTITNI

HEAD QUARTERS
0-1

(U) FIGURE 32.
a.

E-2

0-3

E-1

0-6

'D
E-6

Orga7_ization chartp IR/SLAR Platoon.

Headquarters
(1) Personnel

The personnel 'assigned to the platoon headquarters were
the platoon commander and a light truck driver (YLOS 670.00). The platoon commander supervised the sections and participated in operational
missions. The light truck driver had the responsIbility of driving the
3/4-ton truck which transported one of the two ANi/AQ-1 surveillance
information centers assigned to the aerial infrared section of the platoon. He also served as radio operator for the installed radio of the
AN/TAQ-1. The platoon commander designated the senior sensor operator
as the acting platoon sergeant with the tasks of supervising all the
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enlisted personnel, maintaining and caring for equipment, and supervising
the administrative functions of the platoon. These duties greatly reduced
his time available for supervision of the serma operators and participation in operational ni.• •ions,
(2)

Equiipment,
The equi~lzent assigned to the platoon headTuarters was

adeqaate.
b.

Aerial Radar Section
(1)

Fersonnel,

The aerial radar section was authorized three aviators
(MOS 1980) and -wo LSAR operators E-5 (KOS 207.10).
The senior aviator
served as secLion leader. All three aviators participated in operational flights. The authorization of operator personnel was, except in one
instance, adequate for assigned equipment.
The AN/TAQ-2 ground data
station, an authorized component of the AN/UPD-2 SLUR system that was
not available during the evaluation, would require an additicnal E-5,
W-S 207.10, operator.
(2)

Equipment

No problem existed since very little
authorized the aerial radar section.
c.

equipment was

Aerial Infrared Section
(1)

Fersonnel

The section was authorized six aviators (MOS 1980) and
six IF sensor operators (110 207"10).
The senior aviator served as sectlon ]ead&r.
All six aviators pvrticipated in operational flights. Thi
sensor operatort' duties consisted of operating the four aerial infrared
sets and the two ground based AN/TAQ-1 surv¢eillance information centers.
The section was short two operators, so an on-the-job training program
was initiated within the company. Thib program provided two operators,
which alleviated the shortage znd contributed to the effectiveness of
the section. Authorized personnel were adequate for operation of the
section.
(2)

Emilipment
EqL pnient of the aerial infrared secticr
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4. Visual/Photo Platoon
The visual/photo platoon was organized into three flight teams
of two aircraft each.
The platoon was (..rganized to provide:
.

a)

Contirnua). day and night recormaissance and surveillance
under visual flight conditions

b)

Visual observation of routes, zones, and areas

c)

Rapid spot photography using verticial, obliques and forward looking panoramic -cameras during daylight hours and
vertical photographic coverage during the hours of darkness.

Six OV-lA's equipped for visual and photographlc missions were
assigned to this platoon. The composition of the platoon is showm in
figure 33.
O
VMSAL

/

PHOTO
PLATOON
0-10

-14EI

L

(U) FIGURE 33.
a.

Organization chart, Visual/Photo Platoon.

Headquarters
(1) Personnel

Platoon headquarters was xuthorized a platoon commander
and a light truck drivei,. The platoon commander supervised three flight
teams and sn ordnance section. The light truck driver, although assigned
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to the visual/photo platoon, had the additional responsibility of driving
one of the two 3/A-ton trucks assigned to the IR/SIAR platoon. He also
was required to operate the radio installed in the AN/TAQ-1.

(2)

Equipment

The equipment authorized the platoon headquarters was
adequate for the performance of the assigned mission.
b.

Flight Teams
(1)

Personnel

Each of the three flight teams consisted of three Army
Each team employed
aviators and two OV-lA canera-equipped airplanes.
the buddy system, with the second airplane providing suppressive fire
when necessary for successful accomplishment of the assigned mission.
The third aviator ir the team provided liaison with the supported unit
and a backup flying capability. This nethod of operation (mutual support) within the organizational concept functioned satisfactorily. Personnel assigned were adequate to perform the visual ana photographic
mission.
(2)

Equipment

The authorized equipment of the three flight teams
was sufficient for performdng visual observation and photo surveillance.
c.

Ordnance Section

The ordnance section had the responsibility for maintaining
the aerial armament systems, special ordnance equipment, and ammunition
storage. The personnel of this sectic(i prepared armament systems and
flares for flight, armed the ordnance at preflight, de-armed ordnance at
post flight, and removed the armamernt- systems and flares as required
upon completion of a mission.
(1) Personnel
There were 13 enlisted personnel authorized: 1 aircraft
armament supervisor, 2 senior aircraft armorers, 6 aircraft armorers, 1
ammunition storage supervisor, and 3 ammunition storage specialists.
Members of this section were available for 2-4-hour duty.
The aircraft armnament supervisor was the section leader
*andwas responsible to the platoon leader for the operation of the ordnance section. The aircraft armament specialists performed the actual
The armunition storage personnel
arming and de-arming of the ordnance.
were responsible for care, maintenance, and storage of the various types
of a•mmnition used by the unit. The section encountered no difficulties
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and was adequately staffed to support the visual/photo platoon.

(2)

Euipment
The ordnance section was authorized

equipment.

-1 line items of

These were sufficient except that a 3/A-ton truck and trailer

were needed for transporting personnel and ordnance to and from the ammunition storage area and arming P-evso A 24-ton truck and trailer were
used for this purpose.
5.

Signal platoon

Because of the size and complex nature of the signal and electronics effort, the 73d Avn Co organized a signal platoon even though there was
nane adthized 17' M Th:s was accomplished by merging the communications
section and photo lab section of the TOE operations platoon with the electronics maintenance section of the TOE service platoon. The responsibilities assigned the signal platoon included:
a)

Maintenance of all communication and navigation equipment of
24 OV-l aircraft, including 6 doppler systems

b)

Maintenance of 14 KS-61A camera systems,
and 8 KA-60 camerae

c)

•Iaintenance of two AN/TUAS-4 infrared systems, two AN/AAS-14
infrared detecting sets, and four ANAPS-94 radar systems

d)

Operation and maintenance of three AN/TFQ-7's and one ES-29

5 float KA-30 cameras,

photographic darkrocm
e)

Maintenance of 19 vehicular-mounted radio sets

f)

Administration of the signal supply section which had to
store and contr-ol approximately 6_,000 line items

g)

Processing of IRI SLAR9 and photo imagery resulting from
aerial surveillance missions performed by the compary.

The structural organization of the signal platoon shown in
f-gure 34 is similar to the communications platoon authorized an aerial
surveillance companr under the TOE 128P series and it provided the most
effective organization for signal and electrorics maintenance support.
a.

Headquarters
(1)

Personnel
The signal platoon headquarters consisted of a platoon
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Organization chart, Signal Platoon.

cormmander (an additional duty for one aviator), a platoolý sergeant (the
senior enlisted person from the cor ziunications section), •nd one signal
supply specialist (assigned to aircraft service platoon headquarters).
The platoon cormander was responsible for coruand and
control of the platoon in addition to advising the company commander on
communications and maintenance of the signal and electronics equipment
in the company. This responsibility required the full-time attention
of a signal officer.
The performance of the company's mission depended to
a great extent on the operation of its electronic equipment. Mainter~mce of this equipment required specialized technical knowledge and
oackground not possessed by assigned officer personnel. A communication
electronics repair technician (warrant officer, MOS 286A) was needed in
The signal platoon for supervision of technical maintenance and supply.
There was a need for a platoon sergeant to assist the
platoon commander in control and supervision of the enlisted personnel
and equipment of the platoon, and to provide technical assistance in the
maintenance effort of the platoon. A platoon sergeant, E-7, MOS 284.70
would provide this capability for the platoon.
The authorized signal supply specialist was responsible
for maintenance of a signal supply system involving approximately 6,000
different signal line items. This included r-aintenance of a prescribed
load list (PLL), an authorized stockage list (ASL), daily requisitions,
and a large number of supply publications.
(For further discussion of
the signal supply system, see objective 5.) The platoon,.used two pcrsonnel in signal supply but they were not able to fulfill the workload
without assistance. Two personnel, one E-5, MOS 765.60 and one E-4,
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W0S 765.10 were required in addition to the authorized signal supply
specialist to maintain the signal supply system.
(2)

Equipment

The signal platoon headquarters was authorized eight
line items of equipment, An electronics shop semi-trailer mounting an
AN/ASM-190 was the only piece of equipment that was significally different from that in other platoon headquarters. Its purpose was to
provide a relatively dirt-free storage area for sensitive electronic
and signal repair parts. The equipment was considered sufficient to
support the platoon headquarters.
c.

Communications Section

The communications section consisted of the communication
chief, radio teletypewriter (RTT) team chief, two RTT operators, three
wiremen, on,- switchboard operator, and a radio repairman0 These personnel were responsible for operation of 2 AN/GRC-46's9 the company's
wire communications, and maintenance and repair of 19 vehicle-mounted
FM radios.
(1) Personnel
The communications chief was responsible to the signal
platoon commander for the operation of the section,
The RTT team (one team chief and two operators) was
responsible for the operation and maintenance of the two AN/GRC-46's°
Both sets were seldox employed since the RTT team could operate only
one of the AN/GRC-46's during sustained round-the-clock operations.
The team chief supervised the operators and performed operator duties
when a 24-hour capability was required. An additional RTT team chief,
E-5, M0S 053.60, and two RTT operators, E-4y IVS 053.10 were required.
A section wireman and a switclboard operator from the
section were on special duty with the 765th Transportation Battalion
during the evaluation. The two remaining wireman installed and maintained the company's telephones, switchboard, and associated equipment,
The radio repairman was responsible for maintaining
and repairing 19 vehicle-mounted FM radio sets. During his absence the
company was without a radio repair capability. One additional radio
repairman, E-4, MCS 296.10 was needed for sustained combat operations.
In accordance with the provisions of AR 611-201, and
with the addition of personnel discussed above, the corn~unication
chief's grade would be raised from E-5 to E-6,
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(2) Euipment
The corzmunications section was authorized sufficient re-

pair kits and parts to support the company, The AN/GRC-46 (formerly in
the operations platoon) was transferred to the communications section,
less the 3/4-ton truck and trailer.
c.

Avionics Repair Section
(1)

Personnel
The avionics repair section consisted of one senior

aerial sensor repairman, four aerial sensor repairmen, and seven aviation electronic repairmen.

These personnel were responsible for the

organizational, field, and limited depot maintenance of all aircraft
avionics equipment.

The senior aerial sensor repairman acting as the section

chief was responsible for the avionics repair and maintenance of six
electronic sensors (two SIAR and four IR) and six doppler navigation syetems, Conmensurate with his responsibilities, it Was considered appropriate that the section chief's grade be raisea fro:, E-5 to E-6.
The authorized aerial sensor rep-ianen were adecuate
for raintenance of the electronic sensor systms. In addition, they
assisted the I11/3LAR platoon by serving as in-flight sensor operators
.o:'for- scheduled surveillance r-issions. In view of the skill a,-6
ciency required to accomplish sensor maintenance, and to create a career
field for 140S 207.10 qualified personnel, it was considered appropriate
that the sensor repairman's grade be raised from E-4 to E-5. This is
not outlined in AR 611-201 since the IDS is relatively new and has not
been assigned in a compary-size unit prior to this time.
The section was authorized seven aviation electronic
repairmen (two E-5's and five E-4's, MOS 284.10), to maintain the avionics
equipment installed in OV-1 aircraft. It was determined that one additional electronic repairman was needed for sustained 24-hour operation.
The manufacturers' representatives from companies supplying the various avionics and electronic equipment rendered invaluable
assistance in trouble shooting aaid in routine raintenance of the avionics equipment. No attempt was made to evaluate the effect of this assistance on the work load of the section since it was prinarily advisory
in nature. :hen the experience level of military personnel increases,
the value of technical assistance should decrease accordingly.
(2)

Equipment
The avionics repair section had an adequate number of
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test sets, tool kits, and semitrailer-mounted AN/ASM-"' I and 190 elec(One Y1-109 substitute shop van was used in lieu of an
tronic shops.
AN/ASM-189o)
The sezti.on also had a developmental liquid nitrogen generator i .3 give the company means of manafacturing liquid nitrogen for
the IR sensors. For de',ailed discussion of the nitrogen plant, see obJective 5.
d.

Photographic Laboratory Section

The photographic laboratory section had the responsibility
for processing all biagery aoquired by the 73d Aviation Company.
(1)

Personnel

The photo lab section consisted of one photo lab supervisor, two senior photo lab specialists., four photo lab specialists3 and
one photo equipment repairman0 The photo lab supervisor, as section
chief, was responsible for operation of the three photo labs employed
by the company.
One senior photo lab specialist and three photo lab
specialists supported the TRAC in Saigon. One senior photo lab specialist and one photo lab specialist supported the 73d Avn Co's flight team
at Qui Nhon. The photo lab supervisorg with the parm-time assistance
of camera repainiten and other company perscnnel; supported the company
at Vung Tau. The photo equipment repairman assigned to this section
also performed duty with the camera repair section.
One additional senior photo lab specialist, E-5 MOS
843.10 and two photo lab specialists, E-41 MOS 843olO were needed to
operate the photo lab aL Vurg Tau.

Three phnoo labs were employed by the company during
the evaluation. One ES-29 supported the TRAC in Saigon and two AN/TFQ-7's
were stationedlone each, at Qui Nhon ard VIung Tau.
The company was authorized :hree ANiTFQ-7 and three
ES-29 photo labs0
One AN/TFQ-7 was not .sed because no replacement parts
were available ana two ES-.29's were not recea.ved by the company until 27
June, three days prior to terrmination of the data collection period.
Three ES-29 photo laba alone would have been adequate
for processing all the iLmager'y acquired by the 73d Aviation Company°
e,

Camera Repair Section
(1) Personnel
The caz.era repair section consisted of four surveillance
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photo repairmen. One photo equipmenb repairman nithough assigned to
the photo lab, worked with the camera repair sectioL.. These personnel
were responsible for organizational, field, and limited depot maintenance
of 14 KS-61A camera systens, 6 KA-60 panoramic cameras, and5 KA-30 cameras (float).
Manufacturers' represe-tatives provided invaluable assistance in the maintenanc, and operation of the aerial cameras and related equipment. The evaluation indicated an adequacy of numbers of
personnel to maintain all camera systems. However, assistance from
technical representatives of the manufacturers precluded accurate determination of maintenance capability.
(2)

Equipment

The camera repair section was authorized sufficient test
sets and tool kits for accomplishing its mission.
6.

Aircraft Service Platoon

The aircraft service platoon was responsible for organizational
and field maintenance, including limited fourth echelon maintenance, of
all aircraft assigned to the company. In order to accomplish these tasks,
the platoon was organized as shown in figure 35.
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PLATOON

0-1 WO 1 EMv-73

PLATOON
HQ

AIRCRAFT
KAINT

3RDMAINT
ECHELON

AIRFIELii
SERVICE

SECTION

SECTION

SECTION

0-1 WO-I EM-

Ei-32

(U) FIGURE 35.

Organization

chart, Aircraft Service Platoon.

The company TOE authorized a service platoon which included an
automotive maintenance and an electronics maintenance section. As previously discussed, these sections were placed under control of other platoons in the company, which resulted in a residual organization with the
mission of aircraft service support.
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a. Headquarters
(1) Personnel
The aircraft service platoon headquarters was authorized
a platoon commander, an airplane maintenance technician, a platoon sergeant, two airplane technical inspectors, two aircraft parts specialists,
a shop clerk, a signal parts specialist, and an aircraft supply clerk.
The platoon coRmLander and platoon sergeant were responsible for command
and control of the platoon. The aircraft maintenance technician provided
technical supervision of all maintenance performed. He was assisted primarily by two technical inspectors whose job was to insure that the correct maintenance was being performed. This was done through frequent
inspections of the quality of maintenance as outlined in applicable TM12so
The aircraft parts specialists were responsible for the aircraft supply
system of the company. One aircraft parts specialist assigned to the
third maintenance section was reassigned to the aircraft service platoon
headquarters to assist in a consolidated aircraft supply activity. The
other aircraft parts specialist was designated as NCOIC of the aircraft
supply section. This position should be authorized in the grade of E-5
because field maintenance responsibility was added to normal company aircraft supply. The signal parts specialist was assigned to duty in the
signal platoon headquarters. The shop clerk provided the normal administirative support for the sqrvice platoon. These personnel were adequate
for the accomplishment of the mission. However, a clerk/typist to work
with the technical inspectors would improve the effectiveness of the organization. The technical inspectors were frequently involved in filing inspection forms, checking maintenance forms, maintaining publications, and several other clerical duties which detracted from their job
of quality control, The use of a clerk/typist, E-4, 14OS 711.20 would
have enabled the technical inspectors to devote full time to their primary job.
(2)

Equipment

The platoon headquarters was authorized sufficient
vehicles and equipment to perform its mission,
b, Aircraft Maintenance Sections
The 2 aircraft maintenance sections contained 32 personnel
who were responsible for the organizational maintenance of the aircraft.
The aircraft maintenance sections were organized so that they could
separately support the two surveillance platoons if the method of operation required employment from two separate locations, A more thcroui.•
discussion of the aircraft maintenance procedures used by the 73d A",.
Co is contained in objective 5, which indicates that for maximum ;s:
the aircraft, four additional aircraft mechanics were required, T
".`1
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substantiated on a maintenance hour per flying hour ratio. Two of the
mechanics should be authorized grade E-5, 4OS 672.30 and two should be
E-4, 14S 672.20.
(2)

Equipment

Equipment of the sections was sufficient except that one
additional 3/A-ton truck and trailer was needed for transpertation of
personnel and equipment on the flight ljne.
c.

Third Echelon Maintenance Section
(1)

Personnel

The third echelon maintenance section performed third
and limited foarth echelon mainterance on all aircraft assigned or attached to the company. Several different types of HOS-qualified personnel wera included in the section and performed jobs as indicated by their
titles. A more detailed discussion of the se'ction and its personnel
requirements is discussed in objective 5. One repair foreman was used
as a line chief and supervised the two aircraft maintenance sections.
The second repair foreman was in charge of the third echelon maintenance
section and adequately supervised the section on a 24-hour basis. Because of extensive sheet metal repair required for the aircraft as a
result of ground fire, two additional airframe repairmen, E-5, MDS 586.10
were needed. Aircraft were grounded for extended periods of time because
the three authorized airframe repairmen were insufficient to accomplish
the required work.
Scheduled inspections and maintenance work were delayed
on occasion because the four authorizea airplane repairmen, IOS 672.40
were not able to complete the accumulated work load. Indications were
that the required work could have been accomplished in an cfficient and
timely manner with an addit~ional two airplane repairnen, MOS 672.40, and
two airplane mechanic helpers, IDS 670.00
Only one machinist, YOS 443.10 and one hydraulic system
repairman, HOS 687.10 were authorized. In the absence of either of
these individuals the unit was without that particular maintenance capability. Also, when maintenance involving these specialties was required
on a 2J4-hour basis, the unit was unable to meet tŽ•e requirement. These
conditions were of sufficient importance to justify an additional machinist, E- MOS 143.10, and a hydraulic system repai--man, E-5, 110S 687.10.
In atcitiozp, the tool crib shop van required a full-time E-3 supply clerk,
HOS 760.10. Other personnel in the section, which included ai--ccaft engine repairmen, propeller repairmen, and electrical repairmen, were considered adequate.
Three parachute packers, M0S 646.27, were authorized
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by TGE 1-128T (Modified). These personnel were integrated into the third
echelon maintenance section and performed all maintenance and repair
on the Martin Baker ejection seat.
(2)

Equipment

The section was authorized equipment in the form of
shop vans, shop sets, and test sets, all of which were adequate.
d.

Airfield Service Section
(1)

Personnel

The airfie±d service section operated wider control of
the 765th Transportation Battalion airfield service facility and could
not be evaluated as a separate unit. However, it was the opinion of the
evaluation team and key personnel of the company that the 10 assigned
enlisted men were sufficient for servicing the company's aircraft and
performing crash rescue duties.
(2)

Equipment

The section was authorized five 21-ton trucks and lton trailers in addition to four fuel tankers. A requirement could not
be established for four of the 21-ton trucks. It was determined by key
personnel of the unit and by the evaluators that one 21-ton track and
one 3/4-ton truck and trailer would be sufficient for the transportation
requirements of the section.
7.

Findings

a.
adequate.

Personnel and equipment of the company headquarters were

b. A utility aircraft (U-6A) averaged 50 flying hours monthly
performing administrative and logistical support missions for the company.
c.

Automotive maintenance was accomplished in a satisfactory

manner.
d. One aviator was required in the operations platoon headquarters as an assistant operations officer.
t.. Approximately 21 working hours were required daily for typing,
transmission of imagery interpretation reports, and maintenance of files.
f. One aviator and a flight operations specialist were used to
perform intelligence duties.
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g.

The personnei of the II section were school-trained in intel-

ligence duties and adequately accomplished the company's t-elligence requirements.
h.

The TOE did not provide a platoon sergeant for the IR/SIAR

p-atoon.
i. A 3/4-ton truck and trailer were needed for transportihg personnel and ordnance among the ammunition storage and arming areas.
J.o Duties within the signal platoon were such that a full-time
Diatoon leader was required.
k. Maintenance of the company's electronic equipment required
specialized technical knowledge and education-i background not possessec by assigned officer personnel.
1. The TOE mwde no provision for a platoon sergeant for the
signal platoon.
m. The two personnel in signal supply MOS'a were not able to
carry the workload -without outside assistance.
n. Although the company was issued two AN/GRC-46 radios and
both are required, only one RTT team was authorized by TOE.
o. The one authorized company radio repairman was not capable
of rendering full-time (24-hour) repair support.
p. The addition of six doppler navigation systems required
persomnel with specialized training and increased the work requirements
of the avionics repair section beyond its authorized support capability.
q. The three photo lab specialists authorized were adequate to
support. the one ES-29 lab at the TRAC on a 24-hour basis.
r. One ES-29 and two AN/TFQ-7 photo labs provided adequate processing capability for all imagery acquired by the company. One ES-29
lab was adequate to support the TRAC.
s. The one authorized M-109 shop van was inadequate to meet the
i'equirements of the tvionics repair section.
t.
The two technical inspectors in the aircraft service platoon
headquarters were frequently irvolved in filing inspection forms, checkIng maintenance forms, maintaining public-itions, and other clerical
duties which detracted from their primary job of quality control.
n. The senior aircraft pirts specialist was required to perfcrm
the additional duties as NCOIC of the aircraft supply section. This
section had the responsibYlity for field maintenance supply in addition
to the normal airtraft companry supply.
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A ,•4-tuntruck and trailer were required by the organizational maintenance section for transportation of personnel and equipmc'nt on the flight line.

w. Maintenance hour per flying hour ratio indicated there was
an insufficient number of airplane meclanics in the aircraft maintenance
section.
x.
The number of airframe repairmen in the TOE was inadequate
in view of the extended 2eriods of time damnaged aircraft had to await
airframe repair.
y. In the absence of either the mninist or the hydraulic
systems repairman, the company was completely without a capability in
those particular maintenance areas0
z.
Jork order analysis and man-hour availability in each shop
of the field maintenance section indicated that there war an insufficient
number of airplane repairmen and mecharics helpers.
aa.

A full-time supply clerk was required in the tool crib shop

van*
bb.
Four 2k-ton trucks with 1½-ton trailers authorized in the
airfield service section were excess to company needs.
cc.

The airfield service section had a requirement for a

3/A-

ton truck with 3/A-ton trciler for transporting personnel. and crash
equipment to points within the airfield co=mplex.
E.

OBJECTIVE 5 - IA'IISTICAL SUFPORT
1.

Maintenance

Records of the 73d Avn Cc indicated that during the •valuation
]4 OV-1 aircraft were progranmed to fly 868 hours per month but act-ua2ly
flew an average 6f C89 hours per month.
a.

Organizational Maintenance

The organizational maintenance section was responsible for
first and second echelon orgaai7ational maintenance on six OV-IA airplanes of the visual photo platoon, two OV-IB3s and four OV-lC's of the
IR and SLUR platoon, two OV-lA float aircraft, and one U-6A attached for
adm:Jnistrative support.
The rr.aintenance performed was as outlined in
TM 55-1510-204-20p Oyganizational Maintenance Manual$ OV-1 Airplane6
ýSalt air corrosion and dusty conditions required additional maintenance
to be added to the daily inspections as follows:
1)

Wash prope••ers

and coat with light oil.
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2)
3)

W
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aash engine nacelles and coat with light oil.
Wash struts and actuators and lubricate with
hydraulic fluid.

4) Wash foreign matter off of induction air intakes.
5)

Inspect entire aircraft for corrosion and battle
damage.

The maintenance man-hours of direct labor averaged 12,746
hours per month, as shown below, for a ratio of 14 hours of maintenance
labor per hour of flying:

SMa

June

Aveogan

Organizational maintenance

7452

6000

6114

6522

Field maintenance

6627

6639

5405

6223

14079

12639

11519

12746

U-6A man-hours direct
labor

84

88

86

84

0V-I mat-hours direct

13995

12551

11433

12659

U-6A flyng hours

42

47

62

50

OV-! flying hours

860

934

874

889

61

66

62

63

U-6A maint hours for each
flying hopr

2

2

2

2

OV-1 organizational maint
hours for each flying hour

9

6

7

7

OV-I fiela maint hours
for each flying hoi-

7

7

7

7

OV-I total maint hours
for each flying hour

16

13

14

14

Total man-hours Oirect
labor

labor

Average hours per OV-1
aircraft

Data were obtained from 7Wd Avn Co man-hour records and
evaluator spot checks. Supervisors' time was eliminated.
by
verified
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M~intenance man-hour records irdicated that 7 of the 14 hours
maintenance per flying hour were required for organizational maintenance.
With 868 programmed monthly flying hours, a 30-day month, and 14 OV-1
aircraft assignr I and attached, each aircraf averaged 2 flying hours per
day which re,,iaired, at 7 mintenance hours per flying hour, 14 hours of
organizational maintenance each day, or 420 hours per month.
This required 2,4 mechanics per aircrzfL.
b.

Field maintena.nce

All field maintenance requirements were placed on Maintenance
Request 4ork Orders, DA Form 2407, and scheduled through the various
shops by the quality control section. A record of all 2407 forms conmpleted was compiled on DA 2405 Maintenance Request Register. In addition
to those inspections required of field maintenance in TM 55-1510-204-34.,
the intermediate inspection of the OV-1 was increased approximately 5
man-hours as follows:
1)

Remove main landing gear wheels and retorque brake
asse•,bly moanting bolts.

2)

Inspect brake linings and replace as required.

3)

Repack wheel bearings.

4)

Lubricate main landing, gear.

5)

Clean oil cooler.

6)

Removep clean, and lubricate windshield iipers.

7)

Apply corrosion preventative compound to outboard wings.

8)

aiange oil every othe- :interi,ediate inspection.

Field maintenanc=
iuan-hour records of the company indicated
that an average of 6223 man-hours of field maintenance direct labor was
required to mintain 14 OV-1 aircraft flying 889 hours per month. This
gave a ratio of 7 hours of field maintenance direct labor per flying
hour. The USASCV flying hour program was 62 hours per month.
Considering the 14 aircraft assigned and attached, it was deteriined that 6076
hours of direct labor were required for the field maintenance prograztn.
Including supervisor- personnel, clerical personnel, and 24-hour operations, the TOE of the field maintenance section should be as shown in
figure 36, which is an increase of seven EM.

*62 hours x 14 aircraft x 7 hoars equals 6076 hours
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SHEET META
SHOP
E-5 686.10
2 E-4 686.10

30 EM

1 E-7 679.70

4 E-4 672.4U

2 E-5 672.40

2 E-3 670.00

EaNGI NEl

SHOP
1 E5681.0
2 E-4 681.10

ROPEIIZ.R
SHOP1 E-5 68L.10

1 E-5 685.10

1 E-4 684.10

2 E-4 685.10

ELSiCTiICAIL

!ii
MACHINE

HY±)RAULIC

PARACHUTE

TOOL

SHOP

SHOP

SHOP

CRIB

I F--5 443.10

1 E-5 687.10

1 E-5 646.27

1 E-4 443.10

1 E-4 687.10

2 E-4 646.27

(U) FIGURE 36.

1 E-3 760.00

Proposed field maintenance section,
73d Aviation Comparn.
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Field maintenance tools and equipment were adequate except
for the following:
1) One additional set of jacksD tripod, 10-ton
was required. Normally one set was in use
under an aircraft in maintenance and a second
set required for operations such as replacing
blownout ti.res.
2)

A portable hydraulic nrale is required for
ground maintenance testing of the aircraft
hydraulic system to enable the system to
be energized without operation of the engine
driven pumps.

3)

A parachute rigging table and drying tower were
required.

E&cess equipment included Herman Nelson heaters, piston
engine special tools, preoilers, and a Sweeney engine stand.
c.

Avionics

Sufficient float stock of avionics equipment was available
to insure a minimum of downtime attributable to avionics problems. Spare
parts were available primarily from the basic load brought in-country
with the 4th ASTA platoon.
The average work day for personnel was 12 hours, which was
necessary to insure 24-hour operation0 Using a 6-day work week and 12
hours per day as standard, each man was available 312 hours per month.
jan-hours lost to guard, details, and necessary administrative duties
averaged 20 hours per month for E-5 1 s and 60 hours for E-4's and below.
(1)

Dopplei Radar

The IR aircraft had a Marconi doppler radar navigator
system that worked well and had few failures. The SLAR aircraft combined an AN/APN-129 doppler •-..• a Marconi computer into a system and
this composite system was so unsatisfactory that aviators stopped using
it. Although equipment failures caused problems, unreliability which
resulted in inaccuracies was the primary- reason for its disuse. Generally, upon checking the equipment after a mission, no malfunction could
be discovered. A trained enlisted doppler repairman was not assigned to
the company and a SLAR repairman was aubstituted, which probably accountreoverp the Marconi representaed for some of the repair problems.
tive had not been trained on the AN/APN-129 doppler. Both the Marconi
representative and the enlisted repairman were radar repairmen and had
no d fficulty keeping the Marconi system operating properly. In view
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of their general technical knowledge and ability it was felt that failures
of the composite doppler system were not caused entirely by a lack of
repair capability, but from basic equipment ineffectiveness.

(2)

Compass

Swinging of the MA-1 compa:z system was a problem
because an adequate compass rose for calibration was not available to
the 73d Avn Co. Accurate compass information is required by the doppler
system, as the doppler is only as accurate as the compass input. dithout a compass rose, swinging of the MA-1 is time consuming and inaccurate.
A temporary solution was devised by the Joint Resea:ch and Test Activity
in the form of an MK II astrocompass adapter which allowed the astrocompass to be used for swinging the NA-i. This system was satisfactory but
is considered an interim method to be used only until a compass rose is
available.
(3)

Maintenance of Equipment

Excellent maintenance support from manufacturers' representatives was provided for the following items of equipment:
Equipment

Company

KA-60 Camera
YUS-61 System

Fairchild Camera
and Instrument Company

d.

Doppler Navigation System

Canadian Marconi Company

Infrared

HRB Singer Company

SLAR

Kearfott Electronics

ES-29

PAX Electronics

OV-1 Aircraft

Grumann Aircraft Engineer
Corp

Engines

Lycoming Div, Avco Corp

Electronic Sensor Maintenance

Electronic sensor maintenance was excellent. As an example,
only 13 target areas out of 841 missions were aborted because of sensor
failure. Ground delays, prior to flight, attributable to sensor or
avionics problems were four in April, seven in May, and three -.n June.
Average ground delay time was 52 minutes.
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(1)

Liquid Nitrogen Generator

The aircraft IR syst.!s required cooling by liquid nitrogen. .•hen the aircraft arrived in JVN they were equipped with internal
nitrogen generating systems. After 2 weeks of operation, and prior to
the evaluation, it was thought that vibration had loosened connecting
joints in the cooling lines. The manufacturer's representative suggested
a modification and the aircraft project manager was in.orred. The aircraft generating system was removed and the ground nitrogen generator
It
was used to fill nitrogen bottles to be carried aboard the aircraft.
was then found more convenient to have the bottles filled by the USAF
than to make full use of the ground generator available in the unit. The
unitts generator was a large non-standard piece of equipment which did
not perform properly using the local electrical power.
(See figure 37.)
Since this equipment was not relied upon as a source of nitrogen, no
evaluation was made of its performance, logistics required, or nitrogen
generated.
(2)

Ground Power Units

Ground power units capable of providing 200 amperes at
28 volts dc over extended periods were required for sensor preflight and
trouble shooting but were not available. As a substitute, one MA-1 multiple service unit and tug was assigned to the aircraft maintenance platoon. Because it was used also as a tug it was frequently not available
for preflight checks. The average preflight testing required 45 minutes
of continuous power, and trouble shooting on occasion took longer. The
M-l overheated when used for an extended period. As an interim measure
the sensor sections obtained an auxiliary power plant from an 11-37 helicopter unit.
e.

Other Maintenance
(1)

Automotive

Automotive maintenance was conducted by the 73d Avn
Cc on the .s*_igned vehicles shown below and was organized into first,
second, and third echelon:
Number Assigned

Number Used

Type of Vehicle

Model

3/4 T

1-37, MI-37B-l

10

10

2 1/2 T

M-35

15

5

M-10

3

2

M-49C

4

4

M-35A1

1

0

M-135

9

0
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TYpe of Vehicle

Model

Number Assigned

5 T

drecker

1

1

5 T

Tractor

7

1

1/4 T

14-151

5

5

1/4 Ti

M-100

3

3

3/4 TR

11-101

10

10

1 1/? TR

M1-105, 11-107

16

5

6TR

14-119

4

4

AC Shop Van

M-447

4

4

Elect Shop Van

M-348A-2 AN/ASM-189

2

2

94

56

Total

Number Used

Even though 27 veh- cles and 11 trailers were not used,
they required some daily maintenance and a periodic runup.
The company was hampered by lack of a grease pit in
the company area and maintenance was further complicated by blowing sand.
(,)

Aircraft Ordnance

The aircraft ordnance section vTas responsible for the
receipt, storage, maintenance, and disposition of the following:
a)

Caliber .50 machinegun ammanition

b)

2.75-ineh rockets

c)

Photo flash flares

d)

Illumination f. ares

TUe section performed maintenance on:
a)

XM-14 caaiber ,50 machinegun pods

b)

2.75-inh rocket pod (19 tubes)

c)

2.75-inch rocket pod (7 tubes)
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Arming of airraft
and maintenance of the aircraft armament systems also were the responsibility of the section. Machinegun
pods were installed or removed from the OV-1 with the Mark 7 bomb lift
trailer towed by a 3/4-ton truck. The Mark 7 bomb lift
was operated by
It was slow and is considered obsolete.
a manual hydraulic pump.

2. Supply
a.

Aircraft Supply

Upon activation of the 73d Avn Co the prescribed load list
(PLL) of the 23d SWAD and the PLL of the l4th ASTA detachment were combined.
Duplications were eliminated and a PLL of 1182 line items was
submitted through the 611th Transportation Company (DS) to the Aviation
Supply Point, Saigon, and approved.
Some 649 third echelon line items
were based upon a 24-month demand experience obtained for 6 0V-1A aircraft of the 23d SWAD.
The remaining line items were developed by the
US Army Aviation Commandp AMC to support OV-1B and C aircraft through
fourth echelon repair.
Upon completion of 6 months' demand experience or upon
changes in major items of equipment, the PLL was to be reviewed by the
company. Those items showing three demands in 180 days were to be retained in the company PLL. In addition, a limited number of insurance
or mission essential items not having three demands wezi- to be authorized
by the 611th Transportation Company (DS) for retention on the PLL.
Fringe items (new items required without previous demand experience)
were to be requisitioned and stocked in limited quantity until demand
experience of 180 days had been obtained. The ?3d Aviation Company had
a technical supply flow as shown in figure 38.
The number of aircraft suppIt personnel was considered adequate but doubt existed as to the proper enlisted rank spread. The
chief of the supply section, an E-41, supervised two other E-4's and one
E-3 and had the responsibility for 3 supply vans, 1 tool crib, and nearly 1200 line items of supply,
b.

Signal Supply (Avionics and Sensor)

Because of a shortage of personnel and the lack of a packing list,
some of the parts brought by the 4th ASTA Detachment and stored
in CONEX containers had not been unpacked and properly recorded. Upon
completion of unpacking and recording actions, it was intended to consnlidate the 4th ASTA Detachment and 23d SWAD supply. groups into one sup-

ply system.
Signal supply response was inadequate. No deadline requisitions were filled during the evaluation, No immediate effect was felt
because float items were available and used.
Of the 322 requisitions
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AIRCRAFT AIRCRAFT SUPPLY POINT USASCV
SUPPLY

-

SAIGON

POW•

330TH

I

I

TRANS CO (AS)

I
I
611TH TRANS CO
(DS)

611TH

,

TECH SUPPLY

SHOP
SHOPP

SUPPLYr

S73D ACFT MAINT
PLATOON

REPAIRABLE,, ITEMS

,

73D AVN CO (A9) VUNG TAU
---------

Requisitions via mail, phone,
teletype or hand carried
Supplies issued and available,
normally picked up by unit.

May be mailed, dclivered to
aerial port, or arrive by LST.

(U) FIGURE 38.

Aircraft technical supply channels.
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for expondable8, only 2! were filied.

The unit was ableo to eitA•in its
avionic and electronic equipment orly bounse of the ezxielea mspply
of spare parts brought in-country by the 4th ASTA Detachment, 4thout
immediate action taken by Consolidated Supply Activity to, fill cututanding requiaitions, the -unit may well not be able to continue to perform
its mission.

Standard items were requisitioned by mail from Gow*oldated
Supply Activity (CSA) in Saigon. Replacemeht parts weri ge7ral4 mail-.
ed to the unit although occasionally they were picked up at the CSA in
Saigon.
Only one signal supply clerk was authorizod by TOE. Ne w
responsible for approximately 6000 line items plus thb.maintoenwce of
supply catalogues, and cross reference manuals.
Figure 39 lists film and jphotographic chemical consumption.
During the month of April all SIAR f .1m-was.processed on the ground after
completion of the flight, During May and June, however, in-flight pr*-.
ceasing of film was done, hence the different type of SLAR film.
A list of equipment supported is shown in figure 40.
a. Automotive Supply

Automotive supply for the 73d Avn Co was the responsibility
of the motor maintenance section. The current TOE was adequate to support the assigned vehicles. A partial PLL for 187 line items was submitted to the CSA for approval but did not cover all assigned special
purpose vehicles such as fire trucks and wreakers. The lack of a qualified ordnance repair parts clerk caused automotive supply to suffer.
Approximately 25 percent of the authorized parts stockage list was out
-of supply. Stock record cards did not reflect &n inventory or a balance
on hand. A considerable quantity of repair pp-'s authorized for use at
third and fourth echelon was, howeverp on hand.
d.

Aircraft Ordnance Supply

A consolidated a&-munition requirement was submitted to CSA
in Saigon once each week by the compaiy supply officer. Ammunition was
delivered each week to the aerial port in Vung Tau. A 3-man ammunition
detail used two rough terrain forklifts assigned to the armament sec-tion
to move the anmunition to the base storage area where asmmunition
was uncrated and rockets assembled. A similar detail was required approximately four times a week to move ammunition from the base storage
area to the airfield armament area, to return reusable rocket containers
to the aerial port, and to move uniserviceable rocket pods to the salvage
yard. Flares were delivered to the crew chiefs on the flight line.
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SLAR SECM.ON
FSN

TnpoofFilm

Size

Lo OfRoll

in.X 100 ft

6750-754-0792

15 ea

Hay Radar Recording

6750-772-9199

14 ea

9

Jun Radar Recording

6750-772-9199

15 ea

91 ,in*.x 5C

Apr

Panatomic X Emulsion

52,40

. x
t'

IR SECTION
Type of Film

FSN

No-, of Rolls

Size

Apr

Plus X Aerecon

6750-825-0270

41 ea

5 ino x 250 ft

May

Plus X Aerecon'

6750-825-0270

39 ea

5 in. x 250 ft

Jun Plus X Aerecon

6750-825-0270

44 ea,

5 in. x 250 ft

VISUAL AND PHOTO SECTION
Chemicals
Developer NR 25
Developer M4
Developer D 76
Acetic Acid
Rapid Fix
Hypo Fixer

FSN
6750-153-8915
6750-514-1865
6750-291-2638
6750-151-6558
6750-201-U199
6750-577-4903

Size of Container
1
31
1
2
5
1

2

gal
g&l
gal
qt
gal
gal

65
6
5
4
10
4

No. Sheets per
LF._N
Contact
Enlarging
Roll
F
Plus X.
Plus X

(U) FIGURE 39,
•

6750-803-9436
6750-248-4224
6750-597-2636

Container.

Quantity

150
250
250

12
12
15

FSK_

sie

Qantity

6750-717-6845
6750-577-4636

5 Xin. x !0.ft
70 -M x 100 ft.

60
30

Film and photographic chemical consumption.
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Detecting Set, Infrared
Fuiel 4wiatit~y Meiasing S9yeton
adam,Data Transvittink Set
Radar'Set
Navigation Sit, Radar

AN/AAS44(.
MVAJC-7()
A/AKT •6(
AN/APN,,-22

Radar Surveillance Set
Transponder Set .
Aeceiver'Group
Radio Set

AN!APS..9•4A

.
4a''
2 4a

)

14 ft.'
..
2

An/AP.-.29(.V)

24a

14
e.,

AN/ARA-5(

34, ea

AN/AIAR''44(

Radio Set

14 *

Radio Set

Aa/ARC-73,(

Receiving, Set, Radio
Radio Set
Computer Set, Navigational

AN/ARM-30D
)
AN/ARC-1•O
ANARk-59(M)
AN/ASI-33

Fire Detecting System, Acft Engine
Automatic Flight Control System

AN/A.Q-65
ANIASW-12

Direction Finder Set

Control Set, Interco•m

iication

0I6II/ARC

14 ea

,

28 ea

Batteryq Storage
Photographic Surveillance System.,
Airborne
Magnetic Sl&kred Directional Gyro
"Stabilized Compass System

BB-433

14 a&

KSI

14.ea

Radio Receiver

RH.O/AAR-58

6 ea

Radio Receiver.
Radar
Mapping'Recorder-Processor-Viewer

R-IO4IARN-68

6 ea

.RO-166A•P

•. es

Radio Trasmitter

T-366/ARC

"6 c

A-N/ART-41( )4

4 ea

,

Transmitting Set, Radio

L
MA:l (Lear)"

GR0UfkD COM~UNCAT IOL
Radio Teletypewriter Set
Radio- Set
,•Rdio Set

Radio Set
Radid Set
. Adio Set
Telephone Set

AN/GRC-46
AN/VRC-24
!/VRC-18.

2 ca
2 ef
8 ea

AN/VRC-lO

7 ea

AN/PRC-IO
AN/PRC-6
TA-322/PT

6 ea
8 en
12 ea

8 ea
2 ea.

AN/GRA-6
SB-.22/1'r

Receiver, Radio

R-.520/URR

.

Vibrator Pack

Portable

Infa-Red Suwveillance Info Cenrr
(C) FIGURE 40.

1PP-68
lea

mile

Vire*.1,JD2/~T10
Thotbojr*ý&6i hrkroct,

31 ea

2 ea

AN/GRR-5

Thotopaphic Dozkrowm, Portable

.

QIM4

Control Group
Switchboards Nabul
Re eoiver

I

1"5 ea
8 ea
29 .a
14 ea
24 "ea

AN/TFQ-7

ES-29(

)2

ANfTAQ-1

Signal equipment supported.
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ea.
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Aircraft ordnance expenditure dutIig 'the evaluation was as followp:

2000

Cal .50 hmmunition

35

'~0-

.

2.75-'fnch rocket..
343

938'

13100

HE warheade

(307)

(812)

(74

WP warhead•,

(36)

(126)

(30)i

Photo flash flares

156

0

0

Illumination flares, Mk Il

0

0

0

Smoke"illumination flares'

12"

12

12

Motors

*

e.

POL Supply

Requirements for POL were submitted through two channels:package POL products were requisitioned on form 1049 from the 21,st Q
Detachment, Saigon and bulk POL was ordered by telephovne each day from
the POL. office of ,he Consolidated Supply Activity, Saigon.
Aviation company POL was supplied by a consolidated POL seetion under operational control of the 765th Transportati6n Battalion,
airfield service officer.. All personnel for h&ndling POL supply were
attached to Hq and Hq Detachment of the 765th Trans Bn. A sergeant (E-6)
and 7 enlisted men were attached from the 23d QM POL Det, 3 POL specialists were attached from the 73d Avn C% and 1 POL specialist each was attached from the 611th Transport&. a Company and the 765th Transportation
Battalion for a total of 13 personnel.
Vung Tau received POL under commercial contract in 55-gallon
drums or bulk tankers. It was stored in twelve 10,000-gallon rubber tanks,
6 of which contained 115/145 avn gas, 5 contained JP-4, and 1 contained
automotive gas. The POL section had two 350-gallon-per-minute fuel pumps
and two 50-gallon-per-minute fuel pumps. Six 6 00-ga4on skid tanks, eleven M-49 1200-gallon tankers' and three 5000-gallon tankers were also available and were' used when needed.. Automotive gas was delivered daily to
all areas'on the airfield fdr.stationary enginer and was issued in bulk
to the motor maintenance section. Lubricants were issued, on demand.
Daily records were maintained on all isques and receiptso
Fuel samples were taken azid inspected daily and POL in drums
was filtered at least twice before being put into airc-aft. The Saigon
POL laboratory personnel were available on call and visited Vung Tau
once each month to render assistance as required.
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Single point pressure refueling on the OV-2. was preferred
by POL personnel as it could be accomplished without climbing on the
wings of the aircraft. Thus, wings were not subject to"damage by nozzles and tanks were not opened to blowing sand. One of the M-49 tankers
was equipped with pressure refueling nozzle•.
Supply of POL was adequate and was accomplished in an efficient manner with only three 73d Avn Co POL specialists. The company
would appear to have sufficient personnel and equiprent for POL supply
if operated independently., but this was not evaluated as they did not
move or operate independently.
Consumption of POL during the evaluation followsType of POL

Apri

JP-4
115/145 aviation gas
Aviation grease
Aviation oil

Issued on a battalion basis;
no records of company use

Diesel fuel (gal)

i729

1029

1429

936

835

1037

33

17

18

SMOGAS (gal)
Generator oil (only) (gal)
f.

June

General Supply

The company supply officer was responsible for all TOE and
installation supply, ammunition and rations, items authorized by the
table of allowance (TA 50-901), and expendable administrative supplies.

"Supplies requested directly from the source of supply by
the various supply sections of the corapany consisted of POL, aircraft
repair parts, avionics repair parts, automotive repair parts, ammunition,
and daily ration requests.
The company supply officer had four sources of supply: the
Navy Supply Office, Headquarters Support Activity, Saigon, for administrative supplies contained in the "Shopping Guide of Common Use Items"; the
Consolidated Supply Activity, Saigon for TOE, TA, and genaral supply support; the 611th Transportation Company (AM&S DS), Vung Tau for new or replacement aircraft; and the Engineer R&E Office, Vung Tau for const.-uction and post camp and station supplies.
Requisitions were submitted on standard forms 2765, 2765-1,
or 1348 and were mailed to Saigon. Jith the exception of bulk POL,
which was ordered by telephone and delivered, approximately 90 percent
of the supplies were picked up by company personnel in Saigon and the
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remaining 10 percent were received throitgh the mail. The company supply officer normally sent one or two mivn, depending on the supply quantity,
to Saigon twice weekly to pick up supplies, Because of the requirement
to pick up supplies in Saigon, two additional personnel were detailed to
the supply section to assist the section to form essential duties,
3,

Facilities

The 73d Avn Co occupied the areas of Vung Tau Airfield designated
in figure 41. The company headquarters facility was adequate except for
company supply. A supply room addition had been requested and was approved for construction in FY 66. Troop billets were crowded but permanent troop housing and bachelor officers quarters were also scheduled
for construction in FY 66.
a.

Aircraft and Avionics Maintenance

Aircraft field maintenance was con~cted in a corrugated steel
hanger and maintenance space was adequate. Only occasionally was hanger
space available for organizational maintenance. Portable engine maintenance stands and maintenance shelters were required but not available
to the unit for flight line maintenance. Provisions for lights and 28volt dc current required on the flight line Zor testing the avionics
equipment in the OV-1 aircraft were marginal.
The signal platoon had the following facilities:
Use

Number

Type of Facility

Signal office and supply

2

Semi-trailer, van electric, 6ton, 2 wheel, M348A2, AN/ASM-196

Side looking airborne radar
repair

1

AA/tkSM-189, electronic repair
van

IR repair

1

AN/ASM-189, electronic repair
van

Photo section

3

Photographic darkroom, AN/TFN-7

3

ES-29 photographic darkroom

1

AN/ASM-189,

Avionics repair

electronic repair

van
1

Van, special (no nomenclature
but almost the same as AN/ASM189)
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14

E-44

HoH

E223

HUase~
1

Camera and doppler

of FAEýi..ty
AS/AN$W 189 electronic repair

van
1.

M-109 shop van

OONEZ containers
Storage of basic load of
filn

a.

b.

1

Storage of photographic

chemical supplies

2

c.

Stcrage of ground radios

1

d.

Storage of lighting kits,
field wire, and reels

1

These were adequate with the excertion that a rigging table
and a. dying tower were required by the field maintenance parachute packing and rigging section and photographic film storage facilities were
Film was stored in CONEX coiitainers and no provisions
, ot adequate.
were provided for the desirable temperature control necessary to prolong film shelf life. The M-109 shop truck should be replaced with an
electronic repair van AN/ASM-189 for use by the camera repair section.
b.

Aircraft Ordnance Maintenance

The locabion of the facility available to the armament secA locally constructed
tion shown in figure 41 was marginally adequate.
wooden shack was u~sed as an office with the roof extended to form a covwith loaded pods were stored in the
ered mainte.-wnce area. Bomb lifts
Rockets were stored and handled by
open and covered with tarpaulins6
the armament section adjacent to the motor park.
c.

Motor Maintenance

The iotor park was located in the center of the airfield as
The area was low and flooded during the rainy seashown in figure 41.
von, Only one fourth of the park was paved and the remainder was soft
beach sand,

4, Finding
a. The lack of a clerk/typist in the platoon headquarters of the
aircraft service platoon hampered adequate record keeping.
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b. A minimum of 2.4 mechanics per aircraft were necessary for
proper organizational maintenance.
c. The workload and extra inspection requirements indicated
that seven additional field maintenance personnel were required.
d. dith the organization of a signal platoon, a platoon leader,
maintenance officer, and a platoon sergeant were necessary but not authorized within the platoon structure.
e.
The line item volume in the supply section of the signal
platoon was too great to be handled by one supply specialist.
f.
Additional field maintenance tools were necessary for the
proper zonduct of maintenance.
g. Some items of field maintenance equipment were excess to
the needs of the company.
h.
The AN/APN-129 doppler navigation system coupled with the
Marconi Comp, er system did not perform satisfactorily, though each of
the units t&.en alone was satisfactory.
i.

A compass rose was necessary for compass calibration.

J.
Adequate ground power equipment was not available for preflight inspection of sensor equipment.
k.

There were 27 motor vehicles not used by the company.

1. The Mark 7 bomb lift
was unsatisfactory.

used by the aircraft ordnance section

m. The personnel grade structure of the aircraft supply section
did not provide sufficient rank for the section chief.
n.
adeauate.

The supply response received by the signal section was in-

o. The lack of an assigned repair parts clerk in the automotive
supply section of motor maintenance affected stock levels of required
repair parts.
p. Engine maintenance stands and maintenance shelters were required but not authorized.
q.
factory.

Facilities for the storage of photographic film were unsatisA refrigerated storage van was requisitioned.
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r,

The area used for motor park was unsatisfactory.

s.

The ordnance maintenance facility was unsatisfactory.

t.
Vibration loosened connecting joints in the cooling lines
in the closed cycle nitrogen cooling system component of the ANAJAS-4.
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1Z. (C) CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
A.

CONCLUSIONS
It is concluded that:

1. Table of Organization and Equipment 1-128T (Modified) was inadequate. The addition of one officer, one warrant officer, and 29
enlisted men was required.
2.
The IR and SLAR electronic surveillance systems used were effective in providing information on Viet Cong activities.
3. The number and mix of OV-1 electronic sensor equipment was inadequate to meet all the requirements for reconnaissance and surveillance in support of MACV.
4.

The visual surveillance capability of the company was effective.

5.

Photographic sensors are effective during daylight hours but

their use was not fully exploited.
6. Additional data were required to evaluate the company's night
photographic capability.
7. Temperature controlled facilities were required for the storage
of photographic film.
8. Although the availability of SIAR sensor equipment was limited,
tactical units were provided timely and responsive information of enemy
targets.
9.
Side looki5ng airborne radar sensors had a 24-hour near allweather capability wd were effective under instrument flight conditions.
10.

A need existed for an accurate,

self-contained navigation system

to facilitate both IR and SLAR surveillance.
ll.

Explicit instructions on the use of IR filters were required.

12.
The existing navigation equipment was inadequate for IR surveillance in mountainous terrain at night and during periods of reduced
visibility.
13. The lack of an automatic compensator for changes~in aircraft
speed and absolute altitude resulted in a degradation of the quality
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of IR imagery obt~ined over mountainous terrain.

14.

A precise heading reference and improved map accuracy were re-

quired to minimize navigation error during IR surveillance.
15.
The most effective operating altitud•, for the IR sensor was 1500
to 2000 feet.
16.
Sensor
quired
closed
quired

Modification of the Infrared Detecting Set AN/AAS-14 (Airborne
Component) of the AN/UAS-4 Infrared Surveillance System was reto irprove its capability for area search. Modification of the
cycle nitrogen cooling system component of the ANATAS-4 was reto insure its reliability.

17. Comprehensive training in the use of the doppler radar navigator was required for OV-1 qualified aviators arriving in RVN.
18. The AN/APN-129/Marconi Computer comrosite was not usable but an
effort to improve the composite is not necessary since newer equipment
(AN/ASN-64) has already been type-classified.
19. The TOE of the imagery interpretation section was adequate for
rapidly processing and interpreting acquired imagery.
20. Imagery interpreters were not adequately trained in CONUS in
imagery peculiar to Vietnam.
21. The 73d Aviation Company (AS), although limited in resources,
frnctioned effectively and accomplished the assigned surveillance missions,
22.
The use of the telephone for dissemination of intelligence information was time consuming and unreliable.
23. The company's intelligence requirements could have been adequately
performed by personnel in the imagery interpretation section rather than
having this function assigned as part-time duty to one aviator and an
operations specialist.
24. Ground navigation aids available in the RVN were adequate for
SLAR and daylight visual/photo reconnaissance.
The armament capability of the OV-1 assisted in the successful
25.
accomplishment of visual, photographic, and certain daylight IR surveillance missions.
26. The signal platoon did not receive adequate supply support during
functioned effectively because it had been
the evaluation but it still
supplied in advance with a large amount of spare parts.
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27. The company required three additional 3/4-ton truck and three
3/A-ton trailers. Four 2j-ton trucks with li-ton trailers were excess
to their requirements.
28. A minimum of 2.4 mechanics per aircraft (rather than than the 2.0
authorized) were required for organizational maintenance based on aroundthe-clock operations and increased inspection requirements.
29.

The following additional field maintenance equipment was needed:
a)

One set of jacks, tripod, 10 ton.

b)

One portable hydraulic mule.

c)

A parachute rigging table.

d) -A parachute drying tower.
30.

The following field maintenance equipient was not required:
a)

Herman Nelson heaters.

b)

Piston engine special tools.

c)

Pre-oiler.

31. An adequate compass calibration system was required to properly
align the MA-l gyrocompass.
32. The auxiliary ground power uxt which provided for preflight
check of the sensor equipment was inadequate.
33.
B.

Engine i.taintenance stands and maintenance shelters were required.

RECOEL 'ATIONS

It is recommended that:
1. The TOE for an Aviation Company (Aerial Surveillance) presented
in annex H be approved for counterinsurgency warfare in Vietnan• and that
one company be placed in support of each of the ARVN corps and MACV.
(Immediate action should be taken to implement the reconnended additions
and deletions to the TOE of the 73d Avn Co, annex E.)
2. An adequate and dependable cornmunication system organic to the
company be provided for the dissemination of intelligence information.

3 The capabilities of the photographic, SLAR, and IR sensors be
fully exploited, including multi-sensor surveillance to provide timely
targeting data to tactical elements.
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4.

Explicit instruction for the use of infrared filters be developed

and disseminated.

5. The Infrared Detecting Set AN/AAS-14 (airborne sensor component)
of the AN/UAS-4 Infrared Surveillance System be modified to improve its

capability for area search without degrading the sensitivity of the system.

6. The AN/UAS-4 IR system be modified to incorporate automatic compensation for changes in aircraft speed and absolute altitude.
7. Development of a suitable terrain following device be expedited
to permit safe IR surveillance in mountainous terrain at night and during
periods of restricted visibility.
8. The composite Ryan-Marconi AN/APN-129(V)l, CMA681 Doppler Radar
Navigation System be replaced by a more effective, self-contained system.
9. The NA-1 gyrocompass system be replaced by a stable, accurate,
and reliable system.
10. A suitable gro'wid auxillary power unit be provided to permit
preflight inspection and maintenance of avionics equipment.

11. Engine maintenance stands be added to the ground handling tool
set on the basis of one stand per two aircraft.
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(C) A14 1 x A
ENEMY, WEATHER, AND TERRAIN
1I

(U) E~N VIRONMN

The Republic of Vietnam (RVN) occupies a crescent-shaped area of
about 67,00' square miles on the southeastern edge of the Indochina Peninsula. m.1though only 45 miles wide at the 17th parallel, its demilitarized northern border uith North Vietnam, it has a seacoast of 1,500
miles on th.e South China Sea and Gulf of Siam, and western borders with
Laos and Cambodia of about 900 miles. The land borders are poorly defined
and drawm through difficult and inaccessible terrain.
a.

Terrain

There are four distinct geographical regions: The highlands
locateu Li t4 north and 'central portion, the plateaus of the central
highlands, th coastal plain, and the Mekong Delta in the south. See
fi,,ure A-1.
The northern two-thirds of the RVN is dominated by a chain
of broken mountains and rugged hills extending in a northwest-southeast
direction and terminating on the northern edge of the delta plain about
'C miles north cf Saigon, the capital. The area is characterized by
It
.iLeep sl.pes, sharp crests, narrow valleys, and dense vegetation.
-s spars ;ly populated, mainly by primitive and nomadic tribes, and it
contains few roads or trails.
The crntral highlands adjaceit to the Laos-Cambodia border
contain extensive plateau artas. Here, the mountains give way to more
gently rolling terrain. The northern plateau is covered by almost
impenetrable tropical forests and junles, which oft•.n have two dense
The
ov.rh ad layers of foliage at height, of about 40 arid 125 feet.
-ses
south ri portion is typical savannah country, with large open -,xpa
heavily
is
more
region
Thib
covered "v tropical gras es ana open forests.
-roads
and
trails.
highlands
and
has
morepopulated than the northern
The coastal f:lain, varying from 10 to 25 miles in width,
extends from the 17th parallel to the Mekong Delta. At several places
mountain spurs jut out to the sea, cutting the plain into a series of
com .artments rotghly at I.:ui Dinh, Mui Ke Ga, Quang Ngai, Da Nang, and
The area is charHue, north of wrnich the spurs become more frequ.nt.
acterizect by swidy beaches and dunes, backed up by Mice fields, fertile
It contains many small
areas, and marshes extending to the mountains.
cities.
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The soz::hern tchird of the country is part of the large delta
plain formed by the rivers Hau Giang, Mekong, Vami Co, Saigon., and Deng
Naio The Hau Giang flows directly to the South China Sea. The huge
Mekong splits into four branches, and the Va=i Co and Dong Nai enter the
Saigon before reaching the sea. In addition to these major tributaries,
the area is cut by a number of smaller streams and a dense network of
canals. The plain is relatively flat with few points exceeding an elevation of 20 feet above sea level. It is a very fertile area with more than
9,000 square miles under rice cultivation. Drainage is effected cLiefly
by tidal action, with the difference between ebb and flood as much as ten
feet in some areas. The southernmost tip of the delta, known as the Ca
Mau Peninsula, Is covered with dense jungles, and mangrove s1'*izps stand
at the shoreline and on river estuaries. The eastern portion of the delta
plain is heavily forested. The Plain of Reeds, a large marshy area covered with tall reeds and scrub trees, is located in the center of the delta
region adjacent to the Cambodian border 0 During the :.ainy season, a major
portion of the entire area is completely inundated.
b. Climate and Weather
The climate is hot and humid, subtropical in the north and
tropical in the south where the monthly mean temperature is about 80
degrees Fahrenheit. The annual rainfall is heavy in most regions and
torrential in many 0 It is heaviest at Hue which has an annual average
of 128 inches. The low of 28 inches at Mui Dinh, a small cape on the
eastern coast some 62 miles south of Nha Trang, results from the presence
of hills in the area. At Saigon, rainfall averages 80 inches annually0
See figure A-2.
Seasonal alternation of monsoon winds profoundly influences
the weather throughout the year, although geographical features alter
patterns locally0 The winter monsoon blows generally from the northeast from early November to mid-March and often brings floods to the
northern portion of the RVNo This is the period of the dry season in
the delta, which usually lasts from December through March 0 The wiWds
begin to shift in March, and with the exception of the coastal plain,
humidity prevails -in altof- the RVN -from April -to
mid-June. The summer monsoon blows generally frcm the southwest from
mid-June to late August or early September, bringing to the delta region
heavy and frequent rains, high humidity, tropical temperatures, and
maximum cloudiness. Mountains cause clouds to pile up and deposit
moisture before the clouds reach the coastal plain or the northern highlands, which areas are dry during this period, In September the winds
begin to shift again, and the coastal plain receives its maximau
amount of rain and cloud cover, including severe tropical storms and
typhoons.

-high-temperature-and
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c. Conmuications
Roads throughout the RVN are few in number, poorly cared for,
and narrow. Road travel to major areas in the north is often stopped
completely when bridges and narrow places are destroyed, either by natural
causes or the Viet Cong (VC). In the delta region, 2,500, miles of navigable inland waterways ease somewhat the communication burden placed on
the 1,200 miles of primary and secondary roads in the region.
A single-track, narrow gauge railroad connects Saigon with
the northern provinces by way of the coastal plain. The system and equipment is old and frequently damaged by the VCo.
There is no wire telephone communication among the major centers
of population. What radio telephone service is available is at the mercy
of the often unstable atmospheric conditions over the RVV. Telephone
equipment used in major cities is antiqTaaed or makeshift.

In effect, rural areas are virtually isolated. It is not
unusual for a VC act of terrorism or sabotage to take place in an outlying delta area and be reported in Saigon a week or more later. Most
incidents accounted for take at least two or three days to get into the
situation reports to Saigon.

d. Pogulation
The RVN has a population of approximately 15,7 million, with

an average density of 234 per square mile, The highland region is generally
the least settled of the geographic areas of the RVN, and the coastal plain
contains the most people. About 90 percent of the people live on the 13
percent of the land best suited for rice cultivation: the delta and the
small river basins of the coastal plain.
Pacially, the population is composed of 85 percent ethnic
Vietnamese, 6 percent Chinese (who have eatablished a great influence on
the economy of the RVN), 5 percent Montagnard (the nomadic aboriginal
tribe people -living in--the -highlands),, 3 percent Khmer-Chaiii- (of Cambodian
descent), and 1 percent European, Indian, and other small groups.
Religiously, about 80 percent profess Buddhism, about 10
percent profess Catholicism, and the rest profess Muhammedanism, Hinduism,
Protestantism, Cao Daism, or Hoa Haoism (two local sects).
Socially, there is an upper class composed of old mandarin
families, landed gentry, government officials, professional men, intellectuals, clergy, and wealthy businessmen; an urban middle class of
civil servants, teachers, and small businessmen; and a lower class,

mainly composed of farmers, but with a growing group of urban workers.
Mobility upward within the structure !,s possible but difficult,
especially up from the lowest.
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Vietnamese culture is based on traditional Chinese customs
and has been profoundly influenced, especially among thp upper class
living in the cities, by the French. Most rural Vietnaaese continue to
follow the traditional way of life. The great divergence in racial,
religious, social, and cultural structures has produced continued strife
and tensions among the people who belong to the various groups. There
seems to be no evidence of a permanent stabilizing force available
within the Vietnamese society to control conflicting elements.
The Vietnamese have a deep and traditional belief in destiny
and man's inability to change the natural order of events. This concept,
reinforced by religious beliefs, results in a high valuation of the
virtues of stoicism, patience, and endurance. The Vietnamese are roud
of their ethnic traditions and hold themselves superior to ethn~i
minorities in the RVN and to the peoples of neighboring countries.
Most of the people living in the countryside, who make up
90 percent of the population and who provide the main targets for the
VC, care neither for the government in Saigon nor for the VC. They
want to be left alone to grow their crops, raise their families, have
a tranquil old age, and die traditionally.

2. (C) MILITARY ELEMENTS
a.

(C) Friendl:

The friendly units involved were those units that requested
aerial surveillance from the 73d Aviation Company (AS).
(I)

Units
(a)

TRAC

The TRAC had first priority on electronic surveillance capability, coordinated all requests for electronic aerial surveillance in Vietnam, and was also responsible for processing and interpreting
-the majority of the infrared imagery obtained by the 73d Aviation Company
and dissemination of all, intelligence information obtained by electronic
sensor means.
(b)

II Corps

The II Corps had first priority on the photo/visual
capability of the company. One flight team of two OV-1A Mohawks were
stationed at Qui Nhc* to fulfill the photo/visual requirements of II Corps.
The corps also received infrwuation gained by IR and SLAR surveillance
mission flown in the corps area of responsibility.
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(c) III Corps
The III Corps had second priority on the electronic
surveillance capability of the 73d Aviation Company. The TRAC scheduled
the majority of their missions in the III Corps area. The corps received
copies of all information gained from aerial surveillance missions flown
in the corps area of responsibility.
(d)

IV Corps

The IV Corps had second priority on the photo/visual
capability and third priority on the electronic surveillance capability.
The corps received copies of all information obtained from surveillance
missions flown in the corps area of responsibility.
(e)

Naval Advisory Group and Special Forces

These units requested surveillance missions through
TRAC. All information obtained by aerial surveillance which was of interest
to these units was forwarded to them.
(2)

Missions

The mission of TRAC was to provide timely target intelligence to combat echelons for immediate as well as pre-planned attack by
integrating intelligence from all sources in the most expeditious manner
possible and to provide priority guidance to reconnaissance assets supporting the war against the Viet Cong.
The mission of the 73d Aviation Company (Aerial Surveillance) was to perform visual, photographic, and electronic reconnaissance
and surveillance in support of Republic of Vietnam counterinsurgency
operations as directed by MACV J3o
b.

(IT) EnR

It is a well-documented fact that the Communist apparatus in
the RVN is an extension of the Communist party of North Vietnam, and that
direction and materiel and personnel support is received from the North.
Supreme authority in the VC political and military organization in the RVN
is the Central Office South Vietnam located in Tay Ninh Province near the
Cambodian border, Subordinate thereto are four military regions and one
special zone (corresponding roughly to the capital area), each of which has
a subordinate series of provincial, district, and village-comnhie party
committees.
(,)

Units
The VC military forces can be divided into 3 operational
A-7
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categories: main force, local force (together about 35,000 troops), and
militia units (60,000 to 80,000 soldiers). The main force consists of
full-time units controlled by the military region. Local force units are
controlled by province and district committees. They are well-organized,
and the personnel are well-trained and well-equipped. Militia units are
full- and part-time local armed groups responsible to district, village,
and hamlet authorities. Personnel of these units are used frequently as
intelligence gatherers, porters, or as reinforcements for main and local
force units. They may replace losses in the local force.
A VC battalion is planned for 400 to 500 men, but in
reality may consist of as few as 250. A company averages 100 men, and
a platoon about 30. Personnel may be acquired voluntarily, by kidnapping,
or by impressment using blackmail or threats of violence. There is evidence that large numbers (a total of about 45,000 in four years since 1960)
of native-born North Vietnamese have infiltrated from North Vietnam through
Laos into the RVN.
Viet Cong forces are in general lightly equipped and have
a commensurate degree -f cross-country mobility. In addition to individual weapons, they have a large number of automatic weapons, and light crewserved weapons, The larger units are equipped with mortars and recoilless
rifles. Supplies are obtained through capture, local procurement, taxation, and infiltration. Food staples such as fish, rice, and manioc are
readily available.
(2)

Capabilities

Because of support rendered by the country people,
familiarity with the area, lack of responsibility for life and property,
and the nature of guerrilla organization, equipment, and tactics, the
VC are able to move virtually at will throughout much of the RVNo They
are able to exploit as necessary the differences in race, religion, class,
economic condition, and cultural background of their targets. They have
a well-developed intelligence system, good discipline, and a usually
effective security system.
Viet Cong military operations have the advantages of
speed, surprise, deception, and infiltration. Training, accomplished
in small, local areas by well-indoctrinated cadre, probably emphasizes
selection of the most vulnerable targets, night operations, movement as
small units until concentration is required, terrorism and propaganda,
use of weapons, employment of terrain and weather, and infiltration,
The VC objective is not, at the present stage of their insurgency to
hold terrain, but rather to inflict losses on government forces, to capture weapons and materiel, and to convince the people that the government in Saigon cannot protect them and will eventually be defeated,
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(3)

Limitations

Viet Cong limitations stem from their need for strong
security and the largely clandestine nature of their activities. Although the people among whom they live afford them a high degree of
protection, active and passive, force must often be used, and support
bamed on threato and fear endures only as long as pressure is br.ught
to bear. Primitive living cond' tions add to the strain of avoiduing
government troops until the right moment.
The VC are vulnerable to air
and artillery attack, and less so to armor attack. Limited logistical
capability, lack of communications, and insufficient medicine are other
weaknesses.
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(C) A1IUEX B
T&CTICAL EPIDEONT
Annex B illustrates some of the tactics employed in flying visual./
photo, SIAR, and IR surveillance missions and presents hit data for the
12 OV-1 aircraft that were daimaged by enermr ground fire.
1.

VISUAL/PHOTO

Flight teams consisting of two aircraft conaucted visual/photo
surveillance. Various patterns were employed depending on the nature
of the target anticipated, VC reaction, and the altitude required.
Figure B-1 illustrates a flight maneuver frequently employed
by the Visual/Photo Platoon in surveying point targets. The initial

S~I

INITIAL ENTRY

CLIhBLhG TUhN
(U) FIqURE B-1.

Visual technique 1.

entry was conducted at high cruise speed at an altitude of 50 feet.
After passing the target area, a climbing turn to the right was executed
and the aircraft leveled off at 1000 feet. At level-off the speed of
the aircraft was much slower for the high-altitude flyby. Turns were
geneially made to the right to allow the observer continuous sighting
of the target area.
B-1
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A technique frequently used, shown in figure B-2, was fQr a flight
of two airplanes to approach, a target area at 1000 to 1500 feet and, after
the target was sighted in the distance, the aircraft would turn away from
the target and dive toward the ground. After reaehing a low altitude
(50 feet) the aircraft would proceed to an initial point (IP) that had
been selected while at the higher altitude. Upon reaching the IP the aircraft would turn toward the target and rake their surveillance pass.

%A

(U) FITURE 3-2.

Visual technique 2.

Figure B-3 illustrates photo surveillance of a point target. A
single pass was used when thic VStt Cong had a good air defense capability
or when it was desired not to draw the attention of the Viet Cong to the
area of interest.
The altitude flown depended upon the requested scale
factor, lens cone used, and the weather° One aircraft photographed the
target while the observ-rs in the other one visually searched for targets.
Figure B-4 shows a type of route reconnaissance flown by a flight
team of two OV-lA aircraft.
ThE ;wningan flew at the 5 otclock position
in relation to the flight leader. Each aircraft was flown at an altitude
that allowed it to clear the highest obstacle and each flight crew was
responsible for searching under the tree line on the opposite side of the
route.
Figure B-5 shows a pattern that was used to acquire a photo mosaic
of a target area. Initial points were selected for the beginning of each
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(U) FIGURE B-3.

Visual/photo point target surveillance.

(U) FIGURE B-4.

Visual route reconnaissance.
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(U) FIGURlE B-5.

Photo mosaic.

parallel pass and photographic runs were made with the aircraft on autopilot and heading in the sare direction to insure a straight and level
flight path. The heading used on the first run was used on succeeding
runs even though the wind caused drifting of the aircraft. This insured
that all flight paths were parallel and the proper overlap was~provided.
The aviator usually made his turns to the left so that he could keep
the target area in view and align properly on his next IP.
The basic patterns used when laying suppressive fires were the
circle and the figure eight. The size of the patterns and the direction
of the firing passes were constantly varied. The two aircraft were
spaced within the pattern Eo that each was protected by the other as it
possible, firing passes were begun at
broke from its firing pass. *.I;hn
deather, however,
&
20
degree dive angle.
of
2500
feet
wit>
an altitude
dive angles.
and
shallower
use
of
lower
altitudes
required
the
often
2.

SIAR

Aircraft were required to fly straight and level during SLUR
surveillance in order to produce undistorted imagery. The range delay
capability of the SLAR enabled the aircraft to be a considerable distance
from the target area throughout the entire mission.
Large area search patterns were flown by SLAR equipped aircraft
Various ranges were
along the coast of the RVM as showm in figure B-6.
used for this type of search, depending upon the requestor's needs.
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(U) FIGUiME B-6.

SLAR coastal surveillance.

However, if ranges were changed in flight, altitudes flown had to be
Flight legs were planned so that a
changed to provide optimum results.
mininzum number would be required because the RO-166 recorder had to be
placed on stand-by whenever a turn was nade.
Figure B-7 shows a st:all area search pattern flown in a triangle.
The
This pattern was flown with either one or both antennas in use.
prir~ary area of interest was in the center of the triangle.
Figure B-8 shows a small target area taken under SLXR surveillance
The aircraft reversed
with 0 range delay and 25 kilometer range settings.
course and continued to k ep the area under surveillance until released
or until forced to return for fuel. Inflight spot reports were made to
the requesting unit from information obtained from the processed film in
Using the 25 kilometer range, the
the RO-166 Recorder-Processor-Viewer.

optimum altitude was 7000 feet absolute. Flying over the Saigon area
allowed the aviator to use ground radar, the Saigon visual omni range
station, the low frequency radio beacon located in Saigon, and the doppler
navigator to assist in navigation.
3.

alel

IR

Most IR surveillance rissions were area search. Multiple parpass searen patterns were most frequently employed because complete
B-5
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FIGURE B-7.

SIAR area search, technique 1.

(U) FIGURE B-8.

SLAR area search, technique 2.
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IR surveillance coverage of the target area was most readily obtained
using this technique.

The random pass method was used over areas where

small arms fire was anticipated.
Figure B-9 illustrates a small area search pattern using IR
surveillance.
This pattern was flown at about 1500 feet absolute
altitude and an attempt was rmade to eliminate multiple parallel passes
as much as possible to preclude enemy anticipation of future positions.
In this sketch the tip of the island in the river is used as an identifiable checkpoint that would be seen in the terrain display scopes
as the aircraft passes overhead. Knowing the doppler coordinates of
this checkpoint allowed the aviator to up-date his computer, thus
eliminating any errors. This mission was flown with the aircraft blacked out and the aviator relying solely on his doppler navigator for
navigation.

(U) FIGURE B-9.

IR area search, technique 1.

Figure B-10 shows the small area search pattern most frequently
used to insure a high percentage of coverage while flying IR surveillance
missions. Multiple parallel passes were made over the area at an altitude
of about 1500 feet absolute.
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(U) FIGURE B-1O.
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IR area search, technique 2.
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(C) ANNEX C
DESCRIPTION OF EQUJNENT
1.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SURVEILLANCE SYSTSM, AIRBORNE, KS-61A

Photographic Surveillance System, Airborne, 1KS-61A is common to all
OV-IA, OV-1B, and OV-1C aircraft. The eystem consists of: Camera, Still
picture, KA-30A; Lens Cone Group, LA-136A; and Control System, Photographic
(See figure C-1.) The p.oto system is
Surveillance, Airborne LS-38A.
designed to take vertical and 15- or 30-degree left or right oblique aerial
photographs in the several day modes (modes a through c below) using natural illumination, or vertical aerial photographs in the night mode with
artificial illumination. The S-61A system is designed to function over
a wide range of altitudet, and ground speeds. It provides for manual, semiautomatic, or automatic compensation of the camera for variation in altitude, speed, and focal length. Lens cone groups are available in 3-, 6-,
12-, and 18-inch focal lengths. Results from the system are shown in

figure C-2.

The photo control
dep•'ession angle, changes
measuring light reflected
control tha camera in tie

unit positions the caumera to the desired camera
the camera iris opening and shutcr speed by
from the target aren,, and generates signals which
basic modes of operation.

The KA-61A systei,
ing modes:

is designed to funut.on in the following operat-

a)

Autocycle. Ia the autocycle mode, the control equipment scans
the terrain for brightness and image motion and automatically
sets th3 camera for correct exposure, image motion coepenWal4on (IMC), and exposure interval to produce 60 percent
forward overlap.

b)

Pulse. -n the pulse mode, the operator must setthe camera
for:correct exposure and set the exposure interval to produce
any desired forward overlap. Image motion compeasatio• is
not-used in this mode.

c)

Pulse-IMC . In the pulse--iMC mode the operator adjustn the
camera for correct exposure, IMC rate, aid exposure intirval
to produce iny desired forward overlap up to 80 percent.

d)

vishto In the ni,)ht mode the operator must set the; ccz.ra for
correct exposure and IMO rate. The control equipmont ia addusted to cycle the artificial illumination device, at the
overlap up to
correct interval to produce any desired forwarw
80 percent.
0-1
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In all modes of operation, the capability to obtain at least a
60 percent forward overlap of vertical exposures is provided to insure
accurate scale, complete coverage, and stereoscopic viewing of the photographs.
2.

AERIAL CAMERA SYSTEM, STILL PICTURE, KA-60
9

Aerial Camera System, Still Picture, KA-60 was installed in the
73d Aviation Company's OV-lA Model aircrart. The system consists of a
camera body and flm magazine, camera controls, and an operator's control
panel. (See figure C-3.) The KA-60 Came-a System is designed for daylight operations and provides high resolution, 180-degree panoramic
coverage on 70mm perforated, Aerecon, Plus X film. The camera is mounted
to look forward through a window in the nose cap of the OV-JA aircraft
and is aligned to a 20-degree depression angle below the horizon in level
flight. This forward oblique position will produce a sequence of photographs providing a complete presentation, along the flight path, of the
ground area directly beneath the aircraft to the forward horizon and
through both lateral horizons.
figure C-4.

Results from the system are shown in

The KA-60 camera incorporates a 3-inch F2.8 lens, a rotalng
double dove prism, and automatic exposure control which provide a panoramic format over 9.4 inches of film image area corresponding to 180degree scan angles and space for data recording. Approximately 250 frames
of photography may be obtained from a 250-foot film supply. Only 100-foot
rolls of film were used by the 73d during the evaluation.
The camera control unit, in conjunction with a photocell locabed
on the camera body, generates signals which automatically adjust the slit
width and aperture control mechanisms for proper film exposure.
The operator's control panel contains the controls and indicators
of the camera system and permits the operator to establish the desired
cycling rate by selection of the following modes of operation:

ANnCX C

a)

Pulse Mode. In the pulse mode the operator manually adjusts
an intervalometer to sequence the camera at the desired cycling rate. The cycling rate may be programmed to account
for aircraft altitudes and velocity, thus providing a 60 percent forward overlap of exposures for zteieo viewing. The
range varies from one exposure per second to one exposure
every 60 seconds. Also incorporated ir this mode is a manual extra picture switch which activates th•- camera between
cycles.

b)

Autocycle Mode. In the autocycle mode two cycling rate options are available. The autocycle mode selector switch may
be positioned at two or four cycles per second and the camera
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will be automatically progra-ned to ',xpose filn at the seIlected rate when the operate switch is energized.
3.

S.
RADAR SET AN/APS-94(A)
SIDE LOOKING AIRBORNE

The Side Looking Radar Set AN/APS-94(A) is the airborne sensor
component of the AW/UPD-2 surveillance system and is installed in the
OV-lB series aircraft. The complete AN/UFD-2 system includes an air/
ground data link and a ground-based data receiving set, which were not
available in the RVN. The AN/APS-94(A) is a non-coherent pulse radar
providing good penetration of clouds and precipitation. The equiprent
has the capability to detect and record on film in the form of a radar
strip map, both fixed and moving targets on one or both sides of the
aircraft flight path to a maximum range of 90 kilometers. By selecting
the optimum of a number of combinations of range and range delay settings, an image covering a total of 180 kilometers in width may be recorded on a single film strip in one target pass. To a distance of
70 kilometers on either side of the aircraft, all moving objects of a
size equal to or larger than a k-ton truck moving in excess of 3 miles
per hour should be recorded as rroving targets on the imagery. Under
ideal conditions larger moving targets may be sensed out to the maximum 90-kilometer range of the equipment. Results of SLAR are shown in
fig-ire C-5.

The Radar Recorder-Processor-Viewer, Radar Mapping, RO-166/UP
or Recorder, Radar Mapping, RO-225/APS-94(A) are optional components of
the set and are installed at the airborne observer's position, along
with operating controls, an oscilloscope to monitor system operation,
and an indicator consisting of two cathode ray tubes (CRT), integrated
with the recorder-viewer. The operating controls are integrated into
a semi-automatic system for ease of operation. The airborne operator
need not be a skilled radar technician as the system is simple to operate,
which makes it possible to use an imagery interpreter operator for near
real-time inflight interpretation of the processed imagery. From 30 to
180 seconds, depending on range selection, are required to process the
Alternate recordinr, units provide the
film with the RO-166/P equinment.
option of using either 12.ram (5-inch) roll film or 24mm (91-inch) roll film
with the inflight processor. 4hen either of the radar mapping components
are used, a present position display capability is achieved and aircraft
position in kilometers north or south and east or west of a pre-selected
datum will appear as numeric data on the completed radar map in the AN/
AFS-94(A).
4.

IN4FRARED SURVETILýANCE SYSTEM AN/UAS-4

The AN/UAS-4 Infrared Surveillance System consists of Infrared
Detecting Set, AN/AAS-14; Radio Transmitting Set, AN/ART-41; and the
AN/TAQ-1 Infrared Surveillance Information Center.
C-7
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The Infrared Detecting Set, AN/AAS-14 is the "rborne sensor component of the Infrared Surveillance System, ANAJAS-I and . installed in
the OV-lC series aircraft. The set is a passive, gyro-stabilized, 2-channel (A *ad B) receiving system that detects infrared and visible light
radiations from the earth's surface by means of an optical scanning process's focusing these radiations on supercooled detector elements. The
detector cells convert received radiation into electrical signals that
are used to modulate two terrain display .ndicator CRT, one calibrator
indicator CRT, and one glow modulator tube. The terrain display indicator CRT's permit the operator to observe a real-time, television-type
presentation of the earth's surface along the aircraft flight path. The
calibrator indicator CRT enables the operator to monitor video signals
and control the recording process. Reccrding for permanent record is
made by the glow modulator tube on 5-inch Aerecon Plus X film that is
provided in 250-foot rolls. The operator may choose any one of four
possible recording formats when simultaneously receiving on both channels.
The recording options are single (channel A or channel B), dual, or
superimposed. Beeause of the simplicity of operation the operator need
not be a skilled infrared technician. This makes it possible to use an
imagery interpreter operator to make on-the-spot airborne interpretation
of imagery on the terrain display indicators. Results of the IR surveillance system are shown in figure C-6,

Sselenide,

Detector cell elements available for the AN/AAS-14 are lead
P-type golddoped germanium, indium antibtnie, and a visible light
photo multiplier tube. Only indium antimonide and the photo multiplier
tube were available in the RVN during the evaluation. Any two of the several infrared radiation detectors or the photo multiplier are used at one
time, each used in a separate detection channel. Infrared and light radiation can be detected by. this equipment both day and night., The detectors
are cooled and stabilized at operating temperature (approximately minus
196 degrees centigrade) by means of a closed cycle liquid nitrogen cooler
or by manual filling of a liquid nitrogen Dewar within the detectors.
Continuous scanning is accomplished over an 80-degree strip of terrain,
40 degrees on either side of the aircraft line of flight. This system is
designed for optimum reception and recording of emissions from 250 to 5000
feet absolute altitude.
Radio Transmitting Set, AN/ART-4I facilitates the transmission
of ra'al-time information from infrared Detecting Set, AN/AAS-14 to the
Amplified signals
Infared Surveillance Information Center, AW/TAQ-1.
from the detectors, together with appropriate synchronization, rate, and
aircraft position data, are fed into the frequency modulated AN!'ART-41
where they are mixed and relayed to the AH/TAQ-1 ground station. Use
of this telemetering link allows ground personnel to obtain instantaneous
results from the aerial surveillance while it is in progress.
The AN/TAQ-1 Infrared Surveillance Information Center is the
ground receiving and display portion of the AN/JAS-4 Surveillance System
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(figlures C-7 and C-8).
It is equipped with the receiver components of
the Aki/ART-41 Data Link, necessary facilities for direct communication
with the aircraft, and a console similar to the control console of the
AN/AAS-l4 in the aircraft. Two 5-inch CRT's in the contol console of
the AN/TAQ-l display the same real-time, television-type data viewed by
the airborne operator, As these data are received they are exposed on
film. Subsequently. this film is processed in a photo darkroom, thus
providing a second permanent record. Aircraft present-position information relative to a preselected base reference point is continuously
displayed on counter-type console readouts of the TAQ-1 ground equipment.
5.

DOPPLER RADAR NAVTIGATION SYSTEMS

The Doppler Radar Navigation Systems AN/APN-129(V) 1, CMA 681
and AN/APN-•47(V) KE, C•iA 681 are self-contained, lightweight, transistorized, integrated airborne radar navigation systems. They provide
continuous present-position information with reference to a preselected
datum
and one or more selected destinations.

The composite AN/APN-129

(V) 1, CMA. 681 Navigation System is installed in the OV-lB model aircraft
and the AN/APN-I47(V) KE, CMA 681 Navigation System is installed in the
OV-lC aircraft of the 73d Avn Co.
(See figure C-9.) In addition to
their own doppler-derived track formation, the doppler systems require
heading information from a heading reference system and true airspeed
from a measured airspeed unit. Present position is displayed by means
of a pictoral analog of distance and track-to-destination. Windspeed
and wind direction, with the resultant drift angle, are displayed in
the same format. The systems also provide digital readouts of ground
speed in knots and rectangular coordinates of destination and presentposition in kilometers. Electrical position outputs are provided to
supply marginal film record data on the AN/APS-94(A) (SIAR) and the UAS-4
(IR) installed in the OV-lB and OV-lC aircraft, respectively. In the
OV-lB aircraft the complete installation consists of Doppler Sensor, AN/
APN-129(V) 1; Doppler Computer, CMA 681; and Measured Airspeed Unit, C
12405-00-014. In the OV-lC aircraft the installation is identical, except that the Doppler Sensor, AN/APN-147(V) KE is used in place of the
AN/APN-129(V) 1 and the Velocity Conveiter (part of CMA 681) is not required.
The doppler systems have three basic modes of operation: NORMAL,
ME23RY, and AIR DATA.
NORMAL operation requires inputs of valid track
and groundspeed information. Wind velocity is continuously calculated
and stored in memory circuits, In NORMAL operation the capability to
compensate for differences in the radar reflectivity characteristics of
land and water is provided. Should the doppler sensor indicate warning
that the doppler-derived groundspeed is unreliable, the doppler computer
will automatically switch to a MXORY mode of operation. In MEMORY, the
doppler computer will use heading and true airspeed imputs in conjunction
with the last reliable wind velocity from the memory circuits to compute
C-11
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(U) FIGURE C-7.

AN/TAQ-1, outside view.

(C) FIGURE C-8.

AN/TAQ-1j, inside view.
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Tho~puter is also capable of an .IDAAioefoprtn
is usually selected when radio silence is required. The purpose of
this m~ode is to enisure that the cor.,puter Aill carry out al.l alculations
usinZ dead reckonlný, anrd ranually updated wind informiation when the dop-

Ipier

ra-dar t;ran,..J!'t-r cannot be used because of tactical requiremen~ts.

In all L~odes,, !..,gnetic variation is rmanua~ily inserted into the computer
as required for computations of true headin,;.
6.

VALUE AND USE' OF SUXVEILLANC"E I,'F0iiiCATION

The followinZ couu.,:entz are veri.atim statene~nts of ':2 advisors
at division or J2 staff agencies receivin3 aerial surveillance suppor-t
from. the 73d Av~n Co. Signiificant statements were extracted from questionnaires and from other doctuments * The listed cormments are not all of
t~he co-i~ents received but are representative of., and specific to,, the
type of surveillance support provided.
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Fhotographic Surveillance
(1)

Captain, Advisor, Division Level, I1 Corps Area.

"Photo requirements have been tinely and certainly of
value. Because of the basic characteristics of the Mohawk, we have a
rapid positive means of reacting to "spot" intelligence.
Likewise, we
have a quick, effective means of photographic coverage that cannot be
accomplished by any other aircraft w:rithin the time frame required.
Visual surveillance and 1hctographic covrage have been used extensively
in this area. In almost all cases, information obtained by aerial surveillance means was classified B/2."
(2)

Staff Sergeant,
III Corps Area

Intelligence Analyst, Division Level,

"Photos have proven to be valuable for so many targets,
too numerous to r.,ention.
":An operation was launched on Ben Cau Concentrating
Karket (VC).
Air photos were used to plan and brief. This enablhd the
pilots (fighter and ihelicopter) to see their targets before the operaand for the ground troops
Stion to know exactly where to go and what they
were to do. This operation dent off as smooth as clock work. We feel
that without the use of air photos it would not have gone as smooth.
Results: 15 VC killed in action, 6 VC captured including two females
that were attending a VC school on Combat Courses, 1500 kilos of paper,
a few weapons, 1500 kilos of rice, many documents, 500 kilos of tobacco,
much (not able to count) nedicine, and many other items that were taken
by the individual soldiers (ARVN).
"A headquarters where a cadre and team of the VC lived
and planned for acts of sabotage in the SAI,'ON-GIA DIMN area.
Fourteen
were suspected to be stayn- there.
Air photos were used to brief the
pilots (fighters and helicopter) and also the raiding party. This operatiorL again was a great -uccess we feel due To the use of air photos.
Results: 7 killed ir,actionj 3 captured VC, 6 weapons
and numerous
demolitions, many doctuents to iriclude the plans and a schematic to destroy a large FOL storage area in SAIrT0U,
"The above listed are only two of the successful operations that we feel air photos played an important part in the final resuits."
(3)

Captain, Advisor, Division Level, IV Corps Area

""rVieual and photo surveillance missions have been very
effective.
Information resulping frot visual and
missions
photo
has
been actirate and timely. In mang cases visual and photo surveillance
AM4FX C
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missions have been used to verify intelligence reports (agents, captives,
ralliers). In some cases agents haqe been used to verify information
receive-d from visual surveillance and from photo interpretation resulting from aerial surveillance missions conducted by 73d Aviation Company.
"One of the most significant operations that has been
conductrd by 7th Division was based partially on information obtained from
visual and photo mission conducted by 73d Aviation Company. Specificall.y,
visual and photo missions were used to verify agent reports, detect and
locate enemy arms factories, training centers, storage houses, anti-aircraft positions, water holes and other enemy facilities in Thanh Phu
District, Kien Hoa Province, where an operation was launched beginning
28 April 65 and terminated 5 May 65. The operation resulted in the following VC losses: 200 killed in action (178 body count), 48 captured,
76 suspects. Weapons: one 81mm mortar, one 60mm mortar, two 7.62 automatic rifles, one hundred six .45 and 7.62 SIG's, three .30 caliber carbines, two .45 pistols, six flamethrowers, two hundred fifty-four .30
caliber rifles and three assorted rifles.
"The G2 of the 7th Division feels that the 73d Aviation
Company has very effectively provided information (visual and photo)
that has aided in determining VC locations, installations: movement and
intentions. The G2 also commented that the airborne spot i'ýports provided by the 73d Aviation Company are the most tamely intelligence reports
th,. he receives."
(4)

Major, Advisor, Division Level, IV Corps Area

"EInlargements of panoramic and oblique photography have
become very effective for counterinsurgency intelligence operations in
the delta areas."
b.

Electronic Surveillance
(1)

Major, Advisor, Division Level, III Corps Area

(From TiiX) "SLAR very effective. Information produced
by SLAR extremely valuable. SIAR inflight reports timely and accurate,
enabled ARVN to strike Viet Cong supply boats in river/canal with UTT's
SIAR
and artillery, verified by daylight air and agent observations.
inflight reports enabled ARVN to strike VC while their operations were
in progress. E-tre7ely valuable especially disrupting VC lines of supply. ARVN division commander extremt?2y satisfied with SLAR ability to
locate VC activities. Des_:es f,'lrther use. Division G-2 expressed satisfaction in being able to confirm routes and patterns of VC activities.
NOTE: Letter from CO 25th Division to follow. All types aerial surveillance necessary, due to topography in our area of operations. SLAR
contributes immensely to our capability to fin', fix and destroy enemy.
This is a definite necessity."
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Captain, Advisor, Division Level., III Corps Area

"SLAR in conjunction with a sound popula(Frcm TWX)
SLkR if continuous can be used to
tion control is nighly effective.
develop and follow t')op movements."
(3)

Captain, Advisor,

Division Level, IV Corps Area

"SLAR showing mwoement and directiot, of movement used
For
in conjunction with curfew restriction,5 indicates enemy movement.
the few times that we have employed STAR, airborne readouts were radioed
to this division TOC where they were received, correlated and processed
for immediate tactical action (i.e. artillery and air strikes when feasible)."

(4)

Captain, Adviz:i,

Division Level, IV Corps Area

of limited value be"Red haze (IR) and SLAR are still
arV
degree of reliability.
with
filled
not
cause the division requests are
plan cannot
surveillance
division
the
i.
available
equipment
Until more
depend on SLAR or IR. Imngery interpretation reports from SLAR and red
haze missions were usefulo,"
(5)

Major, Advisor, Division Level, IV Corps Area

"SLAR and IR surveillance cannot yet be evaluated.
The availability of these two types of surveillance was insufficient
to develop control cases for comparison of normal axrd VC military occupied areas. Initial use of SLAR indicates that SLAR is an excellent
device for detecting night time water movement.
"SIAR missions in March 2.965 began to develop areas of
water movement in the Vinh Binh area. During the last week in April
when SIAR missions were requested to confirm an agent report, all missions
were aborted because of either mechanical -ilure or higher priority misAlthough May indicates few requests, coordination with TRAC by
sions.
the ARLNCO stationed at G2 9th Infantry Division predetermined that our
requests could not be filled, therefore a request was noT, forwarded. A
situation overlay was delivered to TP30 by the ARINCO; the overlay contained areas for red h:,me and SLAR coverage of Long Toan, Vinh Binh. No
results were ever recei-ved at the 9th Infantry Division, Until the STAR
program can render more reliable servicej the information gathered by
useable intelligence."
piecemeal surveillance produces little
(6)

Lieutenant Conmmander (USN),
i4ACV J-245

TRAC Operations Officer,

"All surveillance assets of the 73d Aviation Company
were effective in providing information on Viet Cong activities. The
relative effectiverness depended on many factors, such as, which sensor
ANNEX C
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was utilized over which type of terrain, weather conditions, operator's
ability, etc. The most effective type of surveillance for the TBAC as
performed by the 73d Aviation Company were the red haze and SIUR.
"Red haze and SLUR were unique to the TRAC in providing
information on Viet Cong activities due to the fact that the surveillance
effort during the hours of darkness was almost exclusively- performed by
these sensors. This is most important in this theater of operations and
in the counterinsurgency effort due to the fact that insurgents and
particularly the Viet Cong are most active during the hours of darkness or inclement weather when visual and photo surveillance cannot operate effectively.
"The terrain in the Republic of Vietnam creates difficult navigational prob] -ms for pilots resulting in inaccurate coordinate reporting of visual sightings. This factor is, of course, in addition to the obvious danger to daylight aircraft from hostile ground fire
which neccessitates flying irregular patterns and at a relatively high
altitude-. Also, the terrain is marked by heavy jungle vegetation up•ardo to a triple canopy over the ground which makes visual reporting of
Viet Cong activities, bivouac areas, asserol:, areas, etc., extremely
difficult. Mcreover there is also the obvious difficulty of the imagery
interpreter to locate Viet Cong activities in this terrain. Due to the
above reasons and the fact that the Viet Cong are most active at night,
the TRAC has felt that the red haze and SIAR surveillance missions are
all important in providing timely information on Viet Cong activities in
the TRAC's area of interest. This area of interest is relatively all
excAmpassing in that the TRACts primary mission is to provide timely intelligence to combat echelons and higher headquarters for immediate and
preplanned attack and study.
"SIAR surveillance has repeatedly detected Viet Cong
activity in the form of movement on the open sea, inland waterways, and
roads and highways. With SLAR inflight reports of moving targets for
on-the-spot target exploitation, the value of SLAR is obvious. SLAR is
also valuable to the TRAC and requesting units in that after a period
of time of SIAR surveillance over a given area of interestp a revealing
traffic analysis can be developed. The use of this technique and the
making of consequent analysis was done in the Rung Sat Special Zone.
In addition, within TRAC itself, data is daily analyzed for the purpose
of determining Viet Cong sea and inland waterway infiltration routes,
stopover points, and landing areas.
"The ultimate use of red haze is to locate Viet Cong
and consequent target exploitation. Red haze mission requests are )equested over areas where urying collateral information received by the
TRAC has indicated that there has been recent Viet Cong activity. Perhaps the most accurate, reliable, and timely information that is received
by the TRAC, and from which numerous red haze missions are based, is the
information gained from Army radio direction finding (ARDF) "fixes" un Viet
Cong radio transmitters organic to a relatively large-size Viet Cang unit.
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Reliability of such fixes as to exact location, however, is not accurate
to the point where immediate target exploitation is determined desirable.
Red haze missions, therefore, flown over an area encompassing the radio
fix, report the same day that the transmission was detected, which quite
often gives the TRAC the "added ingredient" for actual target exploitation. There are many other sources of intelligence information from
which possible target areas are developed both as the basis for consequent red haze missions and tar'get exploitation. Without going into
detail as to the nature of these various other sources and agencies from
which TRAC gains intelligence, let it suffice to say that the TRAC receives all known intelligence reports made by all echelons of command
within Republic of Vietnam. Thus the nxost significant use and overall
value of information as received from red haze surveillance is that of
locating lucrative targets, both for immediate and long range exploitation. A lucrative target is one that is determined to be eicploitable by
either artillery, air strike, ground operation, or a combination of such
actions, within a framework of a short period of time. A long range
target is usually a large area type target within which at least one
large Viet Cong unit is located and will have to have continred surveillance for a massive type exploitation such as the use of high performance aircraft strikes. It is no exaggeration to say that the vast majority of all targeting, target development, and consequent target exploitation as reconmeded by the TRAC has utilized red haze surveillance
results as one of the prime factors in such development.
"Although not a question in itself, the subject of
future aircraft requirement is considered most pertinert to comment on.
As the TRAC's interest is primarily concerned with infrared and side
looking airborne radar (SLAR) surveillance, comments will be limited to
the OV-lB and OV-lC.
"As stated above, all surveillance requests for the use
of Mohawk infrared and SIAR made within RVN are processed through the
TRAC. Currently, all requests from the TAAC and the Corps cannot be fulfilled due to the limited availability of Mohawk aircraft. The TRAC itself could easily task the infrared and SIAR assets of the 73d Aviation
Company on a daily basis.
"It is the conz .Aered opinion of the TRAC that to best
utilize the surveillance capability of OV-1 aircraft, that each Corps
within RVN should hav,. its own organic surveillance capability. This
capability would include an organic surveillance aviation organization
to the Corps to include an imagery interpretation section. The size of
this orgarLization would initially be that of a comparn and would ideally
include a minimum of 12 aircraft, consisting, of 3 OV-1B models and 9
OV-lC models. As more assets became aw able, and depending on the
deplo, ment of US divisions to RVN, it may become advantageous to eventually have ASTA platoons organic to each US division, either in lieu of
or in addition to the corps aviation company. In addition to the corps,
ANNEX C
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it is also recommended that a similar company or initially an ASTA platoon as a minimum, be attached to MACV with operational control being
exercised by J-2. This company would have a general support role, but
would specifically receive its mission from the TIAC. The TRAC in turn
could either assist the intelligence collection efZ 'Lrt of all the corps
or could call in turn upon the corps and its assets to support the CO.MUSMACV collection effort. As an interim measure an ASTA platoon could
perhaps satisfy the requirement."
(7)

Captain, Advisor, Division Level, III Corps Area

(From T•lX) "Night movement and trail use was detected
by SLAR and red haze. An agent report that was confirmed by red haze has
led to several successful operations.
"Aerial surveillance is the best combat intelligence
that is available in Vietnam. Wiith ARVN intelligence sorely out of
balance between overt and covert efforts, the advisory effort should be
directed towards balancing this situation. I reconmend more red haze
and SIAR ships give immediate read out.

","The majority of the time red haze and SIAR information
was received 8 to 12 hours after TOT. Sometimes information was obtained 4 to 6 hours after TOT. Although the information obtained was
"always used for intelligence purposes most of the time immediate action
could not be taken.--------More red haze and SLAR equipment should
be made available to using units. Each division in III Corps could utilize SIAR and red haze nightly and not have to request several days in
advance of need. Then and only then could comparison be made night to
night."1

(8)

Captain, Special Forces Photo Interpreter, III Corps Area

"VC movement was detected, or at best (least) the presence
of movement up to a week prior to the battle of Song Be and again before
the battle of Dong Nai. Some of the red haze and SLAR return(s) were
checked out by low level reoon but the tree canopy was just too thick to
permit a good visual reconnaissance. The sensors were being true, but
in my opinion taken lightly.--------- We use red haze, SLAR, photo
for validation of existing order of battle as previously mentioned and
also to seek out new targets or an imminent threat to a special forces
camp or installation. If we recognize a threat at some location other
than our own we pass this information on. Sometimes it is quite startling to find out that the area most concerned has not been notified or
aware of the results or possible existing enemy threat.- -------In
remote areas or areas where it is difficult to get information out of,
then red haze and SLAR have been tremendously successful. These missions
when combined with our own low level recon provide much information.
SIn
III Corps Special Forces could use one SLAR and one red
-
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haze ship to fly just us every night. $pecial Forces have 17 sites in
III Corps alone and there is an in.qinent threat at one or more of these
sites each night. If we had just a red haze ship it would be fully
utilized."
(9)
III Corps Area

Staff Sergeant, Intelligence Analyst, Division Level,

"Prior to the battle of Dong Xoai we received many red
haze readbacks; however, due to ARVN's lack of reaction and disinterest,
this information was negated. After the battle of Dong Xoai we located
and traced the VC units for a period of about 6 days, but agaJn, due to
the lack of ARVN reaction and interest, it was again tu no avail.
"We (US) place the value of this information very high
and so does some of the ARVN; however, due to the inability of the ARVN
to react on short notice and inability to conceive targets of this naturg, the infrmation received is reduced in value.
"Agent reports had indicated there was a movement back
into an area that had been very throughly bombed. SLAR reports showed
a little water and trail traffic towards said area. Red haze reports
over a period of 3 days also showed a trend toward said area. All information was received and we requested a Special Forces patrol investigate. They found that approximately two VC companies were in the area;
however, ARVN failed to react again and the project was then only followed for large scale buildup. If this headquarters could have a SIA.R ship
and a red haze ship available to it on short term notice (2 hours) and
we could employ it to meet our tactical needs, wt- feel the information
received from this type of surveillance would be of a great value to us.
At present the red tape which we must go through to receive this support and the coordinating whi ch we must do is a great burden on this . fice because we do not have an operational headquarters, only an advisory
staff."
(10) The following operation summaries from the Senior Advisor, 25th Infantry Division, Duc Hoa to the Senior Advisor, III Corps,
Bien Hoa are quoted in part:
SPECIAL OPSUM:

JOINT SLAR, ARMED HELICOPTERS,

AND ARTILLERY ACTIVITY ON THE NIGHT OF 15 MAY
IN THE 31ST D.T.A.
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ARTILIaER

FIRED IN RESPONSE TO SIAR INFORMATION AS FOLLOWS:

TIE

COORDINATES

152150

XT 555015

6

VT

2200

XS 500925

6

VT

2230

XS 428137

4

SQ

2230

XS 433149

4

SQ

2245

XS 495962

4

SQ

2245

XS 457992

4

SQ

XS 540928

6

VT

"XS 545926

6

VT

X550925

6

VT

"XS 552929

6

VT

XS 555933

6

VT

"XS 524929

6

VT

"XS 552929

6

VT

XS 545932

6

VT

"

XS 548901

6

VT

0300

XS 610860

4

TIME

0300

XS 610870

4

TIM

160100-0145

""X

160100-0145

2.

TOTALS:

84 ROUNDS (60VT,

EXPENDITURE

TYPE

8 TIME, AND 16 SQ) AT 16 LOCATIONS IN

RESPONSE TO 6 SIGHTINGS.
3.

ARMED HELICOPTERS (PLAYBOY 13) STRUCK ALONG RIVER FROM XS 535929 TO

XS 560934, UNDER LIGHT FURNISHED BY A US FLARE SHIP (SMOKEY RED) AT
160030.

THE RESULTS OF THIS STRIKE ARE DEFINITELY POSITIVE.

THE ARMED HELICOPTERS CREd SAd YORE SAMPANS THAI! THEY COULD ENGAGE.
THEY EXPENDED ALL Alh-UNITION ON 'T1E TA

,ET, BUT DUE TO LIGHT CONDITIONS
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"WERE UNABLE' TO ASSESS CASUALTIES INFLICTED
4.

L-19 OBSERVATION THIS MORNING CONFI'1S DESTROYED SAMPANS AS FOLTLOWS:
1 SMALL AT XS 490962, 1 IA1GE AT XS 525945, 1 LARGE AT XS 528935, AND
1 SMALL AT XS 562920.

5.

CONFIRMED REWULTS OTHER THAN THOSE ABOVE ARE UNAVAIlABLE AT THIS TIME,

PENDING RECEIPT OF INTELLIGENCE (AGENCY) INFORMATION.

THIS WI-LL BE FOR-

WARDED ON RECEIPT.
6.

THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NO QUESTION THAT THIS WAS A HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL

OPERATION.

IT REQUIRES EXCLUSIVE USE OF SLAR FOR A REASONABLE PERIOD,

ARMED HELICOPTERS OR FICGTERS, AND A LIGHT SOURCE (HAWK EYE OR A FLARE
SHIP), IN COORDINATED ACTION.
7.

FURTHER STUDY OF THIS TYPE OF ACTION I-LL BE CONDUCTED TONIGHT,

APPaOlDrD.
A.

AN AIR REQUEST HAS BEEN SUBMITTED AS FOLIDWS:

SLAR:

162230 - 170100

B. HAWKEYE (WHICH INCLUDES 1 LIGHT FIRE TEAM):
C.

1 ADDITIONAL LIGHT FIRE TEAM:

SPECIAL OPSUM-

162300

-

162300 - 17O1O0o

170100

JOINT SLAR (HAWK 34), ARMED HELICOPTERS (HAWKEYE),

FIGHTERS (USAF & USA L-19) AND ARTILLERY ACTIVITY ON THE NIGHT OF 18
PAY IN THE 31ST DTA.
1.

(2230

-

2245) HAWK 14 O11 STATION:

A.

XS 518865

B.

549814

C.

552812

D.

577795

CAW 63 (USAF L-19) ALSO
ANNE, C

IF

ACQUIRES TARGETS AS FOLLOWS.-

ON STATION
C-22
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2.

(2250 - 2315) DRAGON 26 (HAWKEYE AIaED HELICOPTERS) ON STATION:

DIIECTED TO TARGET B (ABOVE).

IS
(LA.GE

SIGHTED 3 LARGE SAMPAN; SANK SAME.

SECONDARY EXPLOSION).
DRAGON 36 ;.AS THEN DIRECTED TO TARGET C, WHICH WAS A LAMML SAMPAN.
WAS ENGAGED AND DAMAGED BUT NOT SUNK.

DURING THE ElAG

IT

INTOF TA. ET1

C, AUTO WEAPONS FIRE ;WtS RECEIVED FROM AUNOTHER LARGL SAMPAN AT XS 569866.
THIS TARGET 'JAS EMAGED AND THE FIRE STOPFED:

3.

4.

UNKNO,%N DAMGE TO SANPAN.

(2315) HAWK 14 REPORTS THE F0LLO-Or, SINGLE MITI'S:
E.

XS 606791

F.

XS 566820

G.

X3 592927

(2310) D5992N7 36

ETUIS TSN TO RE7,'M AND REFUF

5- (2330) HAW'VK 14 REPORTS 5 WELL DEFINED MTI'S
H.
6.

XS 562738 TO XS 578762

(2340) HaWK 14 REPORTS 3 MTI'S
I.

XS 551821 TO XS 555834

7.

(182400) AIE'SILUNClED

8.

(190005) HAWK 14 REFORTS MTItS AS FOLLOWS:
J.

X5 550813

K.

XS 580794

L.

XS 587789

M. LS 523837

9.

(0034) DRAGON 36 BACK ON STATION:

SEVERU!L LARGE SAMPANS AND EN'lAGED THEM.
FROl, VIC XS 615923. (ST

DIALCTED TC TARIME

G,

OBSERVED

VE-RY HEAVY RETURN FIRE RECEIVED

Q)

C-23
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10o

(0045) DRAGON 36, COMPLETELY E:GPENDED.

l

(0045)

AlA

ML

RETURNS TO TSN BED & BOARD.

HA,MK 14 REF-O"TS SnI.GLE NTIIS AS FOLLIdS:

No

XS 586770

0.

XS 582782

P. XS 555813
12.

(0050) HAWNTK
14 RETUMNS HOY,

STATION TO REFUEL.

13. (0220) FIGHTER AIRCRAFT RTZ.JINED TSN UNEXPENDED,

DUE TO LkCK OF

L~fiGE T~iIGET.

14i MISM 2,LIANEOUS COll2iNTS"
A.

MOVEmNT AT NIGHT IN 31ST DTA IS PROHIBITED; ANY OF THE TARGETS

LISTED JAS aPPROVED BY VIETN\lSE TOCo
B.

ARTILLERY WAS FIRED AT TGT Q

C.

SI.CE THE VC HAVE A PRCTICE OF C.

AMIUJNITION F0,1 A UNIT IN 1 SAMPAN,

YII[Q HEAVY

IEAPONS OR

IT IS QLTITE POSSIBLE THAT SINKING

ONE SAKIFALi WILL PUT ILAIF THE HEAVY WJEAPONS OF A I'MEPON COMPANY AT THE
BOTTOM OF A CANAL.

T' "SJ ; SINLE SANFAN It NOT NECESSARILY A TARGET

OF NO IMOHRAINCE.
Do

THE TIME BET,,EEN ACQUISITION OF " TaRGET AND ENGAGE15-MEN

CRITICALo

E.

(OBVIOUSLY,

IS

SINCE A TAWIET TO BE3DETECTED MUST BE MOVING. )

THIS GENERAL SYSTEM OF TArGiET ENT-GEMENT IS SUPERIOR TO "IORWAL

DAYLIGHT ENGAGEMENT BECAUSE THAT ATTACK IIRCRAFT ARE VECTORED DIRECT
TO THE TARGET AND ATTACK IT 11I1AMTELY,

RATHER THAN HAVING AN IJ-2

CIRCLE THE TAlGET FOR A PEILOD OF TIE PFRIOR TO THE ARRIVAL OF STRIKE
AIRCRAFT.

AIINEX C
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F. HAWK 1.4 R~rURflED AT 0220 TO PROVIDE FURTHIR SUIRVEIL.IiNOE:
THIS OPSUM CLOSED AT THAT TINE.

C-25
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IMAGERY IHTERETATIOX

SECTION

This annex contains a list of personnel authorized in the Imagery
interpretation section and the major items of equipment authorized by
TOE. Normal duties of the imagery interpretation section are described
and total number of man-hours spent on duty per 2-4 hours by the 73d
imagery interpretation section and by the TRAC imagery interpretation
section are broken down into tasks.
1. PERSONNEL, IMAGERY INTE.URETATION SECTION
DEROS

Auth

Assi.ned

DEain
ixperience

Capt

Capt

23 Wecks

80 Months

29 Nov 65

Lt

Capt

22 Weeks

30 Months

4 Dec 65

Lt

Lt

23 Weeks

27 Months

4 Dec 65

""10

40

19 J1eeks

53 Months

4 Dec 65

WO

WO
1

Weeks

107 Months

29 Nov 65

E-7

E-7

15 Weeks

5 Months

5 Dec 65

E-6

E-6

15 Wdeeks

10 Months

5 Dec 65

E-6

E-6

15 .'eeks

SO Months

5 Dec 65

E-5

E-5

15 Weeks

6 Months

5 Dec 65

E-5

E-5

15 Weeks

10 Mcnths

5 Dec 65

E-5

B-5

15 Weeks

10 Months

5 Dec 65

E-5

E-5

15 Weeks

9 Months

30 Nov 65

E-5

E-5

15 Weeks

10 Months

22 Nov 65

E-5

E-5

15 Weeks

6 Months

5 Dec 65

E-5

E-5

15 Weeks

8 Months

5 Dec 65

E-5

E-5

13 Weeks

21 Months

5 Dec 65

E-4

E-4

11ieeks

18 Months

5 Dec 65

FB

E-4

15 Weeks

9 Months

5 Dcc 65
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MAJOR IT M,4'

AUTHUR12',,?,D BY TOE

_

Federalo
66t'5-641-3531

Drafting inst set dfb

6675-641-5741

Table tracing draft wood a0• tilt
040 deg illum glass surface 36 x 24

in2.

M X 36 in.

top. 37 in. H

1

1

2

2

19

19

6675-6t7-1573

interpretation kit photo

6675-809-6684

Lettering set vert & ang lettering

2

2

6230-299-7771

Light desk AC 115V - 125V lamps
accomp lamp position adj rigid see

10

10

Scale plot flat L-shaped 4 3/4-in.
L meters yd 1:25p,000 1:50,000

19

19

6675-283-0020
6675-240-6620

Stereometer photogram O-25mm

2

1

NSN

Draft mach 24 in. Ig arm protr grad
0-360 degrees quadrant 1 deg

2

2

NSN

Straight edge stl draft 42 in.

1g

2

2

6675-190-5275

T square 12 in.

blade

2

2

NSN

Magnifier self-ilium 2 in. dia

4

4

2320-542-4636

Truck cargo 3/4-ton 4 x 4

2

1

2320-"40-8318

Truck van expansible 2k-ton 6 x 6

2

2

7490-267-8138

Case fld office mach plywood 181
in. L 134 in. W 17 in. D

2

2

Filling cabinet stl gray 4 dr H
1 dr W w/comb lock

4

4

5drH IdrW

4

4

Filing cabinet card size 16 in.
2 dr for 5 x 8 in. cards

2

2

7110-551-5259
7110-305-0821

7110-273-8876

ANNEX D

swvl hd 42 in.

Filing cabinet map & plan stl gray
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Federal
Stock Nu.-ber
7110-273-8774

Nomenclature

MIth

Filing cabinet card size 16 in.
2 dr for 3 x 5 in. cards

2

2

Table, folding legs wood top 36 in.
L, 24 in. I, 27 in. H

4

4

Desk field plywood 20 in.
H, 15 in. D

2

2

12

12

(instal prop)

2

2

7430-286-9023

Typewriter portable elite 42 keys

2

2

7430-286-9023

Typewriter non-portable 20 in.
size 42-44 keys elite

1

1

4

4

7105-269-9275
5210-262,-1996
7110-269-9250
582300

4., 14 in.

Stool revolving leg type with seat
riaising 30 in. wood
Trimmer paper drop knife wood

paper

5805-543-0012

Telephone set TA 312yPT

945835

Stereoscope prism-mirror w/case

carr-jing

2

1

910.421

light table Richards model GFL
940 MC

2

0

ment combination of one each catalog number 91533 & two each catalog
number 960202

2

0

Light table Richards model GFL 918
ll5V 60 cy 2Amp

4

0

Optics Kit Richards model MC 2

2

0

Microscope zoom model MO 53-71-01
B&L

2

2

Magnifier tube lOX B&L

2

0

Viewer printer Fairchild mode F512
plotting table photo film AR-A8

2

2

960202

910103
960261

Powier

-,nzoscope Richards equip-

D-3
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3.

I IA.

DUJTIES OF THE IMAGEIRY INTERPRETATION SECTION
a.

Mission PUimnni_

The imagery interpretation section spsnt 4 man-hours a day
on mission planning. Upon receipt of a mission request, the section,
assisted by the aviator liaison officer, checked the size and locations
of the target areas to determine if they were within the range capability
of the aircraft. They also determined if the sensor would have a sufficient film capacity to record the areas.
Depending on location and requested TOT, several missions
could be accomplished on one flight. The section determined which missions were to be accomplished on each flight and recommended the sequence
in which the missions be flown.
Check points for updating the doppler navigation computer
for IR and SLAR flights were selected and recommended to the aviator.
The recommended flight path was then checked to assure that the aircraft
had sufficient range to complete all the missions assigned for that
flight.
For all IR missions, an overlay of each target area was prepared and the doppler coordinates for each corner of the area were computed. Check points that could be readily identified by the sensor operator in the terrain display scope were selected near the target area.
Upon completion of the mission planning the requests were
sent to the operations section for final coordination.
b.

Imagery Interpretation Preparations

An imagery interpreter was selected for each specific mission. He checked the mission request to determine the TOT, area to be
covered, type of information desired, and units to which reports were
to be sent and he selected the appropriate maps from the map files
(1;50,,000 for IR and photo and 1:250,000 forSSLAR missions). The
target areas were drawn on the maps and checked to determine the location
and types of activities which might be detected.
Infrared missions required more preparation since photographic coverage of the area was first obtained from the photo library.
The photos "were checked in the same manner as the maps.
Debriefing and immediate report forms were prepared for
each mrsion and attached to the mission request. The forms were
placed with the maps in readiness for the arrival of the flight crew
upon the completion of the flight.
ANNEX D
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These preparations required approximately 9 man-hours per

day.
c.

Debriefing

Upon completion of a flight the sensor operator/observer
delivered the film to the photo lab and accompanied the aviator to tho
imagery interpretation vans for debriefing. During the debriefing the
following items were recorded:
1)

Name of aviator

2)

Aircraft number

3)

Date/time of debriefing

4)

Control settings on sensors (IR or SLAR)

5)

Focal length of lens (photo)

6)

Altitude over target areas

7)

Actual time over carget

8)

Number of flight paths over each target area

9)

Direction of flight paths

"10) Visual sightings
11)

12)

Spot reports
a)

Time spot report made

b)

To whom repo&-, was made

c)

Nature of spot reports

Any problems encountered during the flight

After the above information was recorded the aviator marked
on the map the approximate location, sequence, and direction of all flight
paths flown over each target area. Debriefing required approximately 3
man-hours per day.
"
d.

Interpretation of 73d Imagery
(1) Photo Missions
,4hen the negatives arrived at the imagery interpretation
D-5
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section they were scanned and all appa.ent targets were circled . The
negatives were then studied closely in an attempt to locate additlonal
targets, after which imagery waa plotted and the location of all targets
recorded.
If required or desired, selected negiives were printed
as contact prints or as enlargements. These prints were studied to obtain additional information on specific areas of interest.
The immediate report was written and phoned to the
requestor. A typewritten copy of the immediate report, the debriefing
report, a plot of the imagery, and all prints were sent to the requestor.
If interpretation was not required the imagery was plotted and the requested number of prints were made. A cony of the imagery and all prints
were sent to the requestor.
(2)

SIAR Missions

When the imagery was received by the interpreter it was
plotted on the appropriate maps. All stationary or movi.,- returns were
plotted and their locations recorded. Each rcturn, other than normal
traffic, was considered as a target of idilitary significance.
The immediate report was written and phoned to the unit
having responsibility for the areas covered on the SLAR mission.
(3)

IR Missions

Upon receipt from the photo lab tne imagery was interpreted and all emissions detected were circled. The imagery was then
oriented with the map and the exact location of each flight path ýfas
plotted. At the same time the emissions were plotted and their locations recorded on an IPIR form.
The photography was oriented with the maps and the emissions were plotted on the photographs. The photos were then analyzed
to determine the cause of the emission. Upon completion of the interpretation, an inmediate report for the mission was written and disseminated to the requesting agency.
e.

Preparation of Mosaics

Mosaics were required for operational briefings, development of targets, and to fulfill other requirements of the requestor.
The mosaics had to be constructed, annotated, and UTM or arbitrary grid
drawn. The average mosaic consisted of 30 prints and required 4 hours
to complete.

ANIEX D
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The II section was requi•ed to maintain a photo library of
basic film coverage.
As new photo missions were flown, the new photos
replacau the older, outdated photos.
These new photo missions were intezpreted and plotted prior
to being placed in the library. Each photo raission was indexed and a
file card meade for the appropriate M25.
&hen coverage for a photo missioli was required fro. th5 library the files were checked to determine Ahich missions covered the area.
The mission was then locatea and taken te the imagery interpre!ation vans.
After photo miesion coverage was used it was returned to the proper loca-

tion.
If individual photos were removed and ý2sed to construct a
mosaic, the print nunbers were recorded and replacements were requested.
g.

Interretation of Air Force Photo Missions

Some photo missions were requested That were beyond the capability of the KS-61A camera system.
These missions were flown by the'
US Air Force ana the photography interpreted by 73d Lmagery interprecers.
!..

.Ai&GERY INTERPRETER M4N-HOUR UTILIZATION

Total number of man-hours spent on duty per 24 hours by the 73d
Aviation Compary imagery interpretation ;-ecticii and the TfRC ir:gery
interpretation section are shown below.
The man-hours spent on photo, IR, and StAR missions include all
man-hours required for mission planning, preparation, debriefing, interpretation, dissemination of information, and filing rf completed forms.
Activit.-

TRAC

Maintenance

6:52

Miess

4:21

Supervision

29:23

Air Force Photo Kissions

15:42

Air Force Infrared Missions

20:57

73d Avn Co Infrared Mi•ssions

38: 3 4

Vun

Tau

Total

Percent

4:28

11:20

5.6

2:40

7:01

3.4

4:20

6:02

D-7
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29:23

14.4

20:02

9.8

20:57

10.3

44:36

22.0
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Ac
73d Avn Co SLAR Missions

1:00

73d Avn Co Photo Missions

Total

Percent

7:50

8:50

4.3

4:34

4:34

2.3

Mosaics

9:15

9:15

4.6

SIAR Reports

5:55

5:55

2.9

Overlays

0:35

0:35

.3

Pit Reports

5:41

5:41.

2o8

Briefings

1:25

2:21

1.2

Personnel

4:20

4:20

2.2
2.7

0:56

Administration

5:29

5:29

Meetint's

0:38

0:38

.3

18:05

18:05

8.9

0:38

0:38

.3

3:20
59:00

3:20
203:00

100.0

Company Duty
Burning Classified daste
Special Projects

144:00

ANX D
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(U) ANNEX 3
TOE L-128T (MODIFIED)
US ARMY AVIATION COMPANY (AERIAL SURVEILLANCE)
Annex E presents the TOE 1-128T (modified), Aviation Company (Aerial
Surveillance) approved by DA and USARPAC for operations in the RVN.
Authorized personnel are listed by platoon and section and items of equipment are listed by technical service.
Recommended additions, deletions, and changes for maximum effectiveness with sensor equipment currently authorized are also presented.
See annex H for the TOE recommended by ACTIV for the US Army aviation
company (aerial surveillance), which proposes a change in the number and
mix of sensor equipment.
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TOE 1-128T (MODIFIED) APPROVED BY DA
a,

Organisation ChAr

E-4

I pq

Li
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L

b.

DESIGNATION

LI
01

Personnel
MS

O

go. AUAA

CgS2Lnr Headquarters

01

Company Conmander
Executive Officer

1983
1983

hior

02

Capt

1
1

03

First Sergeant

672.80

E-Z

1

04
05
06
07
0

Mess Steward
Supply Sergeant
First cook
Armorer
Co'-vny Clerk

941.60
768.60
941,10
768.20
716.10

09
10

Cook
Cooks Helper
LU Truck Driver

941.10
940.o00
710.00

Suppy Clerk

760.00 3-3

1

1982

1

S

12

3.6

1
1
3
1

E-6
F-5
3-4
34
3
33

1
1
I3

02

Oprations Platoon Headquarters
Flight Op Officer
01

S02
03

Flight Op Chief
Sr Flight Op Sp

907.70
907.10

E-7
B-4

1
'1

04
05

Fl-ght Op Sp
Flight Op Helper

907.10 Z-4
907.10 E-3

2
1

03

kMer. Interpretation Section
02

Asst Imagery Interp Off

Imagery Tnterp Off

9309

Capt

1

03

Imagery Interp Tech

962A

wc

2

04

Section Sergeant

969.70 E-7

06

Imagery Interp

969.10 B-5

07

Imagery Interp

969.10 E-4

01

05

0, O•

05

oCat

Imagery Interp Sgt

9309

969.70

It

E-6

2

2

Photo laboratory Section

O

Photo Lab Supv

843.60 E-6

1

03
04

Photo Iab Sp
Photo EqRpmi

843.10
A
401.20

B4
F-4

4
1

Communications Chief
Section
0...
Coo

311.60

&-5

1
1

02
03
04
05.

Radio TT Team Chief
Radio TT Op
Sr Wireman
Switchboard Op

053.60
053.10
310.00
310.00

3-5
&4.
34.,

1
2
1
1
I-4

06

Wireman

310.00

B-3

Z-3

2
ANNEX
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PAR

LIE

06

Survillance Platoon HeýLaduarterx (2)
01 Platoon*Oomnder
1980

Capt

2

02

670.00

3-3

2

Aerial Radar Seetions (2)
01
Section Leader
02
Fixed Wing Aviator
Aerial Sensor Op
03

i9O
19O
207.10

Capt
t
E

2

Aerial Infrared Sections (2)
01
Section'leader
02
Fixed Wing. Aviator
Aerial Sensor Op
03

1980
1980
207.10

Capt
it
E-5

2
9
6

Capt
WOI

1

1

07

08

MiS

DESIGNATION

Lt Truck Driver

Service Platoon Headqarters
01
Platoon Coamander

09

r
10

&.i2'E

LIV.

AUlb

5

02

Airplane Maint Tech

64823
671B

03

Platoon Sergeant

672.70

E-7

04

Airplane Tech Insp

679.40

3-6

2

05

Aircraft Parts Sp

766.10

E-4

2

06

Shop Clerk

7U.1o0

F-4

1

07

Signal Parts Sp

765.10

E.4

1

08

Acft Supply Clerk

760.00

F-3

rT,1

672.60
672.20

E-6
3-5
F-,5
34
Z-3

2
12
6
8

Aircraft fantenance Sections (2)
01
02

Section Chief
Crew Chief

03

Senior Airplane

Kich

672.20

04
05

Airplane Mech
Airplane Mech Helper

672.20
670.00

32
.1-

AN=

-Third

i...•--el A1i~traft 1ateirenOSmtt-_

01

Repair Foreun

679.70

A-7

2

03
04
05

Machinist
Sr Airplane Rpi,
Sr Aeft Eng Rpi

443.10
672.40
681.10

Z-5
E-5
3-5

1
2
1

06
or

Sr Prop Rpmn
Sr Elect Rpon

684.10
685.10

B-5
3-5

1
1

08
09

Sr Airframe Rpn
Parachute Packer

686.10
464.27

3-5
E-5

1
1

10

Airplane Rpun

672,40

E-4

2

11

Aircraft EnTg Rpmi

681.10

E,-4

2

12

Elect Rpm

685.10

E-4

2

3Z

9-4

4

iI
PAR

iN

.12

_NO, AUTH

LINE

DESIGNATION

N0S

G

13
14

Parachute Packer
Propeller Rpm

464.27
684.10

F,4
24

2
1

15
16

Airframe Rpdn
Hydraulic Sys Rpmi

686.10
687.10

B-4
B-4

2
1

17

Aeft Parts Sp

766.10

Z-4

I

Automotive Maintenance Section
01
Section Chief
Sr Power Gen Sp
02
Sr Wheel Veh Mech
03
04
Ordnance Parts Sp
05
Power Gen Sp

631.60
351.20
631.10
763.10
351.20

E-6
E-5
E-5
Z-4
1-4

1
1
1
1
3

06

Wheel Veh Mech

631.10

E-4

2

07
_08

Wrecker Operator

631.10

39-4

1

Wheel Veh Mech Helper

630.00

X-3

2
12

13

Airfield Service Section
01
Section Chief
Acft Fuel Hand Sp
012
T
Crash Rescue Sp

672.60
552.10
525.10

I1
6
.1

x-5
3,4
Z-4

10
1i

315.

0-27

Electronics Maintenance Section
01
02
03

Sr Air Sensor Rpmi
Survl Photo Rpm
Avn Elect Eq Rpm

207.10
401.30
284.20

E-5
E-5
3-5

1
4
2

04
05
06
07

Aerizl Sensor Mech (IR)
Aerial Sensor Mech (SAR)
Avn Elect EqLdp )isch
Radio Rpzm

207.10
296.10
284.10
296.10

3,4
rA

2
2

Z-4

5

3-4
..

Airft Ar-mamnts Section.

01

Aeft Armaments Svpv

427.60

F,-6

1

02
03
04
05

Sr Acft Armorer
Acft Armorer
Si Aumo Storage Sp
Ax
Storage Sp

427.10
427.10
411.60
411.10

E-5
3-4
X-6
E-4

2

EM- 174

Wn - 3

Z-5

6

AMGEDATE-

204

'AN=EZE

c.

Equipmentj
NO, AtTH

TU NO.

IE.ESCRMRIN

106505
108050
108171

Compressor reciprocating power driven
Decontaminating apparatus portable li qt
Detector kit chemical agent VGH

CHEMICAL ITEM

ENGINEE ITEMS
Bag water sterilizing cotton duck porous
stitched seams 36-gal
Compass mapnetic 1.58 in diameter
Draft maih 24 in. Ig arm protr gad 0 to 360
Draft inst set ofc
Ext fire carbon diox charged hand 15 lb
Ext fire monobromotrI•fluoromethane chg hand

202670
222752
226964
226966
229910
230037

2
48
5

2
20
2
1
12

3

w/brk 2.-75 lb
232542

Filter separator liq fuel 50 gpa 75 psi 2 in.inlet

232872
232940

233452
235133
235!34

Fire fighting equip set truck mid Ch 300
Flashlight plastic right angle 2 cell miniature
flange lamp watertight
Flashlight plastic baton 2 ceU watertight
Flashlight plastic right angle 2 cell miniature
flange lamp explosion proof and watertight
Forced entry and rescue equip set aircraft crash
Generator set gat eng 3 kw DC 28 V skid shock mid
Generator set gas eng 5 kw 60 cy AC 120/240

235152
2351355

Generator set gas eng 1.5 kw 28 V
Generator set del eng 15 kw 60 cy 3 ph 4 wire AC

120/208 240/416 V cony to 12.5 kw 50 cy skid mid

1

235163

Generator set gas eng 1.5 kw 60 cy 1 ph 2 wire
AC 120 V skid mtd
kw 60
gas eng V3 skid
Generator
AC 120/240 set
V 120/208
mtdcy 3 and 3 ph wire

2

1

2 in.outlet

232941
232942

--

243805
247984

2

4

-4wire-reconnectableto 3 wire- A-C i20/240-120/208V-2
air cooled skid shock mid
Generator set gasoline engine 7.5 kv DC 28.5 V
1
2 wire liquid co6led whl mtd 2 wheels
Heater imersion liq fuel fired 30 ixi.Jg of heater 12
Heater immersion liq fuel fired 37ý in. Ig of heater 1

Interpretation kit photographic

249042

lettering set vert and ang lettering
Light desk AC 115V to 125V lamps accomp lamp
position adj rigid sec

249076

Light set gen ilium 25 outlet

AM=

4,

Generator set gas eng 5 kv 400 cy 1 and 3 ph

235624

239614
239621

5
1

120/208V skid mtd

235205

235051

42
32

-

19

2
10

2

____

I
=

NO.

249086
2490-92
250575
268860
275565
277540
280160

'1

Light traffic aircraft w/2 filters green red
ligh, set marker eiergmecy airfield runwy
ptb'. X.ttery operated
Magnifi'er self-t1U.unirnd 2 in.dia
Scale plot flat L rhape 4 3/A it. L woers yd

1:25,000
274210

N02 AUTH

DJSCRIPTION

4
19"

1:50,000

Sprayer .nsict hand 2 gal cap
Stereometer photogram 0 to 25am
Straight edge stl draft 42 in.L
0 t, 40 deg
Table tracing diaft-n wood adj tilt
illum glass surfac, 3f.24 in (48X36 in.top 37 in.H

1

FSN. 6675-641-5741

2
1
2

289403

Trailer oxy servicing 3 whl

291490

T square 12 in.swvi hd 42 inbl

2

429280
428300

ORDNANCE ITEM.
Bayonet knife w/scabbard for 7. 6 2m rifle
Binouular 7X50 military reticle
Grinding machine uti'Uty bench mtr j hp
AC 110 V 60 cy 1 ph
Gun machine 7.62a fig -Ieight general purpose
launcher grenade 40=u
Meacuring and layout tool set machinist
Mount tripod inachine gun 7.62=
Pistol automatic cal .45
Pistol pyrotechnic

435965

Rifle 7.62.. semi-automatic lt barrel

439005
440004

Semi-trailer van cargo, 6 ton 2 wheel
Shop ser fld maint spare parts itcrage set no. 2

453905

453995

Tool kit org maint no. I supplemental
kit sa rpon
Tool

1

457110
457190
457220

Trailer amphibious cargo ý ton 2 wheel
Trailer cargo 3/4 ton 2 wheel
Trailer cargo l1 ton 2 wheel

2
10
20

401088
401250

416404
417125
420670
422950

425565

453890

457495460050
460110

460141
463328
461490

2012
3
3

4
4
I

4
37
1

Tool kit org mint no. 1 comon

........
---Tr..i-er-tank-wat-er-l--ton-2-wheel
S...........
1
Truck 'argo 3/4 ton 414
Track cargo 2½ tor%6X6 lwb
Truck cargo 2j ton 6X6 lwb w/wn
Truck tank fuel servicing 2j ton 6X6
Truck tractor 5 ton 6X6 swb w/wn

165
4
3
1

2

------

..

10
31

7'

4
7

461834
461885

Truck van shop 2j ton 6X6
Truck wrecker medium 5 ton 6X6 w/wn

4
,2
1
I

465380
465395

Watch wrist gradf II

29

)fatch wrist grade Il type D

27

461790

•461828

Truck utility ý ton 4X4

Truck van expansible 2j ton 616.

-

'
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VT ARTFMUSTER ITEMS
LIN~E

AUTo

DNSCOF,SNO.
DESM
500022

Accessory outfit gasoline field range 33

500559

Add-sub mach hand columnar 10 digit stationary
carriage
Barber kit
Cabinet spare parts steel .1drawers
Case field office mach plywood 184 in. L

503120
506300
510321
510324
510477

3
1

1.4
2

Filing cabinet card size 16 in. 2 dwr for 5x8

513129

cares
Cleaner vacuum hand 26500 ft per minute discharge
velocity
Clock message center Chelsea clock M-2
CooK set field 4 components
Desk field plywood 20 7/8 in. W 14 7/16 in. H
15 5/8 in. D
Desk field plywood 22 5/8 in. W 25 7/V in. H

513302
513620
515202
516300
518320

141 in. D4
Dispensing pump hand driven .ýontinuous flow 12
gal per 100 rev.
File visible index br unit. 50 pkts

519800
524320
524890
526281

529100

9

Case field office mach plywood 221 in. L
134 in. W 17 in. D
Control pressure filling non-vented drum 5
psi pressure shut off

cabinet card size 16 in.2 &wr for 3X5
Filing
cards

513139

_528911_

134 in. W 17 in. D

Cook F-4 field

510550

_

Filing cabinet steel grey 4 dr H w/comb lock
Food container insulated rectangular 5 gal
capacity aluminum
Fi)ng.abinet map and p!an steel grey 5 dr H

3
1
3
3

1
1
5
8

39

grey

Guidon nylon wool blank 1 ft 8 in. hoist 2 ft.

541075
549225
552633
554125

33/4 in, fly
Paulin ctn duck 17 ft Ig 12 ft wd
Range outfit field gasoline
Repair kit tentage
Safe 2 shelves 1 drawer 2 "compartment 26 in.
17 in. W 17J in. D

I
6
3
1
H
2

Screen laterine FMWWR OD 55 ft Ig 8 pins 10
2

poles
ANNEX E

2

1drw
Goggles sun wind dust 2 plastic colorless neutral

529969

554983

2
1
31

Eo-8

ITEM NO.
55620Sewing
""6

ITEM DESCRIPTION

No

machine
7/3 to
8 7/8 industrial
in. depth darni

pw ,vn
I"

M

'. ."I

555775

Sewing machine industrial, gen treadle dr
Io0 in. throat

555927

Sewing machine industrial 12 in. throat wo

558400
559290

Sling carrying universal individual load
38"
Pumping assy flammable liquid bulk tran3 225
gpM
1
Stove gasoline burne.- 11 oz rated fuel tank cap
3
Strapping kit steel strapping hand 3/A in. to'2
in. strap W
1
Table folding legs wood '.op and legs 36 in. L
24 in, W 27-32 in. H
19
Tablewa-re outfit field 14 components
5
Tent frame type maint red It metal F)WWR OD 32
ft lg
1
Tent kitchen fly proof FMR olive drab uomplete
w/pins and pole1
Tent liner for 32 ft tent frame type maint med
lt metal
1

561114
561225
562161
563450:
565794
566001
566059

569051
569151
569850
570336

table stand

"'

Tool kit armorers 42 components

570931

Tool kit automotive mechanics 52 components
Tool
electricians
29 components
Tool kit
kit general
use tools
sig drawing TE-33
Tool kit photographic repair 15 components w/

571325
571733

Tool kit radar and radio 47 components
Tool kit supplementa.y radar & radio repair sig

575950

Trunk locker plywood 31 in.

case

575870
575900
. .575901:

,575910

575970
576700
583660
588%95
596684

I

P/NTD 88r

Truck lift fork gas 6000 lb pneumatic tire rough
terrain
Tent maint frame type with liner frame pins
Typewriter nonportable 14-15 in.. carriage

E-9

9
4
IO

3
8

2

L 15 1/8 in. W

11 7/8 in. D w/tray
Typewriter nonptble 13 in. paper size 42 to
44 keys elite type
Typewriter nonptble 11 or 12 in.
Typewriter nonptble -l5ino -.....
. --Typewriter 20 in. paper dize 42 to 44 keys elite
type nonptble
Typewriter ptbl upper and lower case elite style
42 keys
Table parachute pack sectional 4 sect 576 in.

tOt L 36 in. W32 in.H

2

13
1
2
2--.
1
3

1
2
1
5

ANX "E

.

.

SIGNAL iMM
LINE

TS-1662/ASW

1

602636

Ant zer portable compas

603114

Antenna AT-984/C

5

603250
604010

Antenna group RC-292
Reeling machine cable hand RL-27B

1
1

604550

Barometer ML-102

608433
609625
606932

Camera set still picture KA-30A
Charger radio detector PP-1578/D
Charger battery PR-1451/C

17
3
"2

606970
612945

Case BC-5
Darkroom photogra;hic ptbl ES-29

.1

61L4915
616820
618094
618102
618103

Electronic tactical teletypewriter, security
equipment TSEC/KW-7
Frequency meter ANAJRM-32
Generator set desel engine trailer mtd PU-402M
Generator set IOKW gas eng tlr mtd PU-474X
Generator set 45 KW diesel eng tlr PU-551M

1
1
1
2
2

618115

Generator set gas eng tlr mtd PU-290/AR

2

621124
622430
624981

Indicator standing wave radio AN/UMI-120
Dark room photo lab AN/TFQ-7
Maintenance kit, electronic equipment MK-6521

1
3

l/APS-94

IL

625002
627520
628139
628230
628314

Maintenance kit, electronic equipment MK-426/ARN 1
Modification kit, electronic equipment NM-345/6R 1
Wultimeter AN/URM-105
10
Multimeter TS-352/U
9
alItimet(ir ME-26tJ
1

628960
630996

Ocilloscope OSPlotting table photographic film AR-18

631511
631581
634620
634670

Power supply PP-2953/U
Power supply PP-114OAt
Radiac set AN/PLI-27J
Radiacmeter IM-93/UD
Radiacmeter IN-17441) .

- -634671---

1

..

3

1
2
1
1
3
28
21

638400
638600

Radio set AN/ARC-73
Radio set ANAJRC-lO

641686

Radio set AN/GRR-5 mtd in truck van expansible

1

643107

Radio set AN/VRC-53 mtd in truck 21 ton cargo

1

644300

651269

Radio set AN/PRC-25
Radio set AN/VRC-24 mtd-in truck 3/4 ton cargo
Radio set AN/VRC-24 std in truck van expansible

2
I
1

655201
655204
655701

Radio set AN/VfCl-46 mta in truck j ton
Radio set AN-/VRC-46 mtd in van AN/TAQ-1
Radio set AN/VRC-47 mtd in truck ý ton

1
2
1

655707

Radio set AN/VRC-47 mtd in truck 2* ton cargo

3

651204

ANNEX Z
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1
36

I
LINE
IM
NNOVLDSCITINM

-

AUMh

657124

Radio'set control- group AN/ARLA-39

657222
660000
660120
665028
670356

2
31
1
1

672380

Ratdo teletypewriter set AN/GRC-46
Reeling machine cable hand UL-39
Reeling machine cable hand RL-31
Generator signal AN/URM-25
Surveillance info cntr infrared AN/TAQ-l mtd
on ,truck 3/4 ton
Switchboard telephone manual SB-22PT

678260

Telephone set TA-312/FT

17

681680

Terminal.pard TN-184

681715
682695
683375
683407
683408
683409
683801
683805
685603
685621
685665
685684
685795
685810
689616

Telegraph terminal group AN/TCC-I4
Generator signal BC-376
Test set flight line AN/AMS-80
Test set A-6 photograph cartridge ejector IM-27
Test set photographic surveillance system LS-40A
Tubu set photographic preflight LS-39
Test set radar AN/GPM-46
Test set radar AN/APM-176
Test set optical alignment infrared AN/AAM-8
Test set aircraft fuel system AN/AJM-l
Test set electron tube TV-7/U
Test set radar AN/APH-156
Test system photographic surveillance LS-34
Te-i.÷ target thermal AN/AAM-I0
Tool kit radio repairman TM-115 ( ) /G

6

2

2

2
1

1
4
1
1
2
2
1
1'
1
1
1
1
1
7

689620

Tool kit radar and radio rpmn TK-87/U

17

689932
6899"40

Tool kit battery service RK-90/
Tool kit photographic repair TK-166/GF

1
1

689943

TVool kit still picture camera maint LS-58

1

694790

Inverter vibrator PP-68/U

1

697839
698400

Wind measuring set AN/PMQ-3
Wire WD-l/TT RL-159/U

-698535

Splicing kit telephone cable MK-356/G

I
10
1

TRANSPORTATION ITEKS

•700840
711740

Airplane combat surveillance
Chain assy 5 gl leg w/pear links and 1 grab
hook 5/8 in. by 1 ft

712730

Computer air navigation dead reckoning type

744"10
763200

IM-4

Life preserver under arm aircraft gas or oral
inflation
Plotter aircraft scale 1: 500,000 and 1:
1,000,000

E-ll

12
8
24
39
31
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LINE
ITEM DESCRIPTION

775400

Shop sefh acft main.. stlr
aeie, flaw detect1

775401

-td A-2 sheet metal
Shop set acft maint stlr
welding hydraulic
a,:f maint tir ri.A rachine and eng shop
;.
Shop
She,p isei. ai..t -naint stir mtd B-5 propeller
rotorI

775423

775424

775670
784030
784040
784490
784495
784510
784540
785220
785230

mtd A-I tool crib
1
1

Shop set ord hdlg and servicing fld' mint Army

acft set A
Tool kit aircraft inspection technical
Tool kit aircraft mechanics general
Tool kit airframe repairmans Army acft
Tool kit engine and power train repairmans
Tool kit hydraulic repairmen Army acft
Tool kit propeller and rotor repairmen
Tool set. organuizational maint Army acft set A
Tool set organizational maint Army acft set A
supplement
Compressor reciprocating power drive MIAl 7 CPM
TM-3-4240-206 15 May 59 respirator, paint, type

M5
Survival kits FSN-t

-65451-0976

1
3

45
3
2
I
2
"3
1
2

2
12

Individual quick adjust harness
Kit special t-•-=,s Martin Baker

4
1

Douglas bomb h-,st

6

Ordnanoe trailer Mark 7
MA-!
Miltip?1e servicar•g u:nit
slig
B,-rb lift
Oxygen ca.t W•7 a-ks

6
4
6
3

DEVE
960010

m

NO

ifK NO.

1)MErAL ITE"MS

Art enna AT•-79. 1/C
S.vival 16t FoN A 54 5 ./-611-0978
lUq~id naLt.ogen generating plant Gas Engr Corp

1
24

1

Fn G2_;
Electrcni-. shqp senmi tlr mtd AN/ASM-189
E&ýctroni:. shop semi tir mtd AN/ASM-190
Zoom mlcrcscope mcddel No. 53-1703 Bausch & Lomb
Tube magnifier 10X Bausch & Lomb
File -isible index metal 19 dwr type
Case set transportable storage (FSN 8315-663-

0213)

4
2
2
2
24

1

2
Air compressor It wgt high pressure 11OV 60 cy
Stool re--.olving leg type with seat raising 30 in.
12
wood (FSK 7113-26ý-9250)

•ANNEX E
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ITEM NO.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

N_._AUTH

Light table Richards model GFL 918 mfg catalog
no. 910103

4

Power stereoscope Richards equip combination
of 1 ea catalog no. 91533 &.2 ea catalog no.

2

960202
Light table Richards model GFL 840 MC catalog

no. 910421
Optics kit Richards model MC2 catalog no.
960261
Viewer-Printer Fairchild F 512 (Fairchild
Camera & Instrument Corp, Syossetp New York)
2.

2
2
3

RECOMMEWDED PERSONNEL ADDITIONS

PAR
02

,Operations Ser0eant. E-7. MOS 907.70 (1) Required to assist

"ýoperations'officer in plans and operations of the company.
02

Flignt Operations Chief, E-7. MOS 907.70 (1) Should be reduced
from E-7 to E-6 MOS 907.60 because the operations sergeant will
assist the operations officer in plans and operations.

03

Clerk Typist. E-, MOS 71.10 (2) Two required for typing and
clerical work of imagery interpretation section.

04

Senior Photo Lab Specialist, E-5. MOS 8&3.10 (1) Required for
sustained operations of photo lab section.

04

Lhoto Lab Steciaist. EA. MOS VQ3.10 (2)
operation of photo lab section.

05

C•omunications Chief E-5 to E-6 (1) Communications chief should
be authorized E-6 grade because of increased size of section as
per AR 611-201.

05

RTT Team Chief, E-5. YOS 053.60 (1) RequiA-ed for operation of
second AN/GIW-46 radio set.

05

IRTT Operator. E-4. 053.10 (2)

05

Radio Repairvan, E- 4 , NOS 296.10 (1)
of nineteen radio sets.

06

Platoon Sergeant, E-7, MOS 207.70 (1) Required for supervision

AN/GRC-46 radio set.

Required for sustained

Required for operation of second
Required for maintenance

and control of IR/SIAR platoon.

E-13
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(*)

Signal Platoon Commander. Capt. WIDS 6210 (1-) f-Required forcomand and control of signal platoon.

(*)

Commo Electronics Repair Technician, WO. MS 28(A (11 Required
for technical supervision of signal and electrctiics maintamnce.

(*)

Platoon Sergeant, E-7. W0S 284.70,()
of signal platoon.

(*)

Signal Supply Specialist. E-5. MOS 765.60 (1)Required for

Required for aspervision

maintenance of-signal supply system.,

(*)

Signal Supply Specialist, &-4. MOS 765.10 (1) Required for
maintenance of signal supply system.

09

Aircraft Parts Specialist E-A. MOS 766.10 (1) NCOIC of aircraft
supply section. Should be authorized E-5 grade as field maintenancc supply responsibility has been added to norml company
aircraft supply.
-

09

Clerk Typist-E-4. M0S 711.10 (1) Required for typing and clercal
assistance of technical inspectors.

10

Repair Foreman E-7. N0S 679.70 (1) Forerly in field maintenance
section. Required for supervision of the organizational maintenance section.

10

Senior Airplane 14echanic. E-5. M0S 672.30 (2) Required for
optimmu maintenance effectiveness of airctraft- service platoon.

10

Airplane Mechanic. E-k. MOS 672.20 (2) Required for optimum
maintenance effectiveness of aircraft service platoon.

U

Sr Airframe Repairman. E-5. M0S 686.10 [2) Required for extensive repair of hostile fire damage.

31

Hydraulic Systems Repairman. E-5, MOS 687.10 (I)
backup and 24 hour maintenance capability.

11

Airplane Repairman, E-M.. ?DS 672.&0 (2)
maintenance section.

31

Machinist, E-4. M0S 443.10 (Q) Required for backup and 24 hour
maintenance capability.

31

Su pl Clerk tool crib) E-3. MS 760.10 (1) Required for operation of tool crib shop van for continuous operation.

AN=R I
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Required for

Required for 3d echelon

PAR
U1

Airplane Mech Helper, .E-3, MS 670.00 (2)
maintenance ,by field maintenance section.

14

Senior Aerial Sensor Repairman,1NS 207.10 Should be raised
from E-5 to E-6, MOS 207,60 commensurate with size of tiz: section.

14

Aerial Infrared and SIAR Repairman, NVS 207.10 Should be authorized E-5 grade in line with new trainitg and MVS structure.

14

Avionics Electronics Equipment Repairman, E-4. M1S 284.10 (1)
Required for repair of doppler navigation systems.
3.

Required for optism'

RECOMMENDED EQUIP14ENT ADDITIONS

Bayonet knife w/scabbard for 7.62=m rifle, line item 401088 (3Q)
Required for one bayonet per person in the company.
Pistol automatic cal .45o•ine item g29280 (12) Required for one per
officer, warrant officer, sensor operator, grenade launcher operator,
and observer.

Rifle 7.62m semi-automatic. It barrel, line item 35965 (21)
for additional recommended personni1o.
Trailer Cargo 3/4 ton, 2 wheel, line item 457190 (3)
ton trucks listed below.

Required

Required with 3/4

Truck, cargo 3/4 ton &a.1
line item L60050 (3) Required for transportation
oZ personnel and equipment in Ordnance Section, Aircraft Maintenance
Section, and 3rd Echelon Maintenance Section.
Generator set diesel engine trailer, mtd PU 420/M. line item 61809A (2)
Required for ES-29 photo labs.
C puter air navigation dead reckbning type MB-I,
One required per aviator.

line item 712730 (3)

Life Preserver under arm aircraft gas or oral inflation; line item
410 J6)_One per crew member, sensor operator, observer, and passenger in the utility aircraft.
Aircraft utility (1)

Required for administrative and logistical support.

4. RECOMDED FUIPMET DELETIONS
Generator set as eng 5 kw 60 cy AC 120 120/200 1200W skid mtd,. line
item 231
(1) Considered excessive to requirements of company.

E-15
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t

I
2Sneatorset
m en: 5 w 4Wjaý
L wire. re-coimectable_
to 3wire AC120/24012Oi208V air cool,*d sktd shook utd., line Lt~M
2•62L s2)

Considered excessive to rsetT7iraents of the compati.

Heater immersion lip fuel fired 0 ir. I of heater, line itea 23962k (6)
Considered excessive to the needs of the company.

Lijht traffic aircraft w/2 filters green red, line item 2&U96 (I)
Considered excessive to the needs of the company.
-Trailer cargo li ton 2 wheel, line item &27220 (4)
below deleted vehicles.

Not required for

Truck, cargo 2j ton 6X6 lwb. line item 460110 (4) Not req~ired for
.airfield service section.
Case field office machine plywood 18 L. 131 W. 17 D. line item 510321
Declared excessive to the requirements of the ecpany,.

,i)

. in D. line item 518-320
Desk field plywood 22 5/8 in i, 25 7/8 in L.
SDeclared excessive to the requirements of the company.
Goggles sun wind dust 2 plastic colorlei neutral grey, line item
529100 •6). Not required with deletion of certain vehicles.
Tpewriter nonportable 15 in. line item 575901 (2)
t15 the needs of the company.

Considered excessive

Typewriter portable upper and lower case elite syle 2 keys line
item 575910 (1) Considered excessive to the needs of the company.
Tent maint frame type with liner frame pins, line item 588P95 (1)
Considered excessive to the requirements of the ccmpazW.
TZ~writer non-portable 1A-15 in.carriage, line item 596682 (4)
Considered excessive to the needs of the company.
Charger battery PR-1451/C line item 606932 (Q) Considered excessive
to the needs Af the company.
Should not be
Camera set still picture KA-3OA. line item 608133 (1)
included in the TOE as separate line item since 12 are component parts
of the 12 aircraft and five inpluded as floats are obtainable through
normal float procedures (SB -1-244).
Frequency meter AN/URM-32 line item 616S20 (1) Not required by the
company*
Darkroom photo lab AN/TFQ-7. line item 622.30 (S) Considered exessive
to the requirements of the company when the three ES-29 photo labs are
available.

AM=X E
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tal

hth

ilrm
fap AH-ig, line item 6

U96C)
Not

requirad by the company.
Radio set AN/ARC-? line item §28400 (i)
needs of the company.

Considered excessive to the

Radio set ANAJRC-1D. line item 638600 (12)
required.

Only 2 per aircraft are

Radio set ANARC-2 4 mtd in truck van exansible, line item 651269 ()
Considered excessive to the needs of the company.
Radio set ANVR4-47 mtd in truck 2A ton cargo, line item 655707 (3)
Considered excessive to the needs of the company.
Test set aircraft fuel system AN/AJM-I,
quired by the company.

line item 6805621 (1) Not re-

Test target thermal AN/AAM-IO. line item 65810 (I)
the company.

Not required by

Tool kit battery service TK-90/G. line itm 689932 (1) Not required
by the company,
Tool kit still picture camera maint IS58 lin- item 689943 (1)
required as KA-30A deleted from TOE.
Wind measuring set AN/PMQ-3, line item 6978$39 (1)
the company.

Not

Not required by

Plotter aircraft scale 1:500,000 and 1:1.000,000, line item 763200 (4)
One required per aviator.
Individual quick adjust harness (4) Not required since each aircraft
has two harnesses.
File visible index, metal, 19 dwr type (24)

E-17
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(C) ANNEX F
DEFINITION OF TERMS
AAOS

Army Aviation Operations Section, &n element of Joint Operations Center, MACV J-3.

Absolute altitude

The height of an aircraft directly above
the surface or terrain over which it is

flying.
AC5d-on targets

Target areas assigned for surveillance

after the mission is airborne.
ARVN

Army of the Republic of Vietnam

Availability (aircraft)

Avionics
CO1USMACV

--

The term aircraft availability as used in
this report means that the bEssic alacraft
is available and safe to fly.
Aviation electronics.

-----

-

Commander, United States Military Assistance Command, Vietnam.

CRT

Cathode ray tube

CSA

Consolidated Supply Agency

Deficiency

Deficiencies are defects or malfunctions
"discovered during the life cycle of a
piece of equipment that constitute a
safety hazard to personnel, will result
in serious damage to the equipment if
operation is continued, or indicate improper design or other cause, which seriously impairs the equipment operational
capability. A deficiency normally disables or immobilizes the equipment.

Emissions (IR)

Infrared radiation distinctly above the
normal background radiation level recorded
on IR imagery.

Float aircraft

Immediately available replacement aircraft,
normally assigned to maintenance companies
to issue against combat losses or aircraft
undergoing extensive maintenance.
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Immediate mission

illviJ

t~li O

VA=1
lr

A mission generated by unforseen requirements for immediate intelligence informaticn. A portion of the air effort is
allooated to meet this requirement.
Aerial surveillance requests for immet.

..

to missions are performed as expedi-

tiously as possible and may be allocated
by diverting preplarned flights from
important missions.
In-flight spot reports

IP -, Initial point

IPIR
IR

-

Mission .

-

-

----

One-time reports coutaining information or
intelligence for which speed of transmissin
is a prime essential. The aircraft's radio•
are used.

--

Immediate photo intelligence report

-

AN/UAS-4 Aerial Infrared System

--

.

A well-defined point easily distinguished
visually, used as a starting poiLnt for a
surveillance run over a target,

.

.

...

Mission ready (aircraft)

Multi sensor surveillance

Preplanned mission

--

The dispatch.ng of one or more aircraft to
accomplish a specific task or tasks.
The term mission ready aircraft as used
in this report means that the aircraft
is caoable of safe flight and all equipment necessary to perform its primary
missi'an is on board and operational.

-

-

Simultaneous surveillance of a point or
area target by itore than one surveillance
mear"ns
Anticipated requirements for intelligence
information are met by preplanned missions.
The most oroductive results accrue from
aerial aurveillance missions when planning
is initiated in advance of operations.
This procedure permits proper selection

and allocation of platfonts and sensors
and allows thorough briefings for opera-

tional personnel.
Shortcomings

AMNEX F

Shortcom=zigs are imperfections or malfunctiona ditacovered during the life cycle of
equipment which should be reported and
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which must be corrected to increase the
efficiency and to render the equipment
completely serviceable. It will not
cause an immediate breakdown, jeopardize
safe operation, or greatly reduce the
usability or the material or end product.
SIAR

AN/APS-94 (A) Side looking Airborne Radar
System

Sortie

One sortie is

one aircraft making one take-

off and one landing for purposes of acquiring or delivering information, imagery,
ordnance, personnel, or fuel.
Spot report

spot report is rendered at the earliest
possible time after the imagery is interpreted. It provides information in response
to the specific purpose for which the mission
was flown, or reports any new developments
vital to current operations. The report
is disseminated by the most rapid means of
communications available.

.The

Target of military
significance
Target area
TRAC

-

.

RPI Branch

Actual or probable enemy activity as determined by review of all available information.
.

.

A specific location defined by one or more
coordinates to be surveyed.
The Target Research Analysis Center - Reconnaissance and Photographic Intelligence
Branch.
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(U) AN=EI G
EQUIPMENT FAULTS
1. LEFICIENCIES

None.
2. 6HORTCOMINGS
Shortcoming

Suggested
Corrective Action

Remarks

Accuracy of the
AN/APN-129 Doppler
and Marconi Cornputer Composite
System was not
satisfactory to
aviators although
maintenance found
no faults in either
system.

None recoimended.

A newer, standard system has
been type-classified and is
identified as the AN/ASN-64.,
for use in OV-I aircraft.
-In this system both the radar
and the computer are manufactured by the same company
(Marconi).|

lack of film brackets on the bare of
the Richards light
table, IB-46,
created difficulty
in the handling of
imagery.

Provide film b rackets for base.

Film must be rolled by hand.
Spools often rolled off the
table and unravelled on the
floor. See figure G-1.

G-1
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(U) FIGURE G-1.J.

ANNEX G

Richards light table, 'model 113-46.
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TOE FnR US ARMY AVIATION COMP&MY (AERIAL SURVEILlICE)
REGOWENDED BY ACTIV
It is the conclusion of the Army Concept Team in Vietnam that the
73d Aviation Company (AS) functioned effectively as a unit, accomplished
the assigned surveillance mission consistant with their resources, and
had a positive effect on the success of tactical operations in RVN.
However, the limited number of aircraft available made it impossible
to support all the areas in RVN requiring reconnaissance and surveillance and rigid priorities had to be established by J3
aACV.In view
of the need for an expanded electronic reconnaissance surveillance
effort, it is recommended that the TOE presented in annex H be adopted
in order to provide effective support to an army headquarters or a
corps in RVN.
This TOE differs from TOE 1-128T (Modified) and changes recommended
in annex E primarily in the number and mix of electronic sensors (three
SIAR and nine IR). The total nurber of assigned aircraft (12) remains
the saue, but the 6 OV-lAts presently authorized would be exchanged for
1 OV-lB (STAR) and 5 0V-IC (IR) aircraft. The current IR/SIAR platoon
and visual/photo platoon would be reulaced by an aerial surveillance
platoon with four sections (one SLAR and three IR) of three aircraft
each. For sustained 24-hour operations, an increase in personnel of
one aviator and eight aerial sensor operators would be required to
augment the currently authorized TOE 128-T (Modified) and its recommended
additions, deletions, and changes (armex E).
Although emphasis is placed on electronic surve.ilance means, the
photo/visual capability of the comparn will be retained, in that all
OV-1 series aircraft would be equipped with the KA-30 aerial camera.
In addition, the OV-lC's would also be equipped with the KA-60 forward looking panoramic cameras presently instaLled in the OV-lA aircraft.
It is anticipated that the requirement for visual surveillance
and reconnaissance missions by OV-1 aircraft wil be reduced. An
integrated plan for visual surveillance, using O-1 and U-17 observation
aircraft, has been established by COMUSMACV.
These aircraft wil] be
alloceted to corps, divisions, and subordinate units as required to
provide direct reconnaissance support to unit intelligence staffs.
The visual reconnaissance capability of the OV-1 series aircraft w-il,
however, still be organic.
The need for increased IR and SLAR equipped aircraft is best shown
by comparing the average daily aircraft availability and area of coverage using the present mix of OV-l•P and OV-1C aircraft with the anticipated aircraft availabilit:y and area of coverage using the proposed
TOE. Projected operational capabilities are derived from actual operational factors.
K-1
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The average size of area taken under IR surveillance daily by the
73d Aviation Company (AS) was 450 square kilometers, or approximately
2 percent of an average ARVN corps area.
Since an average of two IR
aircraft was available during each 24-hour period, each aircraft covered
approximately one percent of an average corps area nightly. With nine
OV-1C aircraft assigned, six aircraft would normally be flyable during
the average 24-hour period. The increased number of M aircraft, coupled with shorter distances to target areas because the airplances would
be stationed within the corps area, would allow for IR coverage up to 10
percent of the average corps area daily.

The average area taken under daily surveillance with the SIAR was
27,465 square kilometers, which is slightly larger than the average
ARVN! corps area. Since an a-erage of only one OV-1B per day was a-vailable, considerable distanc• • were flown before reversing course on most
missions. As a result, targets located on the initial pass could not
always be identified on the return pass, thereby making it impossible
to determine their direction and speed of movement. With three OV-lB's
assigned, an average of two should be available daily. This would allow
the aircraft to fly in trail over the entire corps area or individually
over shorter flight patterns.
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2.

PAR•

PERSONNEL REC01•KENLDI)

LINE

DESIGNATION

NOS

GRADE

1983
1983
672.80
941.60
768.60
94110
768.20
716.10
941-.0
940.00
710.00
760.00
631.60
351.20
631.10
763.10
351.20
631.10
631.10
630.00

Major
Capt
E4
E-6
E-6
E-5
E-4
E-4
E-4
E-3
E-3
E-3
E-6
E-5
E-5
E-4
E-4
E-4
E4,
F3

NO. RECOMNENDED

09
10
312
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Company Headquarters
Company Commander
Executive Ofi"icer
First Sergeant
Mess Steward
Supply Sergeant
First Cook
Armorer
Company Clerk
Cook
Cooks Helper
It Truck Driver
Supply Clerk
Motor Sergeant
Sr Power Gen Sp
Sr Wheel Veh Mech
Ordnance Parts Sp
Power Gen Sp
Wheel Veh Mech
Wrecker Onerator
Wheel Veh Mech Helper

01
02
03
04
05
06

Operations Platoon Headquarters
Flight Op Officer
1982
Operations Sergeant
907.70
Flight Op Chief
907.70
Sr Flight Op Sp
907.10
Flight Op Sp
907.10
Flight Op Helper
907.10

Capt
E-7
E-6
E-5
E-4
E-3

1
1
1
1
2
1

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08

Imagery Interpretation Section
Imagery Interp Officer
Asst Imagery Interp Officer
Imagery Interp Tech
Section Sergeant
Imagery Interp Sgt
Imagery Interp
Imagery Interp
Clerk Typist

Capt
Lt
WO
E-7
E-6
E-5
E-4
E-4

1
2
2
1
2
8
3
2

01
01
02
03
04
05
06
07

02

03

ANNEX H
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9309
9309
962A
969.70
969.10
969.10
969.10
711.10

1
1
1
1
I
•

3
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
2
1
2

PAR

M0S

LINE

DESCRIPTION

01

Surveillance Plat oon Headquarters
Platoon Commander
1980

02

Platoon Sergeant

04

03

207.70
670.00

Lt Truck Driver

GRADE

NO. RECOMM

Capt

1

E-7

1

Capt
Lt
SP/6
SP/5

4

E-3

2

Aerial Radar Section

05

01
02
03
04

Section Leader
Fixed Wing Aviator
Sr Aerial Sensor Op
Aerial Sensor Op

1980
1980
207.60C
207.10C

1
1

9
06
01
02
03
04

Aerial Infrared Section ()
Section Leader
Fixed Wing Aviator
Senior Aerial Sensor Op
Aerial Sensor Op

1980
1980
207o60D
207o1OD

Capt
l/Lt
SP/6
SP/5

3
12
3
9

"27
01
02
03
04
05

Ordnance Section
Aircraft Armaments Spy
Sr Aircraft Armorer
Aircraft Armorer
Sr Ammo Storage Sp
Amno Storage Sp

427.60
427o10
427.10
411.60
41.i10

E-6
E-5
E-4
E-6
E-4

I
2
6
1
3
13

01
02
03
04
05

Signal Platoon Headquarters
Platoon Cvmmander
Comm Elec Equip Rpmn
Platoon Sergeant
Signal Supply Sp
Signal Supply Sp

60210
286P
284.70
765.60
765.10

Capb
WO
E-7
E-5
E-4

1
1
1

01
02
03
04
05
06

Communications Section
Communciations Chief
Radio TT Chief
Radio TT Operator
Wireman
Radio Repairman
Switchboard Operator

311.60
053.60
053.10
310o00
296.10
310o00

E-6
E-5
E-4
E-4
E-4
F4

1
2

01
02
03
04
05

Avionics .--pair Section
Sr Aerial Sensor Rpm
Avn Elec Equip Rpmn
Aerial Infrared Rpmn
SEAR Repairman
Avn Elec Equip Rpmn

207.60
284.20
207.10
207.10
284.10

F,6
E-5
E-5
E-5
E-4

07

08

09

10
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3
2
1

13

1
2
2
2
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PAR

LINE

DESCRIPTION

01
02

NO. RECONNENDED

__0

GRADE

Photo laboratory Section
Photo lab Supv
Sr Photo lab Sp

843.60
843.10

E-6
E-5

03

Photo lab Sp

843.10

E-4

01
02

Camera Rerair Section
Sr Surv Photo Rpmn
Photo Equip Rpm

401.30
401.20

E-4
E-F4

4

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09

Aircraft Service Platoon Headquarteri
64823
Platoon Commander
67100
Airplane Maint Tech
672.70
Platoon Sergeant
679.40
Airplane Tech Insp
766.10
Aircraft Parts Sp
766.10
Aircraft Parts Sp
711.10
Shop Clerk
711.10
Clerk Typist
760.00
Aireraft Supply Clerk

Capt
WO
E-7
E-6
E-5
E-4
E-4
E-4
E-3

1
1
1
2
1
2
1
I
1

01
02
03
04
05
06

Organizational Maintenance Section
679.70
Repair Foreman
672.20
Section Chief
672.20
Crew Chief
672.20
Senior Aircraft Mech
672.20
Aircraft Mech
670.00
Aircraft Mech Helper

E-7
E-6
E-5
E-5
E-4
E-3

1
2
12
8
10
4

ii

12

13

14

1
3

6

10

5

37
15
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
ANNEX H

Aircraft Field Maintenance Section
679.70
Repair Foreman
443.10
Machinist
672.40
Sr Aircraft Rpmn
681.10
Sr Acft Eng Rpan
684.70
Sr Prop Rpmn
685.10
Sr Elect Rpun
686.10
Sr Airframe Rpmn
464.27
Parachute Packer
678.10
Hydraulic System Rpmn
672.40
Airplane Rpmn
681.10
Aircraft Eng Rpmn
685,10
Elec Rpmn
464.27
Parachute Packer
684.10
Propellor Rpmn
686.10
Airframe Rpmn
H-6

E-7
E-5
E-5
E-5
E-5
E-5
E-5
E-5
E-5
E-4
E-4
E-4
E-4
E-4
E-4

1
1
2
1
1
1
3
1
1

4
2
2
2
I
2

I!

I
PAR

LINE

DESCRIPTION

MS

GRADE

15

16
17
18
19

Hydraulic Sjs Rpmn
Machinist
Supply Clerk (Tool Crib)
Airplane Mech Helper

687.,10
443.10
760.10
670.0c

E-4
E-4
E-3
E-3

I
1
1
1

01
02
03

Airfield Service Section
Section Chief
Acft Fuel Hand Sp
Crash Rescue Sp

672.60
552.10
525.10

E-5
E-4
E-F4

1
6

16

NO. RECOMN1MDM

,
10

RECAPITUIATION:
Officers - 29
3.
LINE
ITEM NC.
106505
108050
108171
202670
222752
229910
232940
235163
23961-4
239621
274210
401088
401250
417125
420670
425565
429280
435965
453890
453905

Warrant Office s - 4

Enlisted Men - 211

Aggregate - 244

EQUIPMENT RECONMENDED
ITEM DESCRIPTION

NO. RECOMNHDED

Company Headquarters
Compressor reciprocating power drive
Decontame ating apparatis portable 14 qt
Detector kit chemical agent VGH
Bag water sterilizing cotton duck porous
stitched seams 36 gal
Compass magnetic lensatic 1.58 in.dia card
Extinguisher fire carbon dioxide charged
hand 15 lb
Flashlight plastic right angle 2 cell
minature flange lamp watertight
Generator set gas eng 1.5 DI 60 cy 1 hp
2 wire ac 120 skid mtd
Heater immersion liq fuel fired 30 in.
lg of heater
.Heater imnersiohi liqfuel fired 37' in.
,lg of heater
Sprayer insect hand 2 gal cap
Bayonet knife w/scabbard for 7.62mm rifle
Binocular 7 X 50 military reticle
Gun machine 7.62mm lightweight general purpose
Launcher grenade 40mm
Mount tripod machine gun 7.62mm
Pistol automatic •al .45
Rifle 7.62mm semiautomatic it barrel
Tool kit org ma"n no. 1 common
Tool kit org main$ no.1 supplemental
H-7

1
13
1
2
20
9
9
I
6
1
1
28
1
4
2
4
5
23
1
1
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ITE~M NO.

453995

NO, MEOIOMMNME

ITEM DESCRIPTION
Tool kit ýA rpmn
Trailer amphibious cargo ¼ ton 2 wheel

2
.i

460050
460110
460141

Trailer cargo 3/4 ton 2 wheel
Trailer cargo l1 ton 2 wheel
Trailer tank water l ton 2 wheel
Truck cargo 3/4 ton 4X4
Truck cargo 2j ton 6X6
Truck cargo 2t ton lwb w/wn

2
3
1
2
2
2

461790

Truck utility

ton 4X4

2

461885
465380
465385
500022

Truck wrecker medium 5 ton 6X6 w/wn
Watch wrist grade II
Watch wrist grade II type D
Accessory outfit gasoline field range
33 components
Barber kit
Case field office mach plywood 22J in.L

1
29
27

Cook set field
Cook sot field 4 components
Filing cabinet steel grey 4 door H w/comb lock
Food container insulated rectangular
5 gal capacity aluminum
Goggles sun wind dust 2 plast colorless
neutral grey

14
3
I

457110
457190
457220

457495

503120
510324
510550
515202
524890
526281
529100

529969
541075
549225
552633
554983
558400
561114
561225
562161
563450
565794
566001

*

569151
569850
ANNEX H

1

13¼ in.W 17 in. D1

Guidon nylon-wool blank 1 ft 8 in. hoist
2 ft 33/A in.fly
Paulin ctn duck I? 1ft Ig 20 ft wd
Range outfit field gasoline
Repair kit tentage
Screen latrine FMWWR OD 55 ft lg 8 pins
10 poles
Sling carrying universal individual load
Stove gasoline burner 11 oz rated fuel
tank cap
Strapping -Ljt steel strapping hand 3/4 in.
to 2 in. strap
Table folding legs wood top and legs 36 in. I,

9
1
3
3

I
2
38

3
1

27 in.W 27 25/32 in.H

4

Tableware outfit field 14 components
Tent frame type maint med lt metal FMWWR
OD 32 ft lg
Tent kitchen fly proof FMWWR OD complete

5

w/pins and poles
566059

1

1

1

Tent liner for 32 ft tent frame type maint

mdmm lt metal

1

Tool kit automotive mechanics 52 components
Tool kit electricians 29 components

9

H-8

4

I
LINE

ITEM NO.

rTEM DESCRIPTION

570336

Tool kit general use tools sig
drawing TE-33
Typewriter nonportable 13 in.paper
size 42 to 44 keys elite type
Trunk locker plywood 31 in.° 15 1/8 in.W

575870
575950

NO. HECOMNE

11 7/8 in.D w/tray
575970
588537
604550
609625
628230
634670
634671
655701
657124
660000
678260
71U740

1
I

1

Typewriter portable upper: and lower case
elite type 42 keys
Tent GP small w/cover line pins poles
ves5ibuleJ
Barometer ML-I02
Charger radiac detector PR-1567/PF
Multimeter TS-352/U
Radiacmeter IM-93/UD
Radiacmeter IM-174-PD
Radio set AN/VRC-47 mtd in truck 1/4 ton
Radio set control group AN/GRA-39
Reeling machine cable hand RL-39
Telephone set TA-312/PT
Chain assy sgl leg w/pear links and 1 grab

1
10
1
3

4
8
2
1
1
1
3

hook 5/8 in.by 16 ft

5

712730
744410

Computer air navigation dead reckoning type MB-4
Life preserver under arm aircraft gas or

2

oral inflation

2

763200

Plotter aircraft scale 1:500,000 and 1:1,000,000

2

108050
108171
232940
235155
249076
401088
420670
428300
429280
435965
457110
461790
500559
510321
513620
516300

D

Operations Platoon Headquarters
Decontaminating aparatus portable 1½ qt
Detector kit chemical agent VGH
Flashlight plastic right angle 2 cell
miniatilre flange lamp watertight
Generator set dsl eng 15 kw 60 cyc skid mtd
Light set gen ilium 25 outlet
Bayonet knife w/scabbard for 7.62mm rifle
Launcher grenade 40mm
Pistol pyrotechnic
Pistol automatic cal .45
Rifle 7.62mm semiautomatic lt barrel
Trailer amphibious cargo ý ton 2 wheel
Truck utility ý ton 4X4 q
Add-sub mach hand columnar 10 digit
stationary carriage
Case field office mach plywood 18J in.L

3
1

4
1
1
7
1
1
3
4
1
1
1

l3½ inW 17 in.D

1

Clock message center Chelsea clock M-2 *
Desk field plywood 20 7/8 in.W 14 7/16 in.H

1

15 5/8 in.D

1
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ITEM NO.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

528911
529100

Filing cabinet 5 dr map and plan steel grey
Goggles sun wind dust 2 plast colorless
neutral grey

554125

Safe 2 shelves 1 dwr 2 compartment 26 in.H

562161

Table folding legs wood top and legs 36 in.L

575950
603114
631511
634670
634671
6512C:,
655201
657124
678260
711740
712730

2
1

17 in.W 171 in.D
570336
575900
575910

2

24 in.W 27 25/32 in.H

6

Tool kit general use to'is sig drawing TE-33
Typewriter non-portable .I or 12 in, paper size
Typewriter non-portable 20 in. paper size 42 to
44 keys elite type
Trunk looker plywood 31 in.L 15 1/8 in.W

1
2

11 7/8 in"D w/tray

2

Antenna AT-984/G
Power supply PP/2953/U
Radiacmeter IM-93/UD
Radiacmeter IK-174-PD
Radio set AN/VRC-24 mtd in 3/4 ton truck
Radio set AN/VRC-46 mtd in truck * ton
Radio set control group AN/GRA-39
Telephone set TA-312/PT
Utility airplane
Chain assy sgl leg w/pear links and 1 grab

2
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
1

hook 5/8 inoby 16 ft

1

1

Computer air navigation dead reckoning type

MB-4

1

763200

Life preserver under arm aircraft gas or
oral inflation
Plotter aircraft scale 1:500,000 and 1:1,000,000

6
1

960010

Antenna AT-791/G

1

744410

108050
226964
226966
243805
247984
249042
250575
268860
275565
277540
280160

Imagery Interpretation Section
Decontaminating apparatus portable 1½ qt
Draft rach 24 in.lg arm protr grad 0 to 360 deg
Draft inst set ofc
Interpretation kit photographic
Letts.:ing set vert and ang lettering
Light desk AC 115 V to 125 V lamps accomp
lamp position adJ rigid sec
Magnifier self-illuminated 2 in.dia
Scale plot flat L shape 4 3/4 in. L meters
yd 1:25,000 1:50,000
Steremneter photogram 0 to 25=i
Straight edge stl draft 42 in lg
0 to
Table tracing drafting wood adj tilt
40 deg illum glass surface 36X24 in. (48X36

in.top 37 tn.H FSN 6675-641-5741)
ANNEX H
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4
2
1
19
2
10

4
19
2
2

2

I

I
LINE
ITEM NO.

ITEM DESCRIPTION'

401088
429280
435965
457190
457220
460050
461828
510321

Bayonet knife w/scabbard for 7.62mm rifle
Pistol automatic cal .45
Rifle 7.62mm semi-automatic It barrel
Trailer cargo 3/4 ton 2 wheel
Trailer cargo l ton 2 wheel
Truck cargo 3/4 ton 4X4
Truck van expansible 2j ton 6X6
Case fld office roach plywood 18 in.L l31 in.W

NO. RECO1ENDED

17 in.D
513129
513139
524890
528911
562161

2

Filing cabinet card size 16 in. 2 dr for 5X8 in.
cards
Filing cabinet card size 16 in.2 dr for 3X5 in.
cards
File cab steel grey 4 dr w/comb lock
File cab map and plan steel grey 5 dr
Table folding legs wood top 36 in.L 24 in.W

596684
618115
641686
678260

108050
108171
232940
401088
429280
435965

2
2

4
4

4

27 in.H
575970

21
5
16
2
1
2
2

Typewriter ptbl upper and lower case elite
style 42 keys
Typewriter non-portable 14 to 15 in. carriage
Gen set gas eng tlr mtd PU-290/MR
Radio set AS/GRR-5 mtd in truck van expansible
Telephone set TA-312 PT
Zoom microscope model no, 53-71-01 Bausch &
Lomb
Tube magnifier lOX Bausch & Lomb
Stool revolving leg with seat raising 30 in
wood FSN 7110-269-9250
Light table Richards model GFL 918 mfg catalog
no. 910103
Power stereoscope Richards Equip Corp combination
of 2 ea catalog no. 91533 & 2 ea catalog no.
960202
Optics kit Richards model M02 catalog no 960261
Viewer-printer Fairchild model F512 (Fairchild
Camera & Instrument Corp, Syosset, New York)
Light table Richards Model GFL 940 ME catalog

2
I
2
1

4
2
2
12

4
2
2
3

no 910421

2

Surveillance Platoon Headc•parters
Decontaminating apparatus portable 1 qt
Detector kit chemical agent VGH

1
1

Flashlight plastic right angle 2 cell minature
flange lamp watertight
Bayonet knife w/scabbard for 7.62mm rifle
Pistol automatic cal .45
Rifle 7.62mm semi-automatic it barrel

H-U
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4
2
2
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ITEM NO-.

ITEM DESCRIPION

457310
457190
460050
461790
618102
634670
634671

Trailer utility . ton 2 wheel
Trailer cargo 3/A ton 2 wheel
Truck cargo 3/4 ton 4X4
Truck utility t ton 4X4
Generator set gas eng trailer mtd PU 474/9
Radiacmeter IM-93/UD
Radiacmeter IM-174/PD

1
2
2
1
2
1
1

655204

Radio set AN/VRC-46 mtd in van AN/TAQ-I

2

670356
678260
712730
74"410

Surveillance information center infrared AN/TAQ-l
Telephone set TA-312/PT
Computer air navigation dead reckoning MB-I
Life preserver under arm aircraft gas or oral
inflation
Plotter aircraft scale 1:500,000 and 1:1,000,000

2
1
1

763200
108050
232940
401088
429280
634670
634671
638600
678260
700840
712730
744410
763200
108050
232940
401088
429280
634670
634671
638600
678260
700840
7127V0
74"40
763200

ANNEX H

NO. RECOMMED

Aerial Radar Section
Decontaminating apparatus portable l1 qt
Flashlight plastic right angle 2 cell minature
flange lamp watertight
Bayonet knife w/scabbard for 7.62mm rifle
Pistol automatic cal .45
Radiacmeter IM-93/UD
Radiacmeter IM-174/PD
Radio set AN/VRC-l0
Telephone set TA-312/PT
Airplane combat surveillance
Computer air navigation dead reckoning MB-4
Life preserver under arm aircraft gas or oral
inflation
Plotter aircraft scale 1:500,000 and 1:1,000,000
Aerial Infrared Sections (3)
Decontaminating apparatus portable lI qt
Flashlight plastic right angle 2 cell minature
flange lamp watertight
Bayonet knife w/scabbard for 7.62mm rifle
Pistol automatic cal .45
Radiacmeter IM-93/UD
Radiacmeter IM-174/PD
Radio set AN/VRC-l0
Telephone set ¶.1-312/PT
Airplane combat surveillance
Computer air navigation dead reckoning MB-4
Life preserver under arm aircraft gas or oral

1
1

5
9
9
2
1
6
1
3
5
9
5
3
15
27
27
3
3
18
3
9
15

inflation

27

Plotter aircraft scale 1:500,000 arid 1:1,000,000

15

H-12

CONFIDENTIAL

LINE
ITEM NO.

ITrEM DESCRIPTION

Ordnance Section
Compressor reciprocating power drive
Decontaminating apparatus portable l1 qt
Fl.shlight plastic right angle 2 cell minature
flange lamr watertight
Bayonet knire w/scabbard for 7.62mm rifle
Rifle 7.62mm semi-automatic lt barrel
Trailer cargo 3/4 ton 2 wheel
Trailer cargo l1 ton 2 wheel
Truck cargo 3/4 ton 4X4
Truck cargo 2j ton 6X6 lwb
Tool kit armorers 42 components
Truck lift fork gas 6000 lb pneumatic tire
rough terrain
Radiacmeter IM-93/UD
Radiacmeter IM-174/PD
Douglas bomb hoist
Ordnance trailer rark 7
Bomb lift sling

106505
108050
232940
401088

435965
457190
457220
460050
460110
569051
583660
634670
634671

Signal Platoon Headquarters
Decontaminating apparatus portable l1 qt
Tlashlight plasti.c right angle 2 cell minature
flange lamp wateirtight
Bayonet knife w/scabbard fo? 7o 6 2mm rifle
Pistol automatic cal .45
Rifle 7.62ii semi-autmnatic lt barrel
Radiacmete"° IK-93/UD
Radiacmeter IM-174/PD
Computer air navigation dead reckoning MB-4
Life preserver under arm aircraft gas or oral
inflation
Plottlr aircraft scale 1:500,000 and 1:1,000,000
Electronic shop semi-trailer mtd AN/ASM-190

108050
232940
401088
429280
435965
634670
634671
712730
744410
763200

108050
232940
235133
235152
235163
401088

435965
457190

NO. )aCOMKMMED

'

Coua-mication Section
DecontaminatIng apparatus portable 1 qt
Flashlight plastic right angle 2 cell minature
flange lamp watertight
Generator set gas engine 3 kw dc 28 V skid
shock mtd
Generator set gas engine 1.5 kw dc 28 V skid mtd
Generator set gas engine 1.5 kw 60 cy 1 ph
2 wire AC 120 V skid mtd
Bayonet knife w/scabbard for 7. 6 2mm rifle
Rifle 7.62mm semi-automatic It barrel
TrWiler cargo 3/4 ton 2 wheel
H-13

1
2
6
13
13
I
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
6
6
6
1
3
6
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
2
1
13
13
2
ANNEX H

LINE

ITEM NO.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

460050
510321

Truck cargo 3/4 ton 4A.4
Case field office machine plywood 18; in, H

2

13¼ in.W 17 in D

1

554125

Safe 2 shelvei

.

NO. RECOMM D

dwr ? c--mpartment 26 in.H

17 in.W 171 in.D

1
8
8
2
3
1
i
1

628139
628230
634670
634671
644300

Tool kit general us(, 'ocols TE-33
Tool kit radar & radio 47 components
Tool kit supp radar & radio repair TK 88/U
Antenna AT-984 G
Antenna group RC 292
Reeling machine hand RL 27B
Case BC-5
Electronic tactical teletypewriter security
equipment TSEC/KW-7
Multimeter P.'I/URi4-l05
Multimeter TS-352/U
Radiacmeter IM-93/UD
Radiacmeter IM-174/PD
Radio set AN/PRC-25

657124
657222
660000
660120
665028
672380

Radio set control group AN/GRA 39
Radio teletypewriter set AN/GRC-46
Reeling machine cable rand RL-39
Reeling machine cable hand RL-31
Generator sig AN/URM-25
Switchboard telephone manual. SB.-22/PT

4

678260

Telephone set TA-31.2/PT

3

681690
681715
685665

Terminal board TM-184
Telegraph terminal group
Test sc.. electron tube TV-7/U

2
1
1

689616
689620

Tool kit radio repairman TK-15
Tool kit radar and radio repairman TK-87/U

3
'8

698400
698535

Wire WD-l/TT RL-159/U
Splicing kit telephone cable MK-356/G
Electronic shop semitrailer mtd AN/ASM-189

10
1
1

570336
571325
571733
603114
603250
604010
609670
614915

108050
232940
401088

435965
602636
618103
621124
624981
62-5002
627520

ANMEX H

Avi• iics Repair Section
Decontaminating apparatus portable l1 qt
Flashlight plastic right angle 2 cell minature
flange lamp watertight
Bayonet knife w/scabbard for 7.62m= rifle
Rifle 7. 6 2mm semi-automatic lt barrel
Analyzer for compass TS-1662/ASW
Generator set diesel tlr mtd 45 kw PTJ-551/M
Ind3icator standing ware radio AN/URM-120
Maint kit e2 ic equip MK-652). AN/APS-94
Maint kit elec equip MK-426/ARM
Modification kit electronic equipment MK-345/6R

H-14

I
2
1
3
I
2
2
2
1
1
2

4
3
13
13
I
2
1
1
i
1

ITEEM NO,

ITEEM DESCRIPTION

NO, REC)O(IDE

628139

Multimeter ANARm-lOS

4

628230
628314
628960

Multimeter TS-352/U
Multimeter ME-26/U
OscilL.oscope OS-SU

3
1
1

631511

Power supply PP-2953/:U

1

631581
634670
634671
678260
682695
683375
683665

Poter supply PP-1104/G
Radiacmeter IM-93/UD
Radiacmeter IM-174-PD
Telephone set TA 312/PT
Generator signal BC-376
Test set flight line AN/ASM-80
Test set electron tube TV-7/U

1
2
2
1
1

683801
683805

Test set radar AN/GPM-46
Test set radar AN/APM-176

2
1

685603
685684

Test set optical alignment infrared AB/AAM-8
Test set radar M/APM-156

1
1

689616

Tool kit radio repairman TK-115

689620
694790

Tool kit radio & radar TK-87/U
Inverter vibrator PP-68/U
Electronic shop semi-trailer mtd AN/ASM 189

9
4

Electronic shop semi-trailer mtd AN/ASH 190
Liquid nitrogen generating plant Gas Engineer
Equipment Corp PN G215
Energizer engine FSN 1730-863-5743

4
1

1

2
1
2

Photo Lab Section
108050
401088
435965
457495
460110
612945
618094
634670
634671
108050
401088
435965

461834
570931
628139
628230
634670
634671
683407

Decontaminating apparatus portable l1 qt
Bayonet knife w/scabbard for 7.62mm. rifle
Rifle 7.62mm, semi-automatic It barrel
Trailer tank water 1½ ton 2 wheel
Truck cargo 2J ton 6X6 lwb
Darkroom photographic portable ES-29
Generator set diesel engine trailer ktd PU-402/M
Radiacmeter IM-93/UD
Radiacmeter IM-174/PD
Camera Repair Section
'Decontaminating apparatus portable 1½ qt
Bayonet knife w/scbbard for 7.62mm rifle
R.fle 7. 6 2mm semi-automatic lt barrel
Truck van shop 2½ ton 6X6
Tool kit photographic repair 15 components w/case
Multimeter AN/URM-105
Multimeter TS-352/U
Radiacmeter IM-93/UD
Radiacmeter IM-174/PD
Test set A-6 photo flash cartridge ejection IM-27

H.-15

3
10
10
3

3
3
3
3
3
1
5
5

1
3

4
1
1
1
1

ANNE[ H

LINE
ITEM NO.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

683408
663409
665795
689616
689620
689940

Te3t
Teet
Teit
Tool
Tool
Tool

108050
108171
232940
249076
401088
420670
429280

435965
457190
457220
460050
460110
461790
500559

set
st
set
kit
kit
kit

NO. RECOMMENDED

photographic surveillance system IS-40A
photographic preflight IS-39
photographic surveillance LS-34
radio repairman TK-115
radio & radar TK-87/U
photogravhic repair TK-II6/GF

Headquarters Aircraft Service Platoon
Decontaminating apparatus portable 1 qt
Detector kit chemical agent VGH
Flashlight plastic right angle 2 cell minature
flange lamp watertight
light set gen illum 25 outlet
Bayonet knife w/scabbard for. 7.62mm rifle
Launcher grenade 40mm
Pistol automatic cal .45
Rifle 7.62mm semi-automatic lt barrel
Trailer cargo 3/A ton 2 wheel
Trailer l1 ton 2 wheel
Truck cargo 3/4 ton 4XU
Truck cargo 2j ton 6X6 lwb
Truck utility ¼ ton 4U4
Add-sub mach hand columnar 10 digit stationary
carriage

506300

Cabinet spare parts steel 11 drawer

510321

Case field office mach plywood 181 in.L

13A in.W 17 i.D

I
2
1
1
2
1
3
1
3
1
U
1
4
7
1
2

I
2
1
1
Ui

2

510324

Case field office mach plywood 22J in.L

13¼ in.W 17 mn.D
Desk field plywood 20 7/8 in.W 14 7/16 in.H
15 5/8 in.D

1

516300

File visible index bk unit 50 pkts
Goggles sun wind dust 2 plast colorless
neutral grey
Table folding legs wood top and legs 36 in L
24 in W 27 25/32 in H

1

524320
529100
562161

575950
575970

1
3
5

Truck locker plywood 31 in.L 15 1/8 in.W
11 7/8 in. D w/tray

2

Typewriter portable upper and lower case elito
type 42 keys

2

634670
634671
678260
712730
744410

Radiacmeter IM-93/UD
Radiacmeter IM-174/•PD
Telephone set TA-312/PT
Computer air navigation dead reckoning type MB-4
Life preserver under arm aircraft gas or oral

2
2
1
2

inflation

2

763200

Plotter aircraft scale 1:500,000 and 1:1,000,000

2

ANNEX H

H-16

LIE,

NO. RECOM E

ITEM NO.

ITEM !ESCRIPTION

784030

Tool kit acft inspection technical

108050
229910
230037
232941
235203
235651
401088
416404

435965
457190
457220
460050
460141
513302
529100
541075
634620
678260
711740
784040
785220
785230

108050
232542
232872
232941
232942

0rganizational Maintenance Section
Decontaminating apparatus portable l1 qt
Ext fire carbon diox charged hand 15 lb
Ext fire momc. .rcmotrifuloromethane chg hand
w/brkt 2.75 lb
Flashlight plastic baton 2 cell watertight
Generator set gks eng 3 kw 60 cy 1 and 3 ph

4 wire AC 120/240 V 120/208 V skid mtd

Generator set gas eng 7.5 kw DC 28.5 V 2 wire
liquid cooled whl mtd 2 wheels
Bayonet knife w/scabbard for 7.62mm rifle
Grinding machine utility bench mtd ýhp ac
11OV 60 cy 1 ph
Rifle 7.62mm semi-automatic It barrel
Trailer cargo 3/4 ton 2 wheel
Trailer cargo 1½ ton 2 wheel
Truck cargo 3/4 ton 4X4
Truck cargo 21 ton 6X6 w/wn
Cleaner vacumn hand 26500 ft per minute
discharge velocity
Goggles sun wind dust 2 plast colorless neutral
grey
Paulin ctn (Luck 40 ft L 20 -t W
Radias set AN/PDR-27J
Telephone ret TA-312/PT
Chain assy sgl leg w/pear links and 1 grab
hook 5/8 bi.by 16 ft
Tool kit awft mechanics general
Tool set organizational maintenance Army
acft set A
Tool set organizational maintenance Army
acft set A supplement
Air compressor lt wt high pressure 11OV 60 cy
Tow bar aircraft FSN 1730-023-5320
Grease gun hand FSN 4930-837-5516
Nutrunner A screwdriver FSN 5130-990-2874
Airfield Sorvice Section
Decontamin,.ting apparatuti portable l1 qt
Filter separator iiq fuel 50 gpm 75 psi
2 in.inlet 2 in.outlet
Fire fighting equip truck mtd CH300
Flashlight Dlastic baton 2 cell watertight
Flashlight plastic right angle 2 cell minature
flange lamp explosion proof watertight
H-17

2

3
3
3
12

4
1
37
3
37
1
2
1
2
3
2
3
3
1
2
34
2
2
2
1
3
2
1
1

4
5
ANNEX H

i

LINE
ITEM NO0
233452
249011

EM DESCRIPTION

NO, REOM

510477

Forced entry and rescue equip set aircraft crash
Light set marker emergency airfield runway ptbl
battery operated
Trailer oxy servicing 3 wheel
Bayonet knife w/scabbard for 7.62mm rifle
Rifle 7.62mm semi-automatic it barrel
Trailer cargo 3/4 ton 2 wheel
Trailer cargo 1j ton 2 wheel
Truck cargo 3/4 ton 4X4
Truck cargo 2j ton 6X6 w/wn
Truck tank fuel servicing 2j ton 6X6
Case field office machine plywood 22J inL
13¼ in.W l1 in.D
Control pressure filling non-vent drum 5 psi

518320

pressure shut off
Desk field plywood 22 5/8 in.W 25 7/8 in.H

289403
401088

435965
457190
457220
460050
460141
461328
510324

141 in.D
519800
529100
559290
634670
634671
643107
678260

108050
401088
422950

435965

439005
440704
457220
460141
461490
510324

518320
519800

ANNEX H

1
3
1
10
10
1
5

1
1
4
1
1

1

Dispensing pump hand driven continuous flow
12 gal per 100 rev
Goggles sun wind dnst 2 plast colorless neutral
grey
Pumping assy flammable liquid bulk transfer
225 gpm
Radiacmeter IM-93/UD
Radiacmeter IM-174/PD
Radio set AN/VRC-53 mt.d in truck 2½ ton cargo
Telephone set TA-312/PT
Nozzle single pt 2j in.FSN 1730-289-0096
Sling drum lifting FSN 3940-676-3439
Field Maintenance Section
Decontamination apparatus portable 11 qt
Bayonet knife w/scabbard for 7.62nm rifle
Measuring and layout tool set machinist
Rifle 7.62mm semi-autormatic it barrel
Semi-trailer van cargo 6 ton 2 wheel
Shop set field maint spare parts storage No. 2
Trailer cargo l1 ton 2 wheel
Truck cargo 21 ton lwb
Truck tractor 5 ton 6X6 swb w/wn
Case field office machine plywood 22J in.L

L3¼ in.W 17 in.D
Desk field plywood 22 5/8 in.W 25 7/8 in.H
14J in.D
Dispensing pump hand driven continuous flow
12 gal per 100 rev

H-18

7
1
2
1
1
1
4
2
3
30
1
30

4
4
2
2
7

1
1
1

LINE
NO. •RHCO1•WD

ITEM NO.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

529100

Goggles sun wind dust 2 plast colorless neutral

555620

grey
Sewing machine 6 7/8 in.to 8 7/8 in. depth

555775
555927
576700
634670
634671
775400
775401
775423
775424
775670
784040
784490
784495
784510
784540

1
Sewing machine I0ý in.throat
1
Sewing machine 12 in. throat without tablestand
Table parachute pack sectional 4 sect 576 in.tot L
36 in.W 32 in.H
I
3
Radiacmnter IM93/UD
1
Radiacmeter I!4-I74/PD
Shop set aeft maint stlr mtd A-1 tool crib
1
elect flaw detector
metal
stlr
med
A-2
sheet
Shop set acft maint
1
welding hydraulic
Shop set acft maint tlr mtd B4 machine and
1
engine shop
Shop set acft maint stlr mtd B-5 propeller
1
and rotor
Shop set ord hdlg and servicing field maint
1
Army acft set 1
11
Tool kit acft mechanic general
3
Tool kit airframe repairmans Army acft
2
Tool kit engine & power train repair
2
Tool kit hydraulic repairmans Army acft
2
Tool kit propeller & rotary repair
1
Case set transportable storage FSN 8115-663-0213
3
Oxygen cart w/tanks
3
Multiple servicing unit MA-I
4
Kit special tools Martin Baker
12
Survival kits 'FSN 6545-6ll-o976
2
Compressor reciprocating power drive 11AI 7 efu
2
TM3-4340-206-J5 May 59 respirator paint type X-5

Survival kit, FSN 6545-611-0978
Kit tester vibration FSI 4920-973-2149

4.

4
1

24
1

RECAPITUATION
C{EMIC(OAL ITEMS

106505
108050
108171

Compressor reciprocating power driven
Decontaminating apparatus portable 11 qt
Detector kit chemical agent VGH

202670

Bag water sterilizing cotton duck porous
stitched seams 36 gal
Compass magnetic 1.58 in.dla card
Draft mach 24.in Ig arm, protr grad 0 to 360 deg
Draft inst set ofa

2

49
4

ENGINEER ITEMS
222752
226964
226966

H-19

2
20
2
I
AIEX H

IINE

NO,- RECONMED

ITEM NO

ITE24 DESCRIPTION

229910

Ext fire carbon diox charged hand 15 lb

230037

Ext fire monobromotriflueromethane chg hand

232542
232872
232940
232941
232942
233452
235133
235152
235155
235163
235205
235651
239614
239621
243805
247984
249011
249042
249076
250575
268860
274210
275565
277540
280160
289403
401088
401250
416404

ANNEX H

w/brkt 2.75 lb
Filter seperator liq fuel 50 gpm 75 psi 2 in.
inlet 2 in.outlet
Fire fighting equip set truck itd 0H300

12

3
1
1

Flashlight plastic right angle 2 cell miniature
flange lamp watertight
51
16
Flashlight plastic baton 2 cell watertight
Flashlight plastic right angle 2 cell ainature
flange lamp explosion proof and watertight
5
1
Forced entry and rescue equip set aircraft crash
2
Generator set gas eng 3 kw DC 28 V skid shock W
2
Generator set gas eng 1.5 kw 28 V skid itd
Generator set dsl eng 15 kw 60 cy 3 ph 4 wire
AC 120/208 240/416 V cony to 12.5 kw 50 cy
1
skid mtd
Generator 3et gas eng 1.5 kw 60 cy 1 ph 2 wire
2
AC 120 V skid mtd
Generator set gas eng 3 kw 60 cy I and 3 ph
4 wire AC 120/240 V 120 208 V skid mtd
4
Generator set gasoline engine 7.5 kw DC 28.5 V
1
2 wire liquid cooled whl mtd 2 wheels
Heater immersion liq fuel fired 30 inolg of heater 6
Heater immersion liq fuel fired 37¼ inolg of heater I
19
Interpretation kit photographic
2
Lettering set vert and ang lettering
Light set marker emergency airfield runway
3
portable battery operated
lamp
Light desk AC 115 V to 125 V lamps acec
10
position adj rigid sec
2
Light set gen ilium 25 outlet
4
Magnifier self-illuminated 2 in.dia
Scale plot flat L shape 4 3/4 in. lg meters yd
19
1:25,000 1:50,000
1
Sprayer insect hand 2 gal cap
2
Stereometer photogram 0 to 25mm
2
Straight edge stl draft 42 in.lg
0 to 40
Table tracing drafting wood adj tilt
deg illum glass surface 36X24 in. (48X36 in.top
2
37 in.H FSN 6675-641-5741)
1
Trailer oxy servicing 3 whl
ORDNANCE ITEMS
Bayonet knife w/scabbard for 7.62mm rifle
Binocular 7X50 military reticle
Grinding mach utility bench mtd ½HP AC -lOV
60 4.y 1 ph

H-20

244
1
3

LINE

NO. RECO*W•NF2

TEM NO.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

417125
420670
422950
425565
428300
429280
435965
439005
440704
453890
453905
453995
457110
457190
457220
457495
46005r'
460130
460141
461328
461490
461790
461828
461834
461885
465380
465385

4
Gun machine 7.62m lightweight general purpose
4
Launcher grenade 40mm
i
Measuring and layout tool set machinist
4
Mount tripod machinegun 7.62mm
1
Pistol pyrotechnic
58
Pistol automatic cal .45
166
Rifle 7.62mm semi-automatic It barrel
4
Semi-trailer van cargo 6 ton 2 wheel
4
Shop set fld mint spare parts storage, set no. 2
1
Tool kit org maint no. 1 common
1
Tool kit org maint no. 1 supplemental
2
Tool kit SA rpm
3
Trailer amphibious cargo I ton 2 wheel
12
Trailer cargo A/4 ton 2 wheel
16
Trailer cargo l! ton 2 wheel
4
Trailer tank water l1 ton 2 wheel
12
Truck cargo 3/4 ton 4A
8
Truck cargo 2j ton 6X6 lwb
7
Truck cargo 2A ton 6X6 lwb w/wn
4
Truck tank fuel servicing 2j ton 6X6
7
Truck tractor 5 ton 6X6 swb w/wn
5
Truck utility * ton 1X4
2
Truck van expansible 2j ton 6X6
1
Truck van shop 2j ton 6X6
1
Truck wrecker medium 5 ton 6X6 w/wn
29
Watch wrist grade I1
27
Watch wrist grade II type D

500022
500559

Accessory outfit gasoline field range 33 components 1
Add-sub mach hand columnar 10 digit stationary
2
carriage
1I
Barber kit
11
Cabinet spare parts steel 11 drawers
Case field office machine plywood 181 in.L

QUARTERMAS¶E

503120
506300
510321

ITEMS

6

13* in.W 17 in.D
510324

Case field office machine plywood 22J in. L

13* in.W 17 in.D
510477

4

Control pressure filling non-vented drum
5 psi pressure shut off

510550

Cook set field

513129

Filing cabinet card size 1.6 in. 2 dwr for
5X8 in. cards
Filing cabinet card size 16 in.2 dwr for
3X5 in.cards
Cleaner vacumn hand 26500 ft per minute
discharge velocity

513139
513302

1

14

H-21

2
2
3
ANNEX H

,

LINE
ITEM NO.

NO. RECOMMENDED

ITEM DESCRIPTION

513620
515202
516300

Clock message center Chelsea clock M-2
Cook set field 4 components
Desk field plywood 20 7/8 in.W 14 7/16 in.H

518320

15 5/8 in.D
Desk field plywood 22 5/8 inW 25 7/8 in.H
14½ i.D

519800
524320
524890
526281
528911
529100
529969
541075
549225
552633
554125
554983
555620
555775
555927
558400
559290
561114
561225
562161
563450
565794
566001
566059
569051
569151
569850
ANNU H

Dispensing pump hand driven continuous flow
12 gal per 100 rev
File visible index br unit 50 pkts
Filing cabinet steel 4 dr H w/comb lock
Food container insulated rectangular 5 gal
capacity aluminum
Filing cabinet map and plan steel grey 5 dr H
1 dr W
Goggles sun wind dust 2 plastic colorless
neutral grey
Guidon nylon wool blank 1 ft 8 in.hoist 2 ft

1
3

2
2
2
1
5
8
6
27

3 3/4 in.fly

1

Paulin ctn duck 40 ft L 20 ft W
Range outfit field gasoline
Repair kit tentage
Safe 2 shelves I drawer 2 comnartment 26 in.H

6
3
1

17 in.W 17' in.D

2

OD. 55 ft L 8 pins 10 poles
Screen latrine FMW
Sewing machine industrial darning pwr drvn

2

6 7/8 in.to 8 7/8 in.depth

1

Sewing machine industrial gen treadle dr I0ý in.
throat
Sewing machine industrial 12 in. throat wo table
stand
Sling carrying universal individaal load
Pumping assy flammable liquid bulk trans 225 gpm
Stove gasoline burner 11 oz rated fuel tank cap
Strapping kit steel strapping hand 3/4 in.to
2 in. strap W
Table folding legs wood top and legs 36 in. L

24 in.W 27-32 in.H

Tableware outfit field IU components
Tent frame type maint med lt metal FMVAWR OD
32 ft L
Tent kitchen fly proof F.WWR OD complete
w/pins and poles
Tent liner for 32 ft tent frame type maint
med lt metal
Tool kit armorers 42 components
Tool kit automotive mechanics 52 components
Tool kit electricians 29 components
H-22

1
1
38
1
3
1

19
5
1
1
1
2
9

4

LiNm
ITEM NO.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

570336
570931
571325
571733

Tool
Tool
Tool
Tool

kit
kit
kit
kit

NO, RECOMMENDED

general use tools sig drawing TE-33
photographic repair 15 components w/case
radar and radio 47 components
supplementary radar & radio repair sig

2

P/N TK 88/U
575870
575900
575910
575950
575970
576700
583660
588537
596684
602636
603114
603250
604010
604550
609625
609670
612945
614915
618094
618102
618103
618115
621124
624981
625002
627520
628139
628230
628314
628960
631511
631581

10
3
8

Typewriter non-portable 13 in.paper size 42 to
keys elite type
S44
Typewriter non-portable 11 or 12 in. paper size
Typewriter 20 in.paper size 42 to 44 keys
elite type non-portable
Trunk locker plywood 31 in, L 15 1/8 in.W
11 7/8 in.D w/tray
Typewriter ptbl upper and lower ease elite
type 42 keys
Table parachute pack sectional 4 sect 576 in.
tot L 36 in.W 32 in.H
Truck lift fork gas 6000 lb pneumatic tire
rough terrain
Tent GP small w/cover line pins poles vestibule
Typewriter non-portable 14 to 15 in. carriage
SIGNAL ITEMS
Analyzer portable compass TS-1662/ASW
Antenna AT-984/G
Antenna group RC-292
Reeling machine cable hand RL-27B
Barometer ML-I02
Charger radio detector PP-1578/PD
Case BC-5
Darkroom photographic rtbl ES-29
Electronic tactical teletypewriter security
equipment TSEC/KW-7
Generator set diesel engine tlr mtd PU-402/M
Generator set gas eng tlr mtd PU-474/M
Generator set 45kw diesel eng tlr mtd PU-551/M
Generator set gas eng tlr mtd PU-290/NR
Indicator standing wave radio AN/URM-120
Maintenance kit electronic equipment MK-6521
AN/APS 94
Maintenance kit, electronic equipment MK-426/ARN
Modification kit, electronic equipment MK-345/6R
Multimeter AN/URM-105
Multimeter TS-352/U
Multimeter ME-26/U
Oscilloscope OS-8U
Power supply PP-2953/U
Power supply PP-1104/G
H-23

1
2
1
5
5
1
2
10
1

1
5
1
1
1
3
1
3
1
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
10
9
1
1
2
1
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LINE

NO. RECOMMENDED

ITEM NO.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

634620
634670
634671
638600
641686
643107
644300
651204

Radiac set AN/PDK-27J
Radiacmeter IM-93/UD
Radiacmeter IM-174/PD
Radio set AN/VRC-IO
Radio set AN/GRR-5 mtd in trk van expansible
Radio set AN/VRC-53 mtd in truck 2J ton cargo
Radio set AN/PRC-25
Radio set AN/VRC-24 mtd in trk 3/4 ton cargo

655201

Radio set AN/VRC--46 mtd in trk ý ton

1

655204
655701
657124
657222
660000
660120

Radio set AN/VRC-46 mtd in van AN/TAQ-1
Radio set A.i/VRC-47 mtd in trk ý ton
Radio set; control group AN/GRA-39
Radio teletypewriter set AN/GRC-46
Reeling machLne cable hand RL-39
Reeling machine cable hand RL-31

2
1
6
2
3
1

665028

Generator signal AN/URM-25

1

670356
672380
678260

Surveillance info cntr infrared AN/TAQ-I
Switchboard telephone manual SB-22PT
Telephone set TA-312/PT

681690

Terminal board TM-184

2

681715
682695
683375
683407
683408
683409
683665
683801
683805
685603
685684
685795
689616
689620
689940
694790

Telegraph terminal group AN/TCC-14
Generator signal BC-376
Test set flight line AN/APS-80
Test set A-6 photograph cartridge ejector IM-27
Test set photographic surveillance system IS-40A
Test set photographic preflight IS-39
Test set electron tube TV-7/U
Test set radar AN/GPM-46
Test set radar AN/APM-176
Test set optical alignment infrared AN/AAM-8
Test set radar AN/APM-156
Test system photographic surveillance IS-34
Tool kit radio repairman TK-115 ( )/G
Tool kit radar and radio rpmn TK-87/U
Tool kit photographic repair TK-166/GF
Inverter vibrator PP-68/U

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
13
14
1
1

698400

Wire WD-l/TT RL-159/U

10

698535

Splicing kit telephone cable MK-356/G

700840

TRANSPORTATION ITEMS
Airplane combat surveillance
Utility airplane
Chain assy sgl leg w/pear links and 1 grab

711740

hook 5/8 inby 16 ft
712730
744410
ANNEX H

Computer air navigation dead reckoning type MB-4
Life preserver under arm aircraft gas or oral
inflation
H-24

3
35
23
24
1
1
2
1

2
2
21

4

1
12
1

8
27

48

LINE
ITEM NO.

ITEM DESCRIPTIO!N

763200

Plotter aircraft scale 1:500,000 and 1:1,000,000

775400

Shop set acfC maint stlr mtd A-1 tool crib elec
1
flaw detect
Shop set ac~t maint stlr mtd A-2 sheet metal
1
welding hyd1raulic
Shop set acft maint tlr mtd P-4 machine and
1
eng shonr
Shop set a;ft maint stIr mtd P-5 propeller & rotor 1
Shop set ord hdlg and servicin- fld ma.int Army1
acft set 1
2
Tool kit aircraft inspection technical
45
Tool kit aircraft mechanics general
3
Tool kit airframe repairmans Arny aeft
2
Tool kit engine and power trtin renairmans
2
Tool kit hydraulic re-airmans Army acft
2
Tool kit propeller and rotor renairmans
2
Tool set organizational maint Army aircraft set A
Tool set organizational maint A-my aircraft set A
1
supplement
2
Compressor reciprocating power drive I,1A1 7 cfm
2
TM-3-4340-206 15 MTay 59 respirator paint type M5
12
Survival kits FSN 6545-611-0976
4
Kit snecial tools Nartin Baker
6
Dour'las bomb hoist
6
Ordnance trailer mark 7
3
Multiple servicing unit MA-I
6
Bomb lift
sling
3
Oxygen cart w/tanks
2
Sling drum lifting FSN 3940-676-3439
4
Nozzle single pt 2-• FSN 1730-289-0096
1
Kit tester vibration FSN 4920-973-2149
2
Energizer engine starter FSN 1730-863-5743
2
Tow bar aircraft FSN 1730-023-5320
1
Grease gun hand FSN 4930-837-5516
3
Nutrunner & screwdriver FSN 5130-990-2874

775401
775423
775424
775670
784030
784040
784490
784495
784510
784540
785220
785230

960010

NO. RECOMMBNED

DEVELOPMERTAL ITEMS
Antenna AT-791/C
Survival kit FSN 6545-611-0978
Liquid nitrogen generating plant Gas Engr Equip
Corp PN G215
Electronic shop stir mtd AN/ASM-189
Electronic shop stlr mtd AN/ASM-190
Zoom microscope model no. 53-71-01 Bausch & Lomb
Tube magnifier IOX Bausch & Lomb
Case set transportable storage FSN 6115-663-0213
Air compressor it wgt high pressure 110V 60cy
H-25

÷

27

1
24
1

4
2
2
2
1
2
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